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To the extent that a man acquires power ,
he gains the opportunity to promote solutions
to social problems which reflect his own
personality.

Richard H. Solomon
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Notes on Names and Usage

Whenever one is dealing with the recent history

of the Malay Peninsula and the surrounding area , there

is a potential for confusion in just what name tc.~ use

for both geographical and political references . Until

the immediate postwar period , Malaya was the name used

both for specific reference to the peninsular states as

a collective unit, and to these states plus the Straits

Settlements of Penang , Malacca and Singapore in more

general usage. I have continued to use the name of

Malaya to refer specifically to the peninsular states

plus Penang, and to use the name of Singapore when

speaking of the city , the island or the government

thereof. This holds true even after formation of the

Federation of Malaysia. In some quotations , the name

Malaya is employed in a collective sense, embracing all

of the above areas.
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Not until the mid-fifties was the term Malaysia

used in the political sense. Prior to that time , it

was used to denote a geographical and cultural concept

wh ich encompassed not only the peninsula but also the

Indonesian Arc hipelago and even the Philippine Islands .

I have restricted my usage to refer  to the Federa tion

of Malaysia , including Singapore , between 1963 and 1965 ,

and to the Federa tion, without  Singapore , a f t e r  1965.

Unless specifically mentioned by name , the North Borneo

terri tories of Sarawak and Sabah are included in the

Malaysian rubric after 1963. In the political sense ,

Malaysia refers to the Central or Federal government

situated in Kuala Lumpur . Whenever making specifically

ethnic or communal references, I have used the term

Malay . It is hoped that context will clarify any con-

fusion arising from use of these terms .

Where persona l name s are used , I have followed

for the most par t , the convention of usin g the fu l l

name in the first reference , and the family name there-

after. All Chinese names have the family name first

while Malay and Indian names follow European practice.

In some cases, to prevent confusion or for variety or

emphas is , full names are used in references other than

the first. A special case is Turiku Abdul Rah.rnan of
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Malays ia ,  who is referred to variously as the Tunku ,

Abdul Rahman or simply Rahman .

Except in direct quotations, I have followed

what appeared to be the most common spellings of Malay

names and honorifics--thus Tunku rather than Tengku ,

Syed instead of Seyed , and Inche rather than Enche.
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INTRODUCTION

You may take my word for it, this is the most
important station in the East , and as fa r  as naval
superiority and commercial interest are concerned ,
of much higher values than whole continents of
terri tories.

Sir Stamfor d Raf f l e s , 1819

Lee Kuan Yew is the most impor tan t political

personality in the Republic of Singapore. A third-

generation English-educated Straits Chinese and Prime

Minister since his young People ’s Action Par ty (PAP )

f i r st won con trol of the governmen t in 1959 , Lee ’s

poli tical pra gmatism an d economic realism have been the

primary factors in making Singapore the successful and

dynamic nation it is today. The purpose of this thesis

is to describe and analyze the events and methods by

which Lee came to power , and put his political , economic

and social ideas into practice. To provide the proper

perspective , a br ief overview of Singapore ’ s history ,

demogra phy and of the rise of nationalism among

Singapore Chinese in necessary .

1Quotation from a letter written by Sir Stamford
Raffles shortly after his naval squadron landed at
Singapore on 29 January 1819. Donald Wise , “A Ti ght
Ship , ” Far Eastern Economic Review, 6 August 1976 ,
p . 32
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Historical Events

Political Status

The island of Singapore came under British

control with the landing of Sir Stamford Raffles in

1819. As his words above indicate, he foresaw an

exceptional future for Singapore, which at the time of

his arrival consisted of a few huts containing 120

Malays and 30 Chinese. Raffles negotiated an agreement

with Sultan Hussein of Johore , the sole reason for which

was to establish a British claim to Singapore .2 By the

time of the Anglo-Dutch Treaty of 1824 which delimited

British and Dutch possessions in Southeast Asia ,

Singapore was a proven economic success. Chinese

immigration had raised their numbers by 1823 to 3 ,317

out of a total population of l0,863.~

From 1824 to 1867 , Singapore was a part of

British India, first under Bengal then under the Supreme

Government of India after 1851. Along with Penang and

Malacca , the three made up the Straits Settlements. By

the time of the Indian Mutiny (1857 ), important elements

2Mary Turnbull , “The Nineteenth Cen tury , ” in
Malaysia: A Survey, ed. Wang Gungwu (New York : Praeger ,
1964) , p. 129.

3Victor Purcell , The Chinese in Malaya (London:
Oxford University Press , 1948) , p. 71.
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in Singapore were agitating to have the settlement

p laced under London ’s direct contrpl. This was done

with the creation of the Crown Colony of the Straits

Settlements in 1867 , the capital of which was Singapore.

For most of the next eighty years , the Br itish

colonial government provided a regime of peace and

order , an atmosphere in which commerce flourished.

Although the British were reluctant to introduce democ-

racy , their administration nevertheless accustomed the

inhabitants of Singapore to expect stability, peace , law

and order as natural. The Japanese occupation of

1942-45 was an interregnum in which all the inhabitants

of Singapore experienced harsh government and severe

deprivations . The Chinese were treated particularly

cruelly, a condition which did much to crea te a body of

nationalist leaders among them. Some were Communist,

some were not.

Wi th the Japanese defea t, Singapore came under

a British Military Administration (BMA ) until 1946. At

that time , with the Malayan Union Plan , Penang and

Malacca were made states of Malaya and Singapore

became a Crown Colony in its own right. The colonial

government prevailed until Singapore first gained

limited self-government in 1953 under the so-called
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Rendel Constitution.4 Full internal self-government

came in 1959 , but complete political independence was

not achieved until August 1965 , when Singapore was

expelled from the Federation of Malaysia, formed in

August 1963.

Economic Background

The vision of Singapore as a mercantile center

originated with Raffles. In 1822 , he formed a committee

of Europeans to act with representatives of the Arabs ,

Malays , Bugis , Javanese and Chinese , and issued to the

committee detailed instructions . The status of mercan-

tile affairs was made quite clear , “the classes engaged

in mercantile affairs ” requiring “the first attention ,”

particularly in the allocation of land for business

purposes. Those employed in handicrafts or labor were

ranked second , and the cultivators were expressly for-

bidden to hold any land expected to be used for town

purposes.~ From the very beginning , social and economic

relationships in Singapore were institutionalized in the

reverse order from the traditional Chinese practice , in

4Sir George Rendel was appointed in July 1963
to head a commission to review the whole constitution
of the Colony of Singapore , including the relationship
between the central Singapore Government and that of
the municipality of Singapore.

5Purcell , The Chinese in Malaya, p. 70.
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which the farmer and the artisan ranked above the

merchant. There were almost no scholars , who normally

ranked first, and no soldiers until much later .

Throughout the nineteenth century , Singapore

dominated the economic life of the surrounding region by

its policy of free trade , which was even more important

than its location in making it vital to the economies of

Java , Sumatra , Celebes and other parts of the Indonesian

Archipelago. In Singapore , goods in bulk could be

imported f ree  of tax and be broken up into smaller lots

for re—export, also tax-free . During the early twenti-

eth century, the growth of the Malayan tin and rubber

industries made peninsular Malaya even more important to

Singapore than was Indonesia .

The Br itish were deep ly invo lved in these

ventures , and as a natural consequence es tablished not

only business houses but banks , insurance f irms and

shipping lines. These remained to be important parts of

Singapore ’ s economic structure in the twentieth century .

Most of these firms were in some way associated with

Singapore ’ s magnificent harbor, which even in its

unimproved state was one of the best in Southeast Asia.

The 1920 ’ s saw the beginnings of what was to

become another major factor in the economy for nearly

forty year s~ these were the naval and military bases.
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Construction started with a naval dockyard , depot and

associated projects , and by the late 1930’ s there were

extensive installations all over the island . Thousands

of people were employed by the mil itary , wh ich became

the single largest industry.

Such were the basic elemen ts of Singapore ’s

economy . There was little large—scale industry . That

which existed was for refinement of tin ore and reduc-

tion of crude latex to a form suitable for export. The

most important segm ents of the economy were mercantile

and servicing activities , arid Singapore ’s economic

health was highly dependent upon external factors beyond

the control of anyone in the city. At the same time ,

however , Singapore had become a nearly indispensable and

certainly vital element in the regional economy . The

Chinese had a major part in this process.

Social Development

Large-scale immigration which began after

the Bri tish arrival soon made of the new settlement a

city of the uprooted for a generation after 1919.

Besides the British , newcomers included those from India

(especially Ceylon and neighboring South India) ,6 Malays

6A brief but comprehensive history is Sinnappah
Arasaratnam , Indians in Malaysia and Singapore (Bombay
and Kuala Lumpur : Oxford University Press ~or the
Institute of Race Relations-—London , 1970)
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from the Peninsula , Sumatra , Java and Celebes , and

Chinese in ever—increasing numbers from the coastal

provinces of Southeast China. Although the first

Chinese probably came from Malacca arid the neighboring

Rhio Islands , the first direct immigration from China

was w ith a junk from Amoy, in l82 1.~ The proportion of

Chinese in the population continued to increase until by

the early twentieth century they made up nearly three-

quarter s of the inhabitants.

From the very f i r st, such a prospect was fore-

seen. Raffles said:

From the number of Chinese already se ttled,
and the peculiar attractions of [Singapore) for
that industrious race , it may be presumed that
they will always form by far the largest part
of the community.8

To govern not only the Chinese but the other

immigrant groups , the aforementioned Committee was

established to carry out a sys tem of indirect rule which

prevailed throughout much of the nineteenth century .

The Chinese population was to be placed under the

control of its own leaders , who would be the pr incipal

direct link between the Chinese and the British adminis-

tration.

7Purcell , The Chinese in Malaya, p. 70.

3lbid ., p. 72.
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Such a system of indirect rule had long-standing

historical precedents in the great port cities of

Southeast Asia and even China , but it was also a prac-

tical expedient necessitated by the small numbers of

British administrative manpower. iri addition to such

administrative compartmentalization , R a f f l e s ’ plan for

the city of Singapore called for segregation not only

by the major groups , but also by provincial origins of

the Chinese and even by occupation.9

Subdivision of the major ethnic groups into

specific communities rendered the seemingly simple

guadripartite population structure politically and

socially much more complica ted than first appearances

might indicate . Statistics in 1966 illustrate the

complexities of Singapore ’ s population (see Table 1).

Such differentiation was far less significant

among the Malays and Indians than among the Chinese.

All of the Malay groups spoke basically a common

language , their adherence to :3 1am was a ver’: strong

cohesive factor , and from the beginning the s~ x ratio

among Malays was relatively even , never exceeding 1,383

males to 1,C00 females (1891) . The impfication was

therefore that the social structure was relativel y

normal.

9Ibid.
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TABLE 1

POPULATION ~Y ETHNIC GROUP
AND SPECIFIC COMMUNITY,

1966

Per Cent of

Ethnic Specif ic  Ethnic To tal
Group Community Numbers Group Population

Chinese 1,519 ,225 100.0 78.7

Hokkien 40.6 31.9

Teochew 22.5 17.7

Cantonese 18.9 14.9

Hainanese 7. 2 5 .7
Hakka 6.7 5 .3
Foochow 1.5 1.2

Other 2.6 2.0

Malay 233 ,997 100.0 12.1

Malay 68.9 8.4

Javanege 18.3 2.2

Boyanese 11.2 1.3
Other 1.6 0.2

Indian 128 ,250 130.0 6.7

Tamil 60.4 4.3

Malayali 16.8

Ceylonese 4.2 0.3

Other 18.6 1.3

Other 48,261 100.0 2.5

Totai 1,929 ,733 I 100.0

SOURCE : Warwick Neville , “The Demographic Structure
and Its Economic and Social Implications ,” ~n Modern
Singapore, eds. Ooi Jin—Bee arid Chiang Eiai Ding
(Singapore: University of Singapore , 1969) , Table 3 ,
p. 75.
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Not until 1947 did the figure for the Chinese

go below that level, and even in 1966 that for the

Indians was still 1,459. 10 The Indian communities

comprised such a small portion of the total that despite

their disproportionately large economic imoortance as a

group , their subdivision by language was of li ttle

political signif icance .

For the Chinese , however , linguistic and other

divisions have been very important in the political

development of Singapore . The system of indirect rule,

and of leaving the Chinese very much to their own

devices reinforced the practice among the various

Chinese communities of creating their own individual

organizations to provide such social services and

community direction as existed . Both secret societies

and a w ide and varied range of open assoc iations (clan

associations , occupational guilds , ber.evolent societies)

were developed , as Chinese immigrants came to Singapore.

As the male-female ratio became more normal

and greater numbers of children were born and came to

need education , another dichotomy developed . For a

small portion of the Chinese population (that rriosz

economically successful) , the choice was ~uite often to

10Warwick Neville , “The Demographic Structure and
Its Economic and Social :mplications,” ~.n Modern Singapore,
eds. Ooi Jin-Bee and Chiarig Hai Ding (Singapore:
Un iversity of Singapore, 1969), Table 4, p. 75.
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acquire an English-language education because of the

consequent social and economic advantages. A body of

politically conservative and English-oriented Chinese

was thus created. Schooling for the bulk of the Chinese

~ec~ ie was ~n Ch~nese-1anguage institutions , where

Mandarin soon became the standard language. Therefore ,

:n addition to linguistic and provincial divisions

brought w:th them to Singapore , the Chinese were further

div:ded by education and economic status. Although the

Chinese were by far the largest group in Singapore , they

were by no means ent~relv homogeneous , a condition to

have important consequences for political develo~pment in

Singapore . Certainly this lack of complete homogeneity

was a factor hindering the growth of some form of

Chinese nationalism .

During Singapore ’s first century there was no

real feel ing of nationalism in the modern sense among

Singapore Chinese. Even among the many wno were locally

born , they saw themselves not as Singaporeans , but as

someone whose home was in China although they 1~ ved in

Singapore. Their identity as Chinese was based upon a

totality of culture , tradition and or~ ;~ n , rather than

~ccn :Jentif~ cat~on with a political entity . t was, in

rea . sense , an uncuestioried given which allowed them

to concentrate upon atta:n~ng economic success.
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Politicization of Chinese
in Singa pore

The Kuomintang

Politics first came to the Chinese of Singapore

w:th the visit of Sun Yat—sen in 1900 (so it is

reported ) and in 1906. In the latter year , a branch of

Sun ’s revolutionary Tung Meng Hui (Soc iety) wa s formed .

From 1905 to 1909, Singapore was a refuge for anti—

royalist revolutionar ies from China. Sever al

revolutionary newspapers were started, which waged

editorial wars with papers supporting the imperial

cause. Revolutionary elements were further strengthened

with the addition of a portion of some 700 Chinese

rebels who fled to Tonkin after an armed rebellion in

1908. 3y 1911 , Sun ’s activities in Singapore and the

rest of Malaysia led to a warning by the Protector of

the Chinese in Penang that he should leave the country .

~ie went to Europe , where he remained untiL after the

revo1ut~ on succeeded ~n China. As a ~esu1t of the

revolution , the :<uomintang ( KNT ) was formed ~n China ~n

August 1912 , and a branch was established in Singapore

scor. after.

2~v .825, tne K~1T was be:ng suppressed in Ma ava

an’~ Singapore, for it had become the agent of much

11?urcell , The Chinese ~.n Malaya, pp. 209—10.
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nationalist ~ro~ aganda of a strongly ant~ —Br~ t~ sh

nature. There occurred a stror.g v leftward movement in

the KNT , and labor unions were formed under the guise

of mutual benef:t assoc~ at~ ons. The eaders in this

were the Ha~ 1ams (Ha~ nanese) and the Ha~ kas. The

government in Malaya was very resistant to recognition

of the KNT , although the British Forei gn Office con-

sidered the b~an or. the party an anoma ly ,  now that

Br it a in  had recognozed  a KM T-con t ro l led  Chinese :cv ern—

ment. The objection was based on a KNT rule that the

members in such bodies as labor un i on s ,  c l u b s ,  chambers

of commerce and scnools had to conform to K~1T forms of

organization so as to st r er . g th en  the ~~IT ’ s power.  Even

after the KMT took control of the Chinese government ~n

1926—7 , the Malayan governments resisted . They did not

want the ~~IT carrying on act~ vit~ es inimical to local

government. Not until 1930 was the policy modified and

the :< IT once again a l lowed to legally or g an i z e .

After the beginning of the Sino-Japanese

hostilities in 1937 , the KMT was ~erm~ t ted by the

Malayar. governments to promote Chinese nationalism and

to remit funds to the China Distress Relief Fund , to a~ d

:n the resistance to the Japanese. Once aga~ n the

Aalayan governments were act~ ng ~n opposition to the

~es~ res of the Foreign Office, for tne 3r~ t~ sh
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government was at peace with the Japanese. By 1941,

however , KMT Youth Corps activities in Malaya were of

such an alarming nature that the British ambassador to

Chungking asked three Malayan officers to come there to

discuss the problem . The Japanese invasion shortly

af ter put a stop to these talks .12 Communist ac tivity

in Singapore had a somewhat shorter history .

The Communists

The history of the Communist Party in Malaya

begins with disclosure of instructions issued by the

Comintern in Shanghai to the Malayan Communist Party

(MC?). As a result, there were in 1935 minor MC?

activities against the British. Also the MC? launched

campa igns aga inst both the Japanese and the KMT . In

1936, the MC? actively organized labor union strikes.

After war broke out between China and Japan , the

MCP recruited for the :ational Salvation Movement ,

formed after Chiang Kai-shek was captured at Sian , and

the Movement was used to foster anti-Japanese feelings .

Party organization became very complex , with many

activities , all directed by the Central Committee .

Anti—British propaganda continued even after the war

wtth Germany began but in late 1940 , the Chinese

1 )

~~Ibid ., pp. 213—13.
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Communist Party in Hong Kong issued instructions to the

MCP to cease all a n t i — B r i~~ish ac t iv i t ies ,  to concentrate

on consol idat ing an anti-Japanese front and to aid in

the British war effort. with the Japanese invasion of

Malaya in 1941, the MCP wholeheartedly supported the

local governments. In December 1941, the Party joined

a common war effort by all Chinese parties .13

During the Japanese occupation, the MCP was the

major elemen t in the Malayan People ’s Anti—Japanese Army

(MPAJA) , which also included other nationalist elements.

The KMT had a small force of guerillas , only a few

hundred compared to 6,000-7 ,000 in the MPAJA just before

the Allied invasion in 1945 . As a result of the

Japanese occupation , erstwhile harmonious Sino—Malav

relations became quite antagonistic.

With the end of the war , a British Military

Administration was established , and the var ious guerilla

forces were for the most part successfully disbanded .

In Singapore , the BMA at first accepted offers of

cooperation by various Communist groups at face value ,

but it soon became evident that their real intention was

to obs t ruc t  the BMA in every way possible. Over the

next three years , MC? agitation continued and increased ,

culminating in the outbreak of the Malayan Emergency,

13Ibid., pp. 218—21.
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which lasted for twelve years of bitter jungle fighting ,

finally being declared at an end in 1960.

Such KMT support as remained was very strong

among the bus iness classes , while the MC? was strongest

among the Chinese—educated laboring classes , the unions

and the Chinese schools. By the late forties , the

Chinese had progres sed from po1~ tical identification

with events in China itself to internal divisions within

the Singapore Chinese community itself along Communist

and anti-Communist lines , both increas ingly nationalist

in the Singapore context .

Singapore: A Uni que Case
of ~4ationa L Develo Dment

The special characteristics of location ,

history, economics and social factors made of Singapore

a unique case in what is now sometimes called the Third

World . In most respects , Singapore has never been a

truly underdeveloped country . Because of its distinc-

tive factors, governments of Singapore have been able to

make rapid and massive progress in developing the city

to its present state . The following shows clearly that

Singapore is quite different from what are usually

termed the underdeveloped countries:14

140oi Jin—Bee , “Singapore: The 3alance Sheet,” in
Modern Singapore, eds. Ooi Jin-Bee and Chiang Hai Ding
(Singapore: University of Singapore, 1969), p. 12. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Economic Factors

1. In 1966 , only 3 . 5 % of labor force in

agriculture

2. Some disguised unemployment. Most oppor-

tunities outside agriculture

3. Per capita income is $600 , highest in South-

east Asia , second highest in Asia

4. Very low fraction of per capita income spent

on food

5. Exports of goods manufactured in Singapore,

not food and primary materials

6. Per capita value of external trade one of

world ’s highest

7. Very good credit and marketing facilities

8. Bes t public housing in Asia

Demographic Factors

1. Low crude birth rate in 1967 of 25.8 per

1,000

2. Low mortality rate , high longevity expecta-

tion

3. No gross malnutrition or dietary

deficiencies

4. High public health and sanitation standards

5. No rural overcrowd ing, urban overcrowding

no longer serious by 1967 

~~~~~ - .
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Cultural and Political Fac tors

1. One quarter of population in school; high

expenditures on education; nearly 100% enrollment in

primary schools; only 11.5% (1967) of males over 10

years of age uneducated

2. Essentially no child labor

3. Strong middle class

4. Women ’s status and position protected by law

Technological and M iscellaneous Factors

1. Mul tiplicity of technical tra in ing

facilities, cons tantly being expanded

2. Excellent internal and external communica-

tions and transport facilities

3. Sophisticated technology

Suxr~nary

Lee Kuan Yew was ideally suited to the role of

national leader in Singapore. He came of ancestors who

were part of Singapore from nearly its beginnings. His

education and training were in the pattern proven most

conduc~ ve to success, particulary economically, and

politically if the referents are to his acceptability to

the colonial powers. His education and profession as a

lawyer gave him entrée into many levels of the political

power structure; his ancestry and family traditions pro—

vided at Least a contact with the Chinese of Singapore.
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The historical events of the years since his

birth had created a situation in which a nationalist

leader might succeed . Singapore ’s unique economic and

social characteristics, enumerated above , in many ways

made it easier for such a leader as Lee to gain and hold

power and establish his legitimacy. Singapore was small

in area and population , and the British soon proved

themselves amenable to al terat ions in the nature of

their Asian empire.

Lee Kuan Yew played the most important part in

the final few years of the process by which an ers twhile

fishing village was transformed into an independent

nation and one of the great port cit ies of the world .

This thes is is devoted to an examinat ion of Lee ’s part

in that process.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  - —.  -- -.  
~.——— ~~~~~~~
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CHAPTER I

EDUCATION AND IDEOLOGY

We in Malaya are now seeing British domina-
t ion , after over a hundred years, enter its last
phase. Colonial imperialism in Southeast Asia
is dead except in Malaya , and our genera t ion
will see it out. 1Lee Kuan Yew , 1950

The Prototypical Singaporean

Over the year s , Singapore ’ s Pr ime Minister Lee

Kuan Yew has repeatedly exhorted the c i ti.zens of the

island city-state to think of themselves not as Malays ,

Ind ians or Chinese , but as Singaporeans. They must ,

he said,  build a multi-cultural, multi-racial society

in which all strive for common goals . Lee himself is

the prototyp ical Singaporean , the example upon which he

has striven to model the people of the small republic .

As suc h , he has sometimes been an enigma to those who

wculd categorize him . Chinese have said he was too

un-Chinese, while to Westerners Lee has appeared to be

both “ an upper-class nglishman, w tt h  a Oh ~~nese name , ”

and “bas i ca l ly  . . . an or : ental . ” E;en Lee seems to

1Alex Josey , Lee Xuan Yew, rev. ed. (S~ ncapore:
As:a Pac if i c  Press , 1968) , p .  30.

2 .Ibid., ~~ . 601.
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have f e l t  some estrang ement f rom the spec i f i ca l ly

Chinese categorization , remarking that in his days at

Cambridge , he was more comfortable with Malayans “of

all races” than with Chinese frctn other parts of Asia .3

In 1965 , he unequivocally declared his identification

with  Singapore , then part of Malaysia :

My personal ambition is to ensure that people
like myself , and their children , and my children ,
have a future in this country . My roots are here.
I have been here three generat ions , nearly a
hundred years. I have no other loyalties , no
other homeland. And I want to br ing about a situ-
at ion which wil l  secure the fu tu re  for  those l ike
me. 4

In those three generations , Lee and his ances-

tors exemplif ied the Straits Chinese who achieved

a ff luence and influence in a world that overlapped

those of the Chinese and of the British colonial rulers.

His g rea t -g randfa the r  was a Hakka immigrant in the mid-

nineteenth century, who did well enough to make his

family comfortable and to return to China in his old

age. Lee Hoong Leong, gr and fa ther of Lee Kuan Yew , was

successful  as Manag ing D irector of one of Singapore ’ s

pioneer shipping lines, and had been educated in

English at the Raffles Institution.

His son , Lee Chin Koon , was also educated in

English , at the Anglo—Chinese Secondary School. During

3lbid., ~~~. 100. 4lbid.
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his business life , Lee Chin Koon was for some years a

clerk with the Shell Oil Company , and more recently,

a salesman in the shop of a lead ing Singapore jeweler ,

De Silva and Company .~ Cross-cultural ties have been

normal in the Lee family , and were certainly continued

with Lee Kuan Yew.

Lee’ s Early Education

From his earl iest school days , Lee Kuan Yew

mingled with students of all races,6 learning to speak

several languages including Malay . After attending a

Chinese kindergarten , he entered Telok Kurau English-

language primary school at the age o f eight . One

instructor described him as not very studious , but sa:d

that English was his particular strong point. ’ Hav:ng

become by this time the special protégé of his paterna l

grandf ather , who declared that his education should be

the equal of that of any Eng1~ shman ,3 Lee Kuan Yew ~vas

sent to the Raffles nstitution :n 19 5. There he

~Willard A . Hanna , “Success and Sobriety in
Singapore, Part IV,” American rjfliversitjes Field Staff
Reports, Southeast Asia Series, vol. 16 no. 5 (New York:
American Universities Field Staff , 1363) , ~p.  2 -3 .

6For convenience, Lee ’ s own term~nclog~ has oe~ n
adopted , in which he refers to th~ Malays , Oh~ nese and
Indians as separate races.

7Josey, Lee Kuan Yew, p. 40. 3 :bid., o. 39 .
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demonstrated many of the qualities which have continued

to be charac teristic of him.

Intellec tually , Lee Kuan Yew was usually at the

top of his class , continuing to be strong in English

language and literature. He was also outstanding in

ma thema tics and econom ics , and as student, athelete and

leader , was far out in front. He also exhibited another

characteristic remarked upon in later times and other

contexts , that of ruthlessness .9 In 1939, Lee was first

in his class in the examinations for the Senior

Cambridge Certificate . It is apparent from even the

sketchy material available on this period of Lee ’ s life

that his education and training were modelled more on

the English than the Chinese pattern and values.

Lee graduated from the Raffles Inst~ tut~ on in

1939 with a scholarship to Raffles College (which later

became the University of Singapore) . He wanted to go

on to an Eng lish un~ vers~ ty , but because of the uncer-

ta~ nt~ es occas:oned by the imDend:ng war in Eu r oce ,

decided to use tne R~ ff1es scholarship. He said that

two good things haDpe!.ed there; he met his future wife

and he got a gccd foundation ~n econcm~ cs.
l0 Dur:ng

‘Hanna, ‘Success and Sobr~ etv , V , ’ p .  4.

~
3Josey , Lee Kuan Yew, ~~~. 5.
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T h~ s two years at the college , Lee continued his studies

in English literature, mathematics and economics , and

gained a reputation as an orator in the Union debates.

His forma l studies came to an end when the Japanese

invaded Singapore , an event marking the beginning of

Lee ’s political life.

The War Years

Later he recalled that in 1942 he avoided being

loaded onto a truck with other young Chinese , ostensibly

to do work fu r  the  Japanese .  He said tha t  they o f t e n

took such truc k loads of youths  away and shot them :

Such was thei r  b l indness  and b r u t a l i t y .  They
never knew what they did to a whole genera t ion
like me. But they did make me ar~ a whole genera-
tion like me determined to work for freedom--
f r eedom from serv i tude  and f o r e i g n  domina t ion . :
did not enter p o l i t i c s - — t h e y  brought  po l i t i cs  upon
me. I decided that our lives should be ours to
decide . . . that we should not be the pawn s and
playthings of foreign powers. 11

His wartime experiences thus seem to have

generated the natio nalism and anti-colon~ al~ sm which

Lee expressed many times in later ears. :t is also

reasonable to assume that Lee was , ~n common ~~~~ other

Southeast Asians, much impressed by the defeat of tne

:uropean colonial power by fellow Asians and the kncw-

edge that hundreds of the erstwhile 3r:t:sh masters

~~~~~~~~ ~~~. 41.
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were imprisoned a t Chang~ on the east end of S ingap ore

Island .

During the sixty-nine days it took the Japanese

to complete their conquest of Malaya with 5~ ngapore ’ s

sur render  on 15 February 1942 , Lee Kuan Yew served as

a medical orderly in the civil defense organization.

After the surrender, the nineteen-year old ex-student

learned Japanese and became a translator for Domei , the

official Japanese news agency .12 There he had access

to world news which was not released to the public at

large whuch gave him some idea of the true state of the

war. He was probably well aware by 1945 that the

Japanese were losing and that there was a possibility

of another battle for Singapore. British journalist ,

Alex Josey 13 says that Lee quietly moved out of the

city ~n 1945 (possibly into hid:ng elsewhere or. the

island or on the mainland) because the Japanese were

12Ibia., o. 2~~.

~
3Al~ x Josey is an English-born ~curna l~ st

res~ dert of Singapore for twenty years. H~ s wr~ t~ ncs
include books on trade unionism and socialism , with
par t i cu la r  re fe rence  to M a l a y s i a , and commentary on
Asian affairs. A close friend and unauthorized b~ o—gra pher of Lee Kuan Yew, Josey was the cause and ~b;ectof one pa r t i cu l a r l y  bitter e:<change between tne
SIngapore and Malaysian Federal governments, :esu t~ng

h~ s expuls:on for a brief period in 1 G .  Hanna ,
“ Success and Sobriety , IV , ’ , pP. 11—13 .
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susp icious tha t  he had been t e l l i ng  people the t rut h

about the war.~~
4

Pos twar  Educa t i on

For a brief tome after the end of the war, ee

organized an “atmosphere of study ” in his home with

organized informal lectures by var ious academics . This

ended with the reorganization of the schools and

colleges in Songa ~ ore and the r e t u r n  of the p r o f e s s o r s

to their regular positions. Also , Lee was impatient

to get to schoo l in England . Though both sh ip  passage

to England and p laces  in unover s~~ties the re  were ha rd

to come by,  he managed to f ind  space on a troop ship

and to be accepted by the London School of Econcmics.

Lee did not stay there for long . He dod not

loke the hectoc pace of a large city which requored

that he travel daily across town by bus and subway .

The rushong and the fumes and the sudwa were not hos

idea of unovers~ ty lofe and he fonal~~ decided to  try

for Camb ridge whocn he entered to stud y law a f t e r  one

term ~n the London School of Economocs. ACCordong to

W o l l ard A. H a n n a ,  there was a n o t h e r  and more  o mp c r t 3 n t

reason f o r  the s wo t ch .

Lee was unhappy w i t h  both the st a n dar d s  and the
curriculum at the London Schoo l of Ecor.omo:s. ven

4Josey , Lee Kuar. Yew, to. 40-41. 

..
. . .. .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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more important was his developing interest in polotics.

Having come to know young members of the Labour Party

and left-wing intellectuals , Lee was initiated into

polotical theory and practice. His nascent philosophy

was a moxture of Faboan Socialism wi th a belief in a

perfectionist society, and Marxist ex tremism wi th the

convict ion tha t he mus t align himself with the working

classes against the pr ivileged upper classes. He was

able to express his political feelings through univer-

sity student associations , notably the Cambridge Union.

There he exhibited great skill and fervor as a public

speaker , concentrating espec ially on colonialism.~~
Academically Lee continued to be superior. He

established a record which he was not loath to recall

publicly in later years, and displayed the intellectua l

toughness and abili ty which remained as his hallmar ks.

He graduated with first-class honors in his two crucial

comprehensive examinations and received a star for

specoal dostinctoon for placing first on the honors

los t .

Lee ’ s Speech to the
Malayan Forum

Lee :<uan Yew made hos first important po1~ tical

address in January 1950 before the Malayan Forum . The

13Hanna , “ Success and Sobriety , IV~~’ ?.  3 .
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Forum was a discussion group where students from Malaya

and Singapore gathered to discuss politics, especially

the issues of colonialism and nationalism . In his

speech , Lee deal t with the role the Asian student should

play after his return from studies abroad and enunciated

his basic political beliefs and convic tions.

Three themes stood out. First was his belief

in the inevitability of the end of colonialism. Nex t,

Lee expresse d his choice against and fear of Communism

as a disruptive influence and political alternative in

~4alaya (the Malayan Emergency where government forces

were attemPting to suppress the ?lalayan Communist Party ,

was well along at this point) . Finally, he set forth

the theme of racial harmony as an imperative require-

ment for the bes t developmen t of Malaya. 16

Lee was pessimistic about the possibility that

the British would voluntarily grant independence to

Malaya and Singapore but he was hopeful that , given a

satis factory alternative in a gc’zernment run by English

educated students , they could be easoiv persuaded to do

so. He pointed out that the returned students had been

the spearhead of independenc e movements in other Asiao

countries. Thus , these students were in a position to

16Josey, Lee Kuan Yew, pp. 28-33.
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decode how and when the change was to be made and

whether they were to have any role at all.

The Communists he portrayed as the greatest

threat to es tablished As ian governments and to Ma laya

in particular. He said this was because the nationalist

leaders in ~4alaya had not become organized , as had

happened in Burma and India and Ceylon, before the

Communists became an important political force. Any

new independent government in Ma laya had to win popular

support and the non-Communists had to both promise and

do social justice to counter the appeal and force of

Communism . Lee said:

The continued ex istence of the new Asia tic
states depends upon whether they are able to carry
out long overdue reforms; whether they can , without
the Communist religion , do all that a Communist
state can do for the masses.17

If this could not be done through the leadership of the

returned students , then Malayans would have only

exchanged one set of masters for another .

To reach these goals, there must be in Malaya

rac ial harmony between Chinese and Malays , and develop-

merit of a united front with the strength to demand

transfer of power without resort to force.

The prerequis ite of Malayan independence is
the existence of a Malayan society , not Malayan
Chinese , not Malayan Indian , not Malayan Eurasian ,

pp. 30-31.
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bu t Malayan , one that embraces the various races in
this country .18

The theme of pan-Malayanism , rather than communalism ,

is fundamental and of t repeated by Lee .

In conclusion, Lee pointed out that some sort

of change was inevitable and that all had a role to

play. Should the returned students fail to do their

part, then the change would be more disordered and there

might be no place for them in the government that

resulted (implying that the Communists would take over) .

These remarks certainly brought the name of Lee Kuan Yew

to the notice of the colonial goverment in Singapore,

a concern of which he was made aware upon his return in

August 1930.

Lee Returns to Singapore

Lee has described the special attention he

received upon his disembarkation . Immigration authori-

ties kept him waiting until all other passengers had

been cleared . When his passport was ons~ ected , the

Inspector remarked casually and poontedly that he would

do well to be careful. Soon after , Lee was visited by

an intelligence agent who let him know that the Britosh

were aware that while he had Communist friends, Lee

himself was believed not to be one . The inference was

pp. 31—32 .

— .— __  - -—-
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that so long as Lee observed the distinction between

Communist sympathies and Communist subversion , no action

would be taken against him.19 This distinction became

very important in the next four years as Lee Kuan Yew

established his law practice, developed connections in

the often Communist-led trade unions , and began to

create his own circle of political colleagues which

eventuated in the formation of the People ’ s Action

Par ty (PAP ) in 1954.

Lee began to form this politically congenial

group while he was studying in London. There , he came

to know Goh Keng Swee , an economis t, and K. M . Byrne , a

civil servant and lawyer. The three considered creating

an anti-colonial movement open to all Maiayans and

especially assessible to non-white collar workers

believed soon to be enfranchised . They finally decided

to enlarge their circle by making contacts with inter-

ested persons at the University of Malaya (at Singapore)

and among the most important English speaking unions .20

Singapore ’ s Political Status in 1950

The Singapore to which Lee returned in 1950 was

politically the remnant of the Crown Colony of the

9Hanna , “Success and Sobriety , LV , ’ o. 6.

20Ren~ Peritz , “The Evolving Politics of Siri9a-
pore : A Study of Trends and ssues ” (Ph.D. dissertation ,
University of Pennsylvania , 1964) , pp.  10 6 — 0 7 .
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Straits Settlements, formed in 1867. With the end of

the Pacific War , the British rearranged their posses-

sions in Southeast Asia. Under the 1946 plan for a

Malayan Union , Singapore wa s to become a separa te Crown

Colony , while the other Straits Settlements of Penang

and Malacca became Malayan states. Between the war ’s

end and the effec tive date of the Union , Singapore was

governed by a British Military Administration .

Civil government under a Governor appointed by

the Colonial Office was restored on that date. Sing-

apore had been kept separa te from the Federa tion for

two reasons. First , it had great and increas ing impor-

tance as a military base for British forces which raised

special problems in the areas of economics and internal

secur ity. Secondly , because the Mala van Union plan

reduced the powers and status of the Malayan sultans

and gave increased citizenship rights to the Chinese,

the belief was that Union would be more acceptable of

predominantly Chinese Singapore were kept separate.

The government in 1950 consisted of an Executive

Council chaired by the Governor, whose ten members were

nominated, and a twenty-two member Legislative Council.

2
~ Singapore, “State of Singapore Annual Report ,1960 ,” in Malaysia: Selected Historical Readings, eds.

John Bastin and Robin W . Winks (Kuala Lumpur : Oxford
University Press , 1966), ~o. 335—36.
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Nine of its members were elected , three from the

chambers of commerce and six f rom t e r r i t o r i a l  consti tu-

encies . The Colonial Government thus possesse d the

greates t power and the s trugg le for a larger popular

voice in Singapore ’ s government marked the years until

independence was achieved in 1961.

In March 195 0, anticipating the next year ’s

elections , the Legislative Council asked the Secretary

of State for the colonies to increase the elected mem-

bers from nine to twelve , a request which was not ful-

fill ed until 1959 ,22 and attainment of self—rule. At

this time , out of a population of approximately one

million , registered voters totalled 48,155 .23 Mos t of

these were Europeans , Ind ians , ar.d English—educated

Ch inese . Registra tion was voluntary u n t i l  the 1955

election and the great majority of the population ,

Ch inese by cul ture and educa tion , did not gain the pre-

dominance its numbers merited until automatic voter

registration was instituted in 1955. At that time , the

electoral roles increased to 300 ,299.24

22Ib id p.  336 .
23 1b1d
24Pang Cheng Lian , Singapore ’ s People ’ s Action

Party, Its History, Organization and LeadershiD (Singa-
pore : Oxford University Press , 1971) p.  2 .



Singapore Demography

Ethn ic divisions in the popula tion had remained

relatively constant since the early 1900’s . The Chinese

comprised about 78% of the total; Malays 12%; ndians

( inc lud ing  Pakis tan is  and Sinhalese) 8%; and Europeans ,

Eurasians and others were the remainder . Though the

three ma jor groups can be said to represen t spec ific

communal poin ts of view , there are significant sub-

divisions , pa r ti cu la r ly  among the Chinese , which were

very influential on the course of developments , raising

issues to which Lee and his group had to, res~ond .

Of all school children in 1950 , 37% (of all

races) were in English-language curricula , while 51%

(nearly all Chinese) were being educated in Chinese-

language schools. 25 This dichotomy had very strong

effects upon political developments because the Chinese-

educated were inculcated not only with what could be

termed traditional Chinese culture , but they were also

the targets of :deologicai i n d o c t rin a t o on  f rom both the

Chinese Nationalist and Communist  po in ts  of v i e w . The

rough ly  7 5% of the populat ion (of  all  races)  compr i s ing

the workong class was educated , if at all, in other tnan

English language and were prevented by their lack of

Buchanan , Singacore in Southeast Asia:
An Economic and Political Appraisal (London: 0. Bell
and Sons , 1972), p. 169 .
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knowledge of English from progressing into the upper

levels of society and government. The English-educated

constituted a very thin stratum at the top of the social

and economic structure.

The Chinese community was further divided lin-

guistically. The principal Chinese dialect , spoken by

41% (32% of the total population) , was Hokkien and the

related Teochew . Nineteen percent spoke Cantonese arid

the remaonder mostly spoke Hainanese and Hakka. However,

most Chinese knew at least one other dialect than their

own plus either Mandar in, Malay or English. 26 The

Ma .ays were not divided linguistically and while the

Ind ians were , their total numbers were so small tha t

was not a sigr~ificant political issue .

Another demographic trend with ever i n c r e a s i n g

import~nce was the shift to a younger population. In

1947 , 36~ was fifteen or younger ; by 1957 it was up to

43%• 27 
~~ius , there was a growing annual increment of

new :oc seekers——a problem not easoly solved in Sonoa—

por’~’s entrepot economy . Other serious problems w:th

political overtones included extremely cr owded and

26Ibid .

2’Dav~ d C. £ .  Chew and Amina H. Degani, “?opu-
lation and Manpower ,” in Modern Singapore, eds . Ooi
Jin-Bee and Chiang Eiai Ding (Singapore: University of
Singapore, 1969) , p. 89.
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inadequate housing for a large part of the urban po~ u-

lation, insufficient health care, and inadequate public

serv ices. These were the problems referr ed to by Lee

in his 1950 speech , and he would gain oreater familiar-

ity woth them in years to come , both before and after

his access ion to power.

Upon his return to Singapore , Lee Kuan Yew first

joined the law firm of Lavcock and Ong for a short time .

Then , in partnership with his wife and elder brother,

he established the firm of Lee and Lee. Through hos

law practice and contacts with left-wing intellectuals

at the University of Singapore, there developed the

ties with the Chinese-educated, Communis t- led  m a j o r i t y

of Singapore which eventually made him Prome ~4~noster ,

and involved him in a struggle for dominance with the

Communists wh ich brought Lee and his  fo l lower s close to

defea t more than once.

Trade Union Contacts

Between 1950 and the foundong of the PA? on

November 1954 , Lee Kuan Yew establoshed contacts on the

trade union movement. The unions were in a phase of

renewed 3ctov~ tv after havong been severely restricted

in 1942 as a consequence of attempts by the MC? tc use

them as 3 venocle to gain polotocal control ~n Malaya

and Singapore.
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These contacts were part of a delobe :atelv cal-

culated plan by Lee. He believed that the relatively

free but politically unguided labor unions had great

poten toal  for  becoming in s t rumen t s  fo r  anyone a sp i rong

to power ~n Singapore. He carefully cultivated tne

leadership of advisorless and mostly Eng l i sh- speak ing

unions , becoming legal advisor to some fifty-one unions.

Lee thereby gained moderate mass support that was essen-

t oa l  on enabling moderates in the P~~ to :<eep the

advantage over important Chinese—educated elements.

However , Lee and his associates were not a b c  i’. this

early period to make intimate contacts and to amalgamate

with the Chinese groups. Lee , Goh, Byrne and others

of their group believed the Left had to stru~cle, of

~ossoble , within the lomits of the Britosh democratoc

system : 28

A party committed to constitutional methods
of change would be signing its death warrant if
it stocd outside the constitutiona l area and merely
protested woth words and rude gestures. 29

As honorary (meanong unpaod) legal counsel to

what eventually totalled more than 100 unions , Lee had

extensive opportunotites to meet and come to :~now t:te

Communists and their sym~athozers who were unoon leaders.

23?eritz, “Po1’-’~-s of Songapcre,” 
~
p. 1i~3—C 9.

29 ,.._oid., ~~~. ~O8.
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Two such pro—Communists were Lom Chon Slang, the twenty—

two year old Secretary—General of the Singapore Factory

and Shop Workers Union (SFSWU ) and Fong Swee Suar.,

Secre tary—Genera l  of the Songapore Bus ~Jo r < e rs  Thoor .

(SB WU ) 
* Both became char te r  members of the PA? and

provided the vital link between Lee ’ s moderates and the

more revolutionary Chinese Nationalists.

Lee also met the non-Communist Sonnathamb y

Rajaratnam , a Ceylon—born lawyer , :ournalost and Marxist

onclined political theoretician ; another PA? founder and

later  M in i st e r  for  Cu l tu re  and Fore ign  M in o s t e r . 3° Thos

occurred duronc the February 1952 stroke of the Postal

and Telecommunicat oons  Un i fo rmed  S t a f f  Unions when Lee

first gained a significant local reoutatocn both because

of the settlement he obtained and the methods he used .3~

Lee described the signof~ cance of the unoon

contacts  in d l9~5l radio talk. He said that on the

1950 ’ s ‘ every ~enuone ~a:oona1os: who nated the 3ritosh

colonial system wanted freedom and ondeoen~ ence . 
‘

He and hos colleagues worked wion the unoons , tne o n y

30Pang , S:nga~ore ’ s ?eo~ 1e ’ s Actoon ?arty,

3
~~ osey, Lee ~uan yew, ~~~

. 5.
11

~~Lee Kuan Yew , The Battle for ~!er~ er (3onca~~re:Mon~ stry of Culture, 1962 .~, ~~~. 14.
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ones of whoch were able under the  ont e rn a l  se c ur o t v

regu la t ions  to take “foerce and militant actoon ” were

those having no Communost affiliations. When the postal

workers struck for revosoon and retroactovotv of theor

salaroes, Lee ‘used theor dos~ ute woth the calonoal

government to gain every possible political and material

advantage. His goals were to achieve specofic gains

f o r  the unoon members and to “ [ra1lv ~ them to foght tne

British colonial system for freedom , for a more just

a~.d ecual society, ” 33 The method was to halt all maol

and telegraph services until public pressure became a

wea~ cn against the management. As governr~ent em~~loyees,

the posta l workers were mostly English—speaking . They

were tnerebv lees susce~ toble to Communost control of

the lead er sho c  tnan  were  those n o n -g ov e r nm e n t  and m o s t ly

labo r o n ;  un o o n s  made up of f a c t o r y  w o r k e r s , h a w k er s ,

and the loke.

The partocular :moortar.ce of the unoon-deroved

contacts was oliustrated by Lee :

The Commur.osts, altno~ ;n they had onl y a few
hundred actove cadres, could muster and r a l~thou sands of ~eople on the unoons , culoura ’ organ :—
zatoons and student socoetoes.

By workong and man:festlv appearonc to work
s e l f l e s sly  and c e a s el e ss ly , they won the recari of
t~.e people on the or g a n o z a t o o n s .  Hav :ng  wcn the
cor . f :der .oe and regard , t:’.ey t .oen got the peoD e to
sucpcr t  t neor  s tand.  ~4

3 3 ,  . , , - 3 4 .cc. ~~~~~ _ _ 0 0 0 .  , p. l~~•
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These mass base and organizational technogues were vital

elements on Lee ’s Later bid for power. Furthermore , Lee

had demonstrated to his satisfactoon that a molitant

movement within a colonoa l system could  carry on a

peacerul struggle :or materoal bene:ots.

An additional factor which may have contributed

to the success of the PAP—Communist united front without

one ?A? com~ letely losing control, was the arrest of

two Commun os t  cou roer s  in Songap ore  on December 1950 .

Thos  led to odentoficatoon and arrest of the entore

S:nga~ ore Town Committee of the MC? (the Town Commottee

was the h o gh e s t  level in the local b r g an o z a t o c n ,  repor-

tong dorectlv to the MC? Central Corrmottde) . These

arrests eft the MC? eader l e s s  on 5:n;acore d ur o n ;  the

most c r i t i ca l  cerood of the Malavan Emergency so that

i t  was not until 1954 tnat one Conmun~ sts a ca o n tco.~ a

si;nof~ cant part in the revolutoonary effort. 3t Thos

moght be a reason for oneor wi .iingness to work w :t n

Lee and to let hom predomonate.

Lee Eu~ lds H os  G rout

Lee ’ s contacts woth left-wong onoellectuals at

the ~novers:ty of Malaya (at Singapcre) enarled horn to

35Richard Cl u : te r b u c k,  ~:ot and ?~evo uo:on on
S in gapore ar .d Ma aya ,  1 9 4 5 — 1 9 6 3  Lcnd on :  Facer  and
Faber , i973~~, ~~. 71.
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~athe: the group of English—educated men who became tne

moderate wing of the founders of the PA? . Among them

were Dr. Toh Chon Chye , then a Reader in Physiolocy and

Lecturer on the Medocal Faculty , and Goh Keng Swee,

Actong Head (1954) of the Department of Socoal Welfare

and a trained economist. 36 Lee had known both men in

London where they had often met at the Malayan Forum and

had discussed the Malayan situaticn . Their expertise

was to prove vital to the PAP .

Lee is reported to have made “extraordonaroly

bold s ta tements  about the role  of v io len t  r e v o l ut o o n  on

achieving social reform and politocal independence, ” 3 ’

at meetings of the universoty grou~ . Rather than beong

cart of that circle, however , he drew others into one

of hos own where revolutoonary dvnarnosm and oracticalitv

were combined . The Brotish dod not casturo tnos group

becau se , in Lee ’s opinion, they saw it as the least

‘unacceptable  of several emerg ing pro- independence

f a ct o o r .s and were makong long-term calculatoons on

g e t t i n g  a g roup  of people who could hold t h o n g s

together.

3
~ ;’iillard A. Hanna , “Success and Sobr:etv on

Sonca~ ore , Part , ‘ American ynoversoties F:e~~ Staff
Fecorts ,  Southeast Asoa Seroes , vol. i~ no. 4 I~~~~~~~W Y o r k :
Amerocan ‘inoversotoes Field Staff , l?~~~), p~~. 12 , ~~.

37Hanna, “Success and Sobr:etv , I’!, ” p .  7 .
38 :b~ d . ,  p .  a.
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By 1954 , the Lee circle had crystallized and

was meeting periodically in his home . The four teen

char ter members of the PAP included two lawyer s, two

journalists, two teachers , a lecturer at the University

of Malaya and seven promonenc trade unoonosts ,39 the

last constituting the party ’ s radical wing . Over

several months , they developed the party ’s principles

and determined its goals and means of action. Saod Lee :

We organozed and worked on the ‘unions , recru ited
cadres of our own on the En g l o s h — e d u c a t e d  and Malay-
educated world. We drew ‘uc olans for the setting
up of the party .4’~

Alloance woth the Communists

The English— and Malay—educated re~ reser.ted

only a minoroty of Singapore , however , and certa:nly

did nct constitute the mass base necessary to bring a

new party to power and keep it there. The support of

the Chinese—educated was vital and Lee ’s description

of the f i r s t  contacts was vivid:

One day in 1954 we came in to  contac t  w:th the
Chinese-educated world. The Chinese moddle school
students were in revolt against national service.
Through devious ways they came into contact with
us.

We bridged the gap to the Chinese—educated
world--a world teeming with vitaloty , dynamism and
revolution ; a world in whoch the Communists had
been working for . . . ohorty years with consider-
able succe ss.

~
9?ang , ~~~~~pore ’ s People ’ s Action Party, ~~~. I .
40Lee , The Battle for Merger, p .  16.



.‘;e the Engl ish-educated r evo lu t iona r i e s ,  went
in trying to tap this oil-field of political
resources , and soon found our pipe lines crossing
those of the Communist Par ty . . . . We wer e con-
sidered by the Communis ts as poaching in their
exclusive territory .

In 1955 we contested the elections. Our initia-
tion into the intricacies and ramifications of the
Communist underground organization in the trade
unions  and cul tural  associat ions had begun .4 1

The “devious ” contacts with the students perhaps

occurred in November 1954. Lee Kuan Yew and D. N.

?ritt , a pro—Communist London lawyer , were defense

counsels  for  s tudent  leaders of serious riots and occu—

~atoon of Chonese schools in May 1954. In their

spec tacu la r  but unsucces sful defense , they whipped up

s tudent  enthus i a sm.  P r i t t  urged the student to rally

beh:nd Lee and to join the workers in a common

42strugg~.e.

Though this took place just before the public

announcement o f the PAP , the implicit cause—and-effect

linkage is perhaps erroneous , although one wr iter states

that this was indeed the case.43 However , support and

help from Chinese students was an undeniable factor ifl

the PAP ’ s success at the polls in 1955. The original

41
~bid.

42Stanley  Spector , “ S t u d ent s  and P o loto cs  on
Singapore, ” Far Eastern Survey 25 (May 1956) :68.

43clutterbuck, Riot and Revolutoon, p . l~ 4.
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issue in the May r iots , of regis tra tion for  Na t iona l

Service under the colonial government , was a “godsend” 44

to the MCP and one in which the English-educated could

join with the Chinese students.

Lee was well aware tha t many of those with whom

he worked were Communists and tha t they wer e awar e of

his know ledge. But all were joined in “one united

anti-colonial front . . . against the common enerny~
4D

and the intense disagreements and internal struggles

which went on were kept private. The Communists , he

said, believed he would ultimately be forced to admit

that a “bourgeois ” democra tic system could not produce

a just and equal society . Lee in his turn argued that

irrespective of whether the goal were reached via

Communism or Democra tic Socialism ,

to build a more just and equal society in
Malaya , we would have to make certain fundamental
decisions , such as being Malayans , uniting the
Chinese and Indians and others with Malavs , build-
ing up national unity and national loyalty , and
ral lying all the races together throug h a national
language. 46

44Ibid ., p. 183.

45Lee , The Battle f~ r Merger, p. 17.

c. 18.

I
______ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ 
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CHAPTER II

LEE THE NATIONALIST , 1954-1959

The most immediate and urgent task facing
any serious political par ty in Malaya is to
end colonialism as swif tly as poss ib le .

all the cons titutional concess ions granted so
far have been particularly careful to protec t
and perpetuate the basic economic and political
interest of the colonial power . . . (we ] call
upon all peoples of Malaya , workers by hand
[or] brain , to rally to our party to secure
national freedom now .

1Manifesto of the Peo~ le s Action Party

The inaugural  meet ing of the People ’ s Act ion

Party (PAP) was the largest political rally hel d in

Singapore  to that time . Nearly 1,500 people were

present in Victoria Hall to hear Lee Kuart Yew present

the Party program and objectives, and the pro tern

Centra l  Executive Committee.  P resen t  on the p l a t f o r m

with the men of the PAP were Tunku Abdul Rabman , ?~~~~o-

ent of the moderate Malayan political party, the Unoted

Malays :~ational Organization (UMNO) , and Tan Cheng Lock ,

~res ider .t of the Malayan Chinese Association (MCA) 2

The MC.; was the biggest Chinese party on the Malayan

1Peritz , “Politocs of Singapore, ” p. 113.
2Lee , The Battle for Merger, p. 145.
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mainland . The theme oi the meecon; was o r n ~ doao ,~

independence , upon which , said Lee , there oruld be no

3compromise.

PAP Procram s and Policoes

The long term aims of the PAP were specified on

its Constitution, and illustrated the nationalist nature

of the party at this point. Among them were:

1. To end colonialism and establish an inde-
pendent national state of Malaya , comprising the
Federation of Malaya and the Colony of Singapore .

2. To create a democratic unitary government
of Malaya based on universal adult suffrage of
all those born in Malaya or adopting Malayan
nation~ 1ity.

3. To abolish the injust inequalities of
wealth and opportunoty inherent in the then—
current system ; to establish an economic order
giving all citizens the right to work and full
econcmic returns for their labor and skill; and
to ensure a decent l iv ing  and social secu ro ty  to
all those no longer able to work due to sickness ,
infirmity or old age .

4. To infuse into the people of Malaya a
spirit of national unity, self-respect and self-
rel iance , and inspire them with a sense of
endeavor in creating a prosperous , stable and
just society .4

Among the more immediate  ob :ec tives  of the  PAP

were repeal of the Emergency Regulation , repeal of those

portions of the Trade Unions Ordinance which prohibited

union participation in political activoty , and strong

opposition to ‘~~e then—new constitutions for the Colony

of Singapore, and for the Federation of Ma .aya. There

3m~d. 
4ibid ., p. 146.
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was no specific reference to establishment of socoalosm

in Singapore .5 The Emergency Regulations were to be a

continual bone of contention between the Britosh and

Singapore for some time . They gave the poloce important

powers to maontain internal securoty, such as those to

close roads , enforce  cu r f ews, and search premises ,

vehicles and persons suspected of having weapons . ~.ost

hated was the power of de ten t ion  wi thou t  t ro a l,  and tho s

was the one which neither the British nor succeedong

Singacore governments relinquished.

Lee ’s attack on the Rendel Commiss ion  Constitu-

tion for Singapore was similar to that of other parties.

He said:

We reject the Singapore and Federal .

constitutions because ultimate power and control
still rest in the colonial power and not in the
hands of the people. No constitution whoch cur-
tails the sovereignty of the people can be
accep tab le to us. 6

This constotution was the result of a com~ rehensove

revoew by a commission under So: ~eorge Rende , wn:ch

reported in February 1954. t recommended a Legoslaoove

Assembly consisting of a Speaker and thirty-two members ,

of whom tw e n t y - fo ve  would be popularl y elected . There

would be a Council of Mini s t e r s  presoded over cy a

5Saul Rose , Socialism in Southern Asia (London:
Oxford Universoty Press , 1959) , ~p . 227—28.

6Lee , The Battle for Merger, p. 145.
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Governor , three to be ex-officio and si~ to be drawn

f rom the Leg islative As semb ly . To the Governor were

reserved responsibilities and powers concerning defense ,

external affairs and internal security, ’ and these were

the powers at issue .

Concerning the nature of the relationship

bwtween the PAP and the Federation of Malay, Lee made a

statement which may have had more so gn o f o c a n c e  to T’unku

Abdul Rahman in retrospect than it did at the time :

Though , because of the division of Malaya into
two territories , we are technically a pol i t i ca l
party in Singapore , we shal l  in all our appro ach to
the problems of this cOuntry  d is regard  the con s t i tu -
t iona l  divisions. We are as actively- interested in
the problems of our fellow Malayans in the Federa-
tion as we are in those of Singapore. When Malayar.s
in the Federation who agree with our aims join us we
shall work throughout Malaya .8

In any case , in hos remarks, the Tunk’u ~Ledged UNMO sup-

port for the new party ,9 a perhaps pro forma commitment

which was honored more in the breach than in observance.

The 1955 Singa ~ ore Oen er a l  l ectocn

Less than three months after thos , the PA?

leadership took ots first real step onto the Singapore

7Great Brotaon , Colon ial office , Cmnd . 47 ,
Ap rol l~ 57 , “Report of the Singapore Constitutoonal
• o r . f er en c e, ” 

~~~. 3.
8Lee , The 3attle for Merger, o. 148.

9lbid., ~~~. 146.
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political stage , when the decision was made to field

candidates for seats in Singapore ’ s first Legislative

Assembly. Until early in February 1955 , the PA? had not

yet decided whether to contes t  the elect ions at all,

maonlv because it feared it would be regarded as an

oppor tun ist group formed solely for this purpose , rather

than as having a true fundamental hostility to the

constotUtion .10 A special party conference was held to

discuss an election stance. The decision was made to

enter  the race , but wi th  onl y a few cand ida te s .  Ra ther

than try for a total victory, the PAP would become an

oPpos±t o on in the Assembly,  wher e it would be able to
‘ 1

expose the short—comings of the Rendel Constotution .

Also , the PAP believed it would be o::eparably hurt if

it had to form a government under that constitutoon.

Or. N ominat ion  Day ,  29 Februar  1955 , the PA? announced

four candidates for the Legislative Assembly; Lee Kuan

Yew , Lom Chin Siong , Goh Chew Chua and C. V . ~evar. Naor .

Lee and Goh represented the “moderate ” w ing  of the

~art~~, Lom and Naor the extremists , the pro—Communists;

10Tomes (London), 9 February 1955 , p~~ 7.

1?ang, Singapore ’ s People ’s Actoon Party, ~o. 2—3.

~~Thomas J. Bellows , “The Songacore Part’;
System , ’ Journal of Southeast Asian History 3 (-larch
1967) :125—26 .
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the PAP itself was the most extreme eft of the eight

parties which put up candidates.

There were issues common to all of the parties;

all emphasized health , housing and social welfare , and

unoficatoon of Singapore with the Fede:atocn . 3 The

PAP ’s program emphasized anti-colonialism and socialist

principles; in addition to immediate independence and

‘union with the Federation , the goals were:

1. Repeal of the Emergency Regulations,
National Service Ord inances , Trade ~ i spu tes
Ordinances , and amendment of the Trade Unions
Ordinance to enable unions to set ‘up political
f u n d s .

2. No votes for those having ~x~ atriate

~rivileges , and complete Malayanization of the
Covil Service within four years.

3. Establishment of a Worker ’ s Charter, to
include such things as a mon~ mum wage law , equal
pay for women , a 40—hour week and ~aid two-week
holiday , workmen ’ s compensat ion  and un e m p l o y m e n t
benefits , a minimum of 38 days annual sock leave ,
and chi ld-care and m a t e r n i t y  a l lowances .

4. Encouragement of ondustry via taroffs and
subsidies , and full control ~f foreign trade ,
dollar earnings, sterlong balance , and nat:onal
savings.

5. Free compulsory educatoon for all chol—
dren to age 16. 14

?a r t o cu l a r l y  -i :tal to the success of the ?A?

campaign were the issues affecting the labor unions , for

th:s was where , woth the Chonese Schools , the mass of

potentoal support lay. When the Rendel Constotutoor .

3Tomes (Lcr.dcn~, 9 March 1355 , o. 7 .

4Rcse , Socialism, op. 123— 23 .
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took effect , the electorate was enlarged dramatically,

due to the initiation of automatic registration of

voters by use of their identity cards. in 1951 , there

were only about 35 ,000 legotimatel~ registered voters,

of an estomated 250 ,000 elo;ible . The electoral

register in 1955 contained 300 ,299 persons of whom

approximately 55 per cent were Chinese .15 The majority

of these new voters were Chinese , and the oarty wh:cn

was able to gain theor su~pcr: stood to won its electoral

contes t s .  The PAP was the onl y pa r ty  w i t h  s u p p o r t e r s

having the mass o r g a n i z a t i o n a l  sk il ls  and the symbo !

woelders able to generate backing among the Chonese ,

con cent ra ted m o s t l y w i t h i n  the radocal w~n~ of the

cart’!. Moreover , the ?A? was not an illegal cart-: sub-

;eCt to the sorts  of i n t e r n a l  s e cu r oty  pressures that

a f f e c t e d  the Communis t s .

The PA? was thus forced to re1~ uc on  the  t r a d e

union worke r s  and leaders ~n the :honese moille schoc s,

who were more o f t e n  than not ~ro—C:mmun~ st, to acnoeve

its first electoral ;oals. The most ~mucrtant was Lom

Chon Sior.g, the young radica l  Secretary-Oenerai of the

3onga ~ ore Factory  and Shop N or~zer s  Uni :r. (3F5WU )

Campaign methods had a do~~t on ct i~ l e f t — w o n g  o n a r act er ,

with large ralloes attended by moonosts and students

15Bellows, “The S:r-.gapore ?arty System ,” p p .  6 ’ — 6 8 .
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f r o m  the Chonese  schools .  Lee Kuan Y~w was now able to

u t i l i z e  the contacts he had made in hos  work as a legal

counsel; equally, the pro—Communists were able to take

adva ntage  of Lee ’ s acceptance  by the Britosh. Students

conducted ex tens ive  door- to-door c am o a o g non ;  f o r  the

PAP , though the  f u r t h e s t  l eft  c a n d i d a t e s  seem to have

received more of this help than did ee and Goh .16

~c’nen the e l e c t o o n  was o~:a~~, the  PAP had wor.

th ree of f o u r  sea t s  f o r  L~ e Ku an Yew , Cob. Chew Chue  an d

C h i n  So onc .  That Lee acorecoated  the need for crc—

Communost su~~~ort  os o l lu st r a t e d  on a statement quoted

by Da vod  1a r sh al l , leader of the  Labour  F r o n t ;  “Ant ’

ma n on Soncacore  wh c w a n t s  to oar:’; the C hi n e s e — s c e ak o n g

tecOle w o t h  :n :m cannot  a f f or d  to be anti-Communost .”~~
’

Lee a~ so saoo that tne Communosts and S o c oa l ost s  in the

?AP form ed a united front to achoeve ondeper .dence and

me rge: , k no’4 :ng f u l l  wel l  t h a t  as soon as f :eedcm was

acnoe’;ed , they  wcu d be dovided over tne n a t u r e  of
- - 13:nce~enoence.

p. ‘_ 31 .

17
~~avod Ma r sh a ll , “ S i n g a p o r e ’ s St :uccle  fo r

Nacoor.hood 1 43— 939 ,” ournal of S o u t h e a s t  A s o an
:-iosto:’~ 1 (September 1Y’0 : 02.

~
8Rcger M. Smith , ed., Soutneast Asoa: ~ocuments

of ?clitocal Develooment and Thange (Ithaca, NY: Corne ll
U n i v e r s ity  ?ress , 1314) , ~~~~. 3)3 .
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Davod Marshall ’s roght-wong Labour Front gaoned

the most seats , ten , in the election and the Progressive

Party won four; Marshall became Songapore ’ s first Choef

Mon oster , w o t h  the resoonsobolity of formong a govern-

ment and makong the Rendel Constotutoon work. He dod

not have to wait long for challenges to his authority .

The first session of the new Singapore Legisia—

to’;e Assembly was opened by Sir John Nicho l , the

Governor of S ingapore , on 22 A c r il  1335 .  In h os

address , N o c h o l  had ~r e senoed  a Message to the Assemb ly

from one Brotish Secretary of State , stating that

Today Singaoore os governed c~- a Councol of Monosoers

an~ -~e::n~ to a Legoslatu:e whoch os ~ :edcmin an tl y

oo~ uLar~~; elected. ’19 At the forst busoness session of

the Assemolv , three days lacer , ee yuan Yew rose to

~:ctest agaonsc thankon; the Secretary of State f o r  h o s

Message.

Lee moved no ~Tend the motoon of thanks to

feclare, on effect , that the onstonutoon was no ~ood .

~catong that “ . . . this country os fit now for full

self-oo’iernmer.t,” he described the Rer.dei Constocutoonal

a “useless , sconeless tot ’ an u saou  ‘ onos

Constoc~ tion is a snam . . . :clon oal~~sm on dosonose . .

onere ire only twenty—f ove men here wno can stand up and

3 csey, Icc ~Zuan sew, p . 11.
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say, ‘ sfleak . . . for tne people of the constonuency

,, 20 -I represent . .-~os oonen so:o:enc natoonalosm con-

t i n u e d  to be evide nt  on nea r T~ every su:se~~u e n t

statement he made .

Union Ago tatoon Agaon sc
the New Government

From outside the government , or.e of Marshall ’s

first challenges was to :eso -;e toe Hock  Lee 3u~ Stroke .

The oro—Co rrL-nur,osn lead e r snoo  of toe Mofd e Foci  G r o u~~~
took advantage of the looser.on; of toe on o ern a l  oo l oc e

powers , whoch was approved by the Assembly on 27 Aor o

1955. : x o l co t i n g  a d osou t e  w o t h o n  the bus  ;oo-~ any, the

Singapore Bus Workers Union (SBWTJ ) called a strike on

23 Ao rol and 5y the 29th, events nad escalated and

thousands of Chinese middle scnool students or;ano:ed to

brinc food to the strokers and orovode entertaonmenc .

Strokes soread n o other onoons of the Grout , and Lom

-‘~~~ . -‘ S~ o”o a-’c. ‘or; S~ ee S~.a— , Secrenar 0: toe 53 ~L

2 o _ ,  -
_ 0 0 0. ,  cc.  _ l — l _ .

- The M o d d le  ?oad Group was a loose ;rou?ong of
Cormunost-dononated trade u n o o n s  whose eaders met
~er ood:call’j an the premoses of Lim Chin Siong ’ s Songa—

~c re  F a c t o ry  and  Short ;;or ~~er s  ‘Jnocn , on :1odd e Road.
The Crouo controlled unoor.s on may comolete sectors of
ondusory and ourt Ito servoces, onc L u d o n g  all ouc L o t
transport , and t h r o ugh  Lom was :lose v looked on the
molitar .t left—won’; factoun tf the ?A?. See C.utterbuck ,

100 Re’;olln~~or., o. 1)0.



were accused of onsticatong the use of voolence  dur o o g

a Ma-~’ Day rally .

Durong the forst ten days of May, student

onvol-;ement with the strikers was evodent as truck-loads

arroved regularly from the schools. N e g o t o an o on s

between the company and the SEWU broke down on 9 May,

and events came to a climax on the night of 12/ 13 May

w o t h  roots onvolvonc crowds of 1, 0 00 or m o r e .  Duro oc

the nooht , four ueocle were killed. A settlement was

fonall’; reached under the rulong of a government arbi-

trator on 14 May, whoch acoecred to benefit the SBWC .

However , the voolence shocked the p’ubloc and brought

Ou000 a reversal of the limotations on police ~cwers.

That the unoon movement was in tended to be used

for :olitocal purposes was evodent. The m o l o n a n t  ‘unoon s

followed a pattern of making demands u~ on e~no1oye rs ,

noen backing them w i th .  s t rok e  t h r e a t s .  The s t r ok e s

often came very guocklv after the demands, and tne:e

were few antem?ts at setting up ondust::al :elltoons

~rocedures, wit h settlements u s u a l ly  on toe ondov:d ’u al
24 - -employer casos. The most power:u.o 0: toe molonano

onoons  was Lom Chin  Siong ’ s SF SWU .

~
2:bod., . 139. 23 :b~ i., ‘ic. 1 3 9— 1 3 .

-‘4
Ale x Josev , Trade r2000n isf f l  on ~‘!alava, 2 n d  rev .

C u . ,  3ackground to M a l a y a  ~~C O i C 5  no .  4 ~~oogaocre : D.
:4core Press , 1958) , o. 3.
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Over a period of eighteen months from late 1954 ,

the SFSWU called twenty-nine strikes , and was ye:”

successful on achieving gaons for ots members. Lom was

ye:--’ highly regarded as a champ ion of the workers . The

polocical motivations were evodent in toe unoon ’ s

statement that “the true function of a trade un ion  is

to defeat colonialism. Only then will the worker be

free from the slave state. I 20 The year 13 53 was the

nogh—water mark of such activity , with 275 strikes, as

compared no eight in 1954 and twenty-nine on 1336. 2 6

PAP I n t r a— P a r t y  Tens oon

Lee Kuan Yew was in a dilemma to reconcile his

open front links with the pro—Communists with. hos dis—

cuoet over theor methods. Durong the Assembly session

or. 16 May 1955 , on which curfew powers were restored ,

Singapore Governor W . A. C. Goode accused the PAP and

ots Communist supporters of wantoog violence , bloodshed ,

and onduscrial unrest; and David Marshall termed Lee a

“ ca t ’ s -paw ” for the Comm u~~osts on his desore no end

colonialos:a. Lee responded toat toe ?A? could not be

resoonsible for ever’; single member. ~ie saod the party

was ‘;iorkonc for a democranoc non—Communist Malaya , bun

tnat ot:

25 , - 26 , - -:ood ., o. ~~~~. b oo ., o. 3:
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would not fight the Communists or the fascists
to preserve the colonial system . . . we seek to
destroy the colonia l sys tem and we seek to do so
by methods of non—violence . . - we are opposed to
any group or quarter from which violence comes.27

10 the same debate , Lom Chon Siong perfunctorily stated

that he was not answerable to a colonial official , and

otherwise merely echoed Lee . He refused to answer the

question of where his loyalty lay-—with Singapore or

23
Communism.

10 late June , the ?AP held its forst annual

meeting , at which nascent intra-cartv differences were

apparent. Lee pointed out that there was some ambiguity

over toe party ’ s position during strikes which took

place between 13 and 18 June , in w h i c h  L om Chin Siong ,

C. V. Jevan Naor and S. Woodhull had taken part. Lee

said that party polocy was determined only by the

Central Executive Commit tee  (CE C) , and that the three

- , 29 - -nac accert on nneor own . However , only tneor metoocs

were on ~uestocn , and not toeor ;oals , and toe potennoa

sollt was avooded . :;one of toe oro—Communosts stocci for

election to the CEC.~~° ‘One possoble reason mi;~.t nave

2’Clutterbuck , Roo t aod ?.evolutoon, o. 110 .

—
~ :bod., cc. 113 — 11.
29Times (London) 27 J~one 1955 , o. 7.
30?ang , Songaoore ’ s ?eooLe ’ s Action ?arny, o. 4.

The CEC was the coioc’---makonc e1eme~ t of the PA? , from
wooco rules governong party acoivo toes and conduct were
ossuec.
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been to lose whatever goodwill the party had from the

British. Another may be , as Pang says , that prior to

1957 , the extremists were content to allow Lee ’s faction

to retaon control of the CEC.31

From the time the Marshall Government took

office , there had been discussions with the British on

issues in which Singapore wanted f u r t h e r  moves toward

self-government. Two of the most imoortant were the

question of whether the Governor of Singapore had to

take the Chief Minister ’ s advice at such times as he was

consnotuto’onallv bound to seek it , and Singapore ’s

desire for British commitments to hasten full self-

government. In. August , there were concessions on these

matters , oncludong a statement by the British govern-

ment that it would welcome a delegation to London , at a

suita~ ie time , to consider Singapore ’s situation in

l igh t of a year ’s operation under toe Rendel Ccnstot-u-

noon. The Assemc~~.- ‘zone of thanks for these concessoons

suffered a fate somolar to the one in A~~ro l——all of the

- 32oppo so toon  mem~ er s wal .<ec ot t .

In te rna l  Secur i ty  ~uestoor. s

:n Apr i , when the relaxed police ~cwe r s h ad

been presented to the Assemb ly for approval , the

3 Ibid ., o. 34.

32Times (London), 19 August 1935 , o. 6.
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effective period was to be three months , thus requorong

renewal in August. In his attack on the British reten-

tion of power of detention , Lee had said that the PA?

would be content if this were relincuished , as well as

restrictions on freedom of speech , assembly and publica-

tion. 33 Of course , these regulations were the ones

posing the greatest threat to union and student

militancy .

When the government raised the issue of renewal

on 24 August , it also oresented a new bill for the

Preservation of Public Security ,34 which was to replace

the Emergency Regulations. The new bill restored the

powers of search and of imposition of curfews and road

blocks . Debate on the issue was lengthy , lasting untol

12 October , when it was passed by a vote of nineteen to

four (the three PAP members and one Independent) with

seven abstentions .3~ According to David Marshall , the

3
~ C1utterbuck , Riot and Revolution, p . 137 .

3
~me Preservation of P-ublic Securotv Ordinance

(PPSO) would oerrnit the government to detain an
individual for security reasons for four weeks without
filing charges , and for two years without presenting
evidence . See Arnold C. Brac kman , Southeast Asta ’ s
Second Front: The Power Struggle in toe Malay Archo-
pelago (New York : ?raeger, 1966) , oc. 22—23.

3 Clutterbuck , Riot and Revo lu t i on,  o . Il l.
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PAP led a virulent mass campaign , with public demonstra-

tions against the measure. 36

Also introduced in this period was legislation

to make the Emergency Regulations valid for three

years, rather than three months , and a bill to prevent

no-notice strikes in public service occupations . Oppo-

sition to both was strong , with debate centered on the

best way to beat Communism. Lee claimed the measures

were denials of democracy , and with colonoalism

ac tually made an opening for Communism. 37 The no—str ike

bill would certainly have not been in the interests of

Lee ’s supporters in the Middle Road Group of unions ,

which controlled all public transport and many other

serv ices.

Reaction to the new Preservation of P u b l i c

Securi ty Ordinanc e (PPSO ) was s t rong and p red ic tab le .

Even before its passage , the workers on all the ma;or

hotels went on stroke on September , as dod those of the

Singapore Tractoon Company, whose ‘union advosor was

C. 7. Devan Nair. The transit workers , led by Fong Swee

Suan , remained out for five months. In November, the

Soogacore Bus Workers Union called strikes on the

rem aonon g clever ,  bus companies. Lee Kua~ Y~w prevented

36Marshall , “ Singapore ’ s Struggle, ” p. 133.

37Tomes (London), 22 September 1955 , p. 7.
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the obvious defeat of the SBWU when he called for public

examination of the books of the bus companies , at  w h i c h

point the employees capitulated .38 The reason for this

was that the unions had claimed the companies could

a f f o rd to pay more than they wer e doin g, and examination

of the books would have shown that such claims were

unfounded. Lee ’s action was an indica tion of his calcu-

lated approach to workong with the unions. Rather than

blindly siding with labor , he displayed hos abolotv to

discern the true merits of the situation and exploit

them . In this case, he probab ly gained some status in

the eyes of the employers and the government .

Events of the PAP ’ s first year of existence had

demonstrated that while the party had a valuable source

of strength in the unions and students with whom ot had

established the open front , it was in constant danger of

being swallowed up by coat same milotant factoori . :n

cor.sequez-ice , Lee Kuan Yew had to tread a f o n e  line of

demonstratong hos milotancv to the cart’.’, whole main-

taoning hos acceptability to the 3r:tish, wh’~ remaoned

the ultimate power in Singapore. The militants , howeve r ,

needed Lee as much as he needed them , for ne and hos

grou~ of English—educated colleagues provoded the

respectabiloty necessary to gove an entrée to power .

38clutterbuck , Riot and Revolution, p. 111.
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Both sides ~~~ that each was using the other for the

greatest advantage.

Events also showed David Marshall that the

Communist threat to his authoroty as Chief Monoster was

very serious . He participated in the Truce Talks on

December 1955 , along with the new Chief Minister of

Malaya , Tunk’u Abdul Rahman , at which they attempted to

get Chin ?eng , head of the Malavan Communist ?arty ~MC?)

to end the insurrection. The talks broke down over the

issue of recognition of the MCP and its freedom to act

as a legal political party after hostilities ended , a

stand supported by the PAP . Woth the end of the talks ,

the ~-1CP ossued orders to its branches to concentrate

e f f o r t s  on subversion , especia l ly  in. the Chinese  Moicile

Schools .39 This came to pass with a vengeance during

l9~~6.

The 1956 Constitutional Negotiations

:o December , also , David Marshall travelled no

London for orelomonary talks concern~ n’; the proposed

conference on constitutional development. An agenda was

agreed upon covering the maoo issues:

1. A definotion of onternal self-ccvernmer,n
2. The date for ons introduction
3. The structure of the Legoslatove Assembly

39 _ 
- —£bid . , p.  ~~~~
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4. The future of the Publoc (or Co-;ol) Servoces
3. External relations and defense
6. Any other business 40

In March , a thirteen—member All-Party Delegation

was chosen to go to London. Lee Kuan Yew and Lim Chin

Soong were two of the eoght Members of the Assembly on

the delegation which was to leave on 20 April .4~
’

Shortly before its departure , a statement by the PA?

said that B r ot a in ’ s r i gh t s  in ex te rna l  a f f a i r s  and

defense must end wochon five years at the most. The

only reason tha t  they were ~e rm o t t ed to stay was Songa—

pore ’ s lack of its defense forces , b u t  of un o on  came

woth Malaya , then :oont defense forces could be created.4

The mandate given to the delegatoon by the

Assembly was slightly different. It was:

To seek f o r t h w i t h  for  Singapore the s t atu s  of
an independent t e r r i t o r y  w ot h i n  the Cotnmor .wealth,
and to o f f e r  an agreement  between the U n i t e d  X ongd om
Government  and the Singapore Government  whe reby  the
Unoted Kongdom would exercise control over external
defense and give guo~ ance on foreign affairs other
than t rade  and commerce. 43

40’oreao 3rinaon , Colonoal Offoce, Cmnd. 977’ ,
May 1956 , “Songapore Constonutoor.al Conference , ’
pp.  4, 9.

41Tome s (Lor.don) , 17 M a r c h  135 6 , ~~~. 5.

42Tomes (Lor.dcn~ , l~ A~ ril 956 , p. 6.

43Alex Josey, Democracy in Sonoacore: The 1970
3y—Electocns (Soocacore: Asoa Pacifo: ?ress , 1370) 

. . .. . . . . .. - ‘. .
. . . :..
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The Britosh offered a constitution giving

Songapore a new cotle , altering the style of the Queen ’s

representative , and granting internal self-government

plus a large snare on the conduct of external affaors .

They proposed chat the United Kingdom have the ultomate

say in matters of external defense , external affairs ,

and internal security , to be used in instances of clear

44oecessoty .

The conference was a failure on the issue of

onternal security. Marshall’ s delegation took the stand

that the only way the Brotosh could assume fulL rescon-

S iOO~~itV was to suspena tr.e c~ nstitutoon . Toe Eronoso

wanted  less d ras t i c  orov is ions  cermi t tiog  ac t ion  in an

emerrency , feeling that such flexibolotv was needed ,

particularly on matters o: onternal sec’uroty - ~n toe

end , toe delegation voted against the Brotosh proposals ,

and the conference ended on 15 May 1956.

Three days later , Marshall made an effort to

reopen the doscussoons . The Bronosh Sec:etar-~ o: State

for the Colonies requested that i l l  the memb ers of toe

~elegacion still in London meet woto no—n so than he

oculd assess Marshall’s support; only two onners came

- 46 - - , ,, - -w O t O  Marsna~~~. ...ee 3nan~o coat - :or or .e wo~~o n on

44 . ,~~, - , , ,  ~~~~~~~. -~,rean 3rotaon , ~or~:ereoce , ~.mnd . 9 , c . D.

43 ,. . . 46~ . —£ b o u . ,  P p .  ~— 3 . oo~~., cc. 3 — ,~3.
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be a party to thos madness. ” He said Marshall had no

mandate from the people of Singapore for the new

antemct , that it was absurd to continue such bockering s,

and toat  the y should go home and have new elec t:oos . 47

Marshall , on hos turn , accused Lee of torpedoon; the

- ‘ -con~ erence 
~
y refusing to reopen negotiations. Toos

charge seems to be more pique than anything else , since

the effort to reocen the conference was e nn i r e l -~- on

Marsoal~~’s personal onotiato-;e , and on~ -i two ot-ners of

th e t h i r t e e n  met wi th the Secre tary  of S t a t e .

- Lee returned from London a few days before

:.la r sha ll , and made clear  both h i s  d i s s a to s f a c t i on  w oth

the 3rotosh stand ana the contooueu exostence ot toe

Rendel Const~ tu:ion. He accused the 3ritosh of causooc

toe breakdown of the conference because of cheor corn ce o—

tion of Songapore as a fortress. Thos was a

not - ,cn reasonaole po in t  of view , fo r  in theor basic

oolicv when the’i entered the ca ks, the Brono s:c saod

one ob :ec:o’ie was to mainnain Soogacore ’ s posotoor. as a

ma;or strategic center and base oo t.~e free—word defense

50sis tern ,

~:mes (_ .onocn), 13 .‘lay £9~ o, p. .3.

43Tirnes Lor.don~, 26 ~1av 1356 , c. 5.

3Tomes ( ondon , 23 March 1356 , c. 3.

~~Oreat Brota:n , ‘Conference ,’ Cmnd . 377 , p. 5.
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The constitutoon Lee proposed to undo by consni-

t’utoonal means. He envisioned a new gercera electoon to

choose a new government whoch w o u l d  refuse to govern

under  the c o n s tot u t o o n ,  ~ f the PA? - -;ere the wonner , on

would “ ;arn” toe constocution , and ots eleonoon ~rogram

would call for a new one, PAP members would  be sworn on

as ministers only to discuss w i t h  the Gove rno r  of

Soogac ore f u l l  i n t e r n a l  s e l f - g ov e r n m e n t .  “o describe

toe cart-i ’ s ootenfed methods to undo toe constotutoon ,

Lee saod , “ Read toe hostory of the Concress movement on

:ndoa. ”~~
1 Larloer he had saod , “ f  you hav e  an undesir—

acle constonu-_oon , ‘;ou shako it  and shake ot untol it os

unworkable . ’ - 
:n any eve nt , g e n e r al  e l ecoo c os  w e r e  non

tn ’;~~~n 2 a - .-o l  Ma r s n a l r e so : n e d  as h o e f  M o o o st e r ,

a nd ‘.~‘n ~ s ~ccee ie i  u -i os d e u u n v , Lo n Yew H o c k .

Icc and toe PA? c o n t i nue d  to e x t r a c t  ~o l i t o ca l

ad- .-an nace fr-on the  o s sue  o-.’e r toe next few monnos. In

L a t e  u ly , a ser:e.~ of c u c loc  r a L L o e s  was  h e l d , a t  wnicn

resolutions were oa~~5ed ulamong the 3rotosh for fool ro

of the talks , and ca lon; for toe Labour F -r oo t  : o v e r n —

ment to call a convennoon of oIL “ aono— Color.o alost”

:a:t:es to conoolofane Songapore ’ s 5t afld f o r  toe ne:•:t

iele’~atoon. Con s were also ~ostrobutod , scatong toe

~~Tomes (London ,, 23 May L~~36 , ~~~. 3.

~~To mes ( L o n d o n ) , 2 M ay 1~~36 , n .  5,
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?AP ’ s desire to establish an independent national state

of Malaya , which would include both the Federation and
- 53

Singapore.

In September , Lee reiterated his call for a

unified stand toward the British, in. the Assembly . He

said that the situation would be different if the

Bri tish saw a solid phalanx of parties, and knew its

intentions both at the talks and if the ta lks fa i l ed .

The PAP would vote with the government if it conformed

to the PAP ’ S conception of how to win complete internal

self_govern~ent.D4 Saying that the government had

already stared the necessity for such ac tions , Lim Yew

Hock termed Lee ’ s proposal “party politics; ” he was

grateful , however , that the O~~~~~O Si t~~~Ofl would support the

55government.

Within the PAP , Lee faced a growing challenge

from toe extremists , who were tryong for control of toe

party after an initial perocci of miesceoce. At the

J u L y conference , four pro—Communosts were elected cy toe

rnernoers present to toe Central ixecuno-;e Committee , and

Lim Chin Siong received more votes than Lee. The eoghz

~~T ome s (Londor ’ ) , 23 Jul -i  1956 ,  p.  7 .
54 - ‘ - - -

~imes (Lonaon), ~ ~epcember 13o’ , p .  3.

1 -Tomes (Loncon), cectemoer ~~~~~~~~~ c. 3 .
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moderates supported Lee to continue as Secretary-

General ,56 but the extremists had not given up.

Having lost in this try to control the CEC

through the popular vote of all members of the party

branches , an attempt was made to amend the par ty  consti-

tution to the extremists ’ advantage. They presse d for

nominations to the CEC to be made by the branch

committee , rather than through selection by open , secret

ballot . In this way , by f i r s t  ga in ing  control of the

branch committees , which in . many cases they already had

done , the extremists could achieve contro l of the CEC .

The attempt was resisted successfully by Lee and hos

grouc ,5’ but they were clearly aware of the intentions

of the extremosts to take over the party .

The Chinese Middle-School Riots

The new Chief Minister , Lim Yew Hock , dod not

sha re Lee ’ s b e l o e f  t h a t  there  could be coopera t ion  w i t h

toe Communosts . As long as toere was oouot acout toe

government ’ s acolony to maontain control of Communist

erosion of ots powers , neother n-ne 3ritosh nor the

Malayans would permot f-ill independence or even ontrol

~f onnernal security . Ion , therefore , coccerated fully

~ee , The Battle :or .4erger, c. 20.

~~~Lcnterbu ck, Riot and ~e’zo1utoon, p . l7.
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with  the governor and the commissioner of police , who

had developed a comprehensive internal security opera-

tions plan in anticipation of r~ ozs followong failure

of the London talks .

With the confidence stenmooc from toe knowledge

that  it was prepared to deal f i r m l y  wino the Conmunost

challenge , Lirn’s government ordered the banning of two

front organizations , and dissolution of the Singapore

Chinese Middle School Students ’ I’noon ~3CMSSU ) or. the

grounds that it had 5rok~n its pledge not to take part

in political activities. Thus began in September a

series of events which were to be of pivo tal importance

to Singapore .

The arrest of the Secretary-General of the

SCMSSU on 1 October brought classroom protest by 15 ,000

students , a mild precursor to the violence which was

to come . In the Assembly, Lee Kuan Yew made a motion

to censure the government for the arrests and for the

dissolution of the societies; on was heav:iy defeated.

Me stated that a new phase had opened in Singapore

politics , where arbitrary actions could be taken without

any pretext. Lee said :

If we believe on democracy, we must a l low
people to work wonooo the constitutional frame—
work. If you do not , you will fac e arme~
revolution and eventually armed vicrory .~~

3

8T imes (London ), 5 October L~ 56 , p. 5.
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Lee stressed the non—democratic aspects of the govern-

men t actions , but events in the future were to show that

he was not averse to keeping and using the s ame powers .

On 10 October , students occupied the two largest

Chinese h igh schools , beginning a confrontation with the

government that lasted for two weeks . On 24 October ,

seeing troub le spreading into the other Chinese schools,

the government issued a warning to parents of students

to remove their children by 8 p . m .  of the 25th  or toey

wou ld be removed by force .~~
9 I t  soon became evident

that forceful removal would be necessary , and the

government set in motoon its plans to effect this. Con-

currently , Lim Chin Siong held a protest meeting near

one of the nigh schools , intending to stir up a bog

enough crowd to force the government no either capitu-

late or be first to use force. As a second objective ,

he used the meetong to br ie f  branch leaders of the

Moddle Road unions to call sympa thy  srr ~ ke s and to lead

z:ne s t roke r s  no a mass demons t ra tion  of worke r s  and

stuaents on toe city center.

The first violence came from the students on toe

evenoog of toe 25th , but the police :leared the schools

wotn little resistance at dawn ~r’~ the 26th. Lurong the

59Clutterbuck , Rict and Revolution, p .  120.
60~-.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
p. 122.
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day events built from disturbances by small bands of

roving students into larger gatherings of up to 3,000.

Police and army patrols and procedures kept the groups

to small sizes , though disturbances were widespread

throughout the city of Singapore. The peak violence was

in the early af ternoon , and by nightf a l l  was confined to

sm all gangs. 61 Howeve r , the mos t important action of

all took p la~ce during the night of 26/27 October.

The Middle Road Arres ts

The Special Branch raided six meetings at

various places in Singapore , including the headquarters

of Lim Chin Siorig ’ s union. There , Lim and seventy-t.~.ree

other leaders of b ranches in the Midd le Roa d Group of

unions were gathered for a conference. All seventy-

four , who constituted the entire first-leve l leadership

of the unions and the open front were detained without

trial , and considerable evidence was found to f u l l y

~mclicate them in the plannong and conduct of the

dos turbances . 62 As a r esu l t  of thos  ac toon , nh~ noc

extremists in the PAP were effectively purged for nearly

three years , in which time Lee was able to consolodate

and excand his control of the parry . In consequence,

many of ho s  s tatements  c e g ar d o n g  the ev en t  could be

‘~° b id . ,  cp. 12 3 — 3 0 .  3
~~~b id . , cc. 130—3 1.

- _ _
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taken as designed to maintain the support of Lim ’ s

fol lowers , while solidifying his own position .

In debate , Lee submitted a motion criticizing

the government ’ s use of detention and banishment , and

termed its characterization of rioting students as tools

of the Communists as rank hypocrisy. He protested Lim

Chin Siong ’ s arres t, saying if Lim had made seditious

statements , he should be prosecuted in open trial.63 In

both issues , Lee seems to have been ve ry much the

politician , for he certainly must have been aware of

Communist links with the schools. In 1961 , he mentioned

new recruits to the Communists , “ . . . l a rge ly  from the

Ch inese middle schools of . . . the Feder at ion and

Singacore . ” °~ And the Mino s te r  fo r  Educa t ion  reported

that during the rally held by Lim Chin Siong , he had

told the people that rather than shouting “Merdeka ”

(Freedom) , they should shou t “Pah :-lata ” (Beat the

- 65
?‘oloce)

Lessons f the L~~56 Roots

Aside from the definite advantages Lee gatoed

from the detention of Ion and other PA? extremists ,

63Times (~ ondon), 6 November ~~~~~ p.  .

Thee, The Battle for Meroer, p . 9.

~~Jo3ev , Trade Ynionosm on Malaya, ~~~. 13.
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there were other lessons learned from the riots of May

1955 and October 1956. The Communists had learned that

unless they were ab le to weaken the power and dec isive-

ness of internal  security forces , they would be unable

to oust the government . The government itself realized ,

as Lirrt Yew Hock had demons tra ted , that well-organized

internal security was essential if the British were to

be persuaded to grant full independence , and the

Malayans to allow them into the Feder ation. The British

had been made more cautious about granting independence ,

and the Malayans were hostile to any kind of merger. 66

The 1957 Constitutional
Negotiations

Internal  securi ty thus became a m a j o r  pol i t ica l

issue during the period from 1956 to 1963 , and was the

subject of heated discussion at the 1957 Singapore

Constitutional Conference in London. This conference

was arranged for  in December 1956 when Lim Yew ~icck had

informal discussions with the Secretary of State for the

Colonies. A provisional agenda was agreed upon for

discussion on the spring to include the matters of

on terna l  securotv , ex te rna l  re la t ions  and ext e rna l

defense , toe designation of the Queen ’ s represer.native

66 Clutterbuck , Riot and Revolutoon, o. 142.
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in Singapore , and the date on which the new constitution

would come into force. 67

Lee Kuan Yew had supported the gcverr.ment in

December on a new policy of Malayanization of the civil

serv ice , which had its own internal security implica-

tions , and was to be discussed at the conference . The

process was to start with transfers for the chief civil

service posts immediately , and most of the others within

six years; officials forced to retire prematurely would

receive compensation. Lee ’ s comment was that the flood

gates were now open , and the white man would be swept

out. But, his party was not satisfied that a white

jud iciary and police force  would continue to be impo sed

upon Sin gapore .°8 In the end , Malayanization was

extended to these areas , also.

Prior to departure of the Singapore delegation

fo r  London , the Assembly discussed and agreed ‘upon the

sub3ects for doscussion. ~~ong these were the nature

of toe dovosion of powers between Great Brotain and

Singapore , arrangements for an internal security

c unc il , and demands f-or a Malayan judociarv and

governor-general.69 The delegation chcsen comprised

~
7Great Brotaon , “Conference,’ Cmn~~. 147 , c. 13.

6aTo es (London) , ~ December 1936 , o. 9,

69 Times (London), 6 :-iarch 1357 , ~~~. 7 .
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only five persons , rather than the thirteen of a year

earlier. They were Chief Minister Limn Yew Hock ,

Minister for Local Government , Lands and Housing Abdul

Hamid bin Haji Jumat, Minis ter for Education Chew Swee

Kee , and Assemb lymen Lee Kuan Yew and Li.m Choon Mong .70

Lee ’s inclusion on the delegation was despite

the apprehension with which he and his fell-ow PAP moder-

ates (a label which he disowned in 1958) 71 were

regarded , because of the party ’s willingness to accept

people known to be Communists . Some f e l t  he was watch-

ing the trend , and was ready to follow the Communists if

they prevailed , and the PAP ’s call for  merger with the

Federation was regarded susp iciously . The Federation

f e l t  that  merger would not only create a Chinese major-

i ty ,  but  would bring in an urban revolutionary party

just as the MCP was being defeated in the jungle.72

Lee was included , however , and played a dominant role

in negotiation of the constotutional proposals. ‘3

The Constitutional Conference lasted from ii

March to 11 April 1957 , and resulted in. a more favorwle

constitution than some had thought possible. This is

70Great Britain ,”Conference,’ Cmnd. 147 , c. 13.

‘1Clutterbuck , Riot and Revolution, p. 292.

~~~~~ —• , ‘__ D  . ~.

p. 143.
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attributed to Liin Yew Hock ’ s prestige in London stemming

from his firm handling of the October rio ts. 74 The main

features of the Constitutional Proposals wh ich were

agreed upon were :

1. All ex officio and nominated membership  of

the Assembly be abolished , as well as ex off ic io

ministerial portfolios . The Assembly would be increased

to fifty-one elected members , and the Chief Minister

would become Prime Minis ter. 75

2. The British Governor would be replaced by a

Malavan-born .head of state aocoin ted by the ~-ueen on
~1~- 

, 
- -aavoce of the Governor and roe ~oogapcre ~ove:nment .

3. The representative f one 3:otosh Government

would be a High Commissioner , wr.o wou ’ .i receove the

agenda of the Singapore Councol of M:oost~ rs , and have

the right to see papers he cons odered load -a to affect

U.K. responsibility for external affaors and ~Iefeose.
7’

4.  An I n t e r n a l  Securotv  C ou n c o l  was to be

created , consi sting of th ree  3 r :to sh , th ree  Singaporean ,

and one Federa t ion  member (who would have the deciding
78vote)

~7 4
Ibo’d., p. 142.

‘
~~Great Britaoo , “Conference ,” Cmnd . 147 , p .  5 .

76Ibid o. 6. ‘ :bod., n . 7 .

78Ibod. , pp. 3—9 .
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5. The British Government reserved the right to

suspend the Const i tu t ion and assume the government of

Singapore if in its opinion the internal situation had

deter iorated to the point of threatening its abilities

to carry out its res ponsibil ities for external affairs

or defense , or if the Singapor e Government con travened
79the Constitution .

The U.K. Government would be responsible f-or external

defense of Singapore , with rights to occupation , control

and use of bases in Singapore , and fo r  ex tern al r ela-

tions. The Singapore Government would be responsible

for all other matters .8°

By giving the Federation Government the swing

vote on the Internal Securony Council ( 5C) , Malaya was

implicitly given a ~take in Singapore ’ s future and

stability . Also , this could be taken as an indication

f Singapore ’ s willingness to move from the status of a

Brotish color.y to that of a sub — unot of :1alaya.~~~

The Anti—Subversive Clause

The strongest debate develoced over a proviso-or .

onsisted upon by the British , and whoco would d e t e L m in e

their agreement to the internal securory provosior .s on

9 - 30 , . ,
Ibod., c~~. i4—l~~. I~ ou. , c. 8.

81Brackman , Second Front, cc. ~~-23. 



particular and the Constitution as a whole. This was :

To ensure that persons known to have been
engaged in subversive activity should not be
eligible for election to the f i r st Legislative
As sembly of the new State of Singapore .

The Singapore Oelegation at first stated that it could

not accept this proposal ,82 an objection seen to be more

pro forrrta than sincere , to mainta in  the ant i -colonia l

image .83 In the end , their stand was to take note of

the British Government ’ s intention “with regret.” 84

According to Lom Yew Hock , this provision had

been put into the agreement as a result of a visit by

him anc Ice Kuan Yew wito the Secretary of State. Lee

termed this an outright lie ,85 and the Colonial Office

denied toe charge.86 However , accordio~ to another

source , discussions in Singapore during 1964—65 iOdj-

cated Onat  Lim ’ s s t a tement  was accura te .87 Apparently

the charge was not noted by the Chinese oress , and after

32 G r e a t  3ritaon ,” uofer ence ,” Cmnd . 147 , p. 13.

3 3 .  - -C~.utteroucK, Rout ano Revo~ -ution, c. 14~~.

34 I, - ,, - —Great aritain , Con :erence, umnc. 14 , p ,  ~3.

8D i~omes (London) , 18 March 1959 , c. 3.

t omes (~ ondon), 20 Aaron ~~59, -o . L

3’momas 3. BellOws , The Pecole ’ s Actoon ?artv
of So r gapore: Emer~ ence f a Dcm~nant ?artv 3”soem,
Monograpn Seroes no. 14 (jew Haven, CT: laie ~ no v e r s ot v
Southeast Asia Studies , 1373), p .  138.
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his return to Singapore , Lee said the PAP would f i g h t

tne clause. 88

My assumption is that this provision was indeed

acceptable both to Lee and the delegation as a whole ,

and that their cbjectoons were simpl y a recognition of

political realities. For Lee , th prohibition might

keep his intra—party r:va s safely ut of the way ,

enabling him to m a on r a on  toe suocort o: toe extremosts ’

followers by opposing the 3rotosn stand , whoch he knew

would not be changed . For the rest of the delegation ,

the reservation imcloed toat t:ne main Communist element

would be kept out of the government. Later actions by

Lee tend to support  both hypo toeses.

Marshal l  Challenges Lee
to a By-Elec t ion

Upon his  r e tu rn ,  to S ingapore,  David Ma r s h a l l

a t t acked Lee Kuan Yew ’ s role on the london talks , and

co al ienged Lee to a bv -e l ecooon  in :~~s own c ostiouencv ,

woich Ice acc ected . The ?A2 had in.  any case decod ed

m a t  Lee soculd r e s i g n  at toe end of debate on toe

conf erence .

Lee i tended to contest :-la:shall on two ossues ,

the Consno:unoon :woocn he supported) , and oos ocposo-

noon to tr~e anto-subversive clause. He charged Mar3hall

38 - , - -Tomes (~ onuor.,, ~~ ~.uri1 l)~~3 , o. 3.
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with being for the Bri t i sh  reserva t ion , an d aga i ns t the

const itu t ion , while Marshall insisted he , too , was for

the constitution but not the anti-subversion clause. 89

In hos election manifesto, Lee said that the election

was to see if those who had elected him in 1955 aocroved

of his st.and as a PAP member and delegation . member on

the issues of the cons titu t ion  and an t i - subve r s ion. 90

Should Lee lose on an issue on wnich h:s stand was the

same as that of the ~cv’ernment, Lim Yew Hock ’ s admoois-

tratoon. woulo aLso ~ose cy omp .~oca t ion , anc moun t nave

to resign.91

Only three days aft-ar issuong his cha l l er .ge ,

Davod Marshall announced h is  d e c i s i on  oct to fi.;.ot Lee

on the by— e l e c t i o n , and to r e t i r e  from t o lo t ics .  The

PAP leadershic met to decide whether Lee should  con ton ue

with clans for the by-e eotoor.,92 and decoded on the

afformative . Having forced Marshall’s retirement from

politics , Lea was seen as th on~~’ ga:ner on t he decates

over the constotution. :~os de f e nse of ot was or. toe

basis triat Soocapor-a , as an onpo:taot Brotosh

base n a pr e d om o n a nt l y — C h o n e s e  :s aoc~ was  unloKa y

89Tomes ~~ondon), 27 ~ c ri l  L 3 ~~7 , c .  5 .
3/) - . .

1 ~t te :oucK , Root ai’.u Revo ‘. : n ,  -

~‘Times (Lor.don), 23 Apr:. 1 5 ~~. 
— .

3 -,
T:nes (~ oo’3or., 30 Acr:l
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be granted independence as a separate state , so the

object of the people of Singapore must be a merger with

the Federation; this would never come to pass unless the

Federation government had the means to ensure that the

MCP was not being allowed to establish a base in

Singapore .93 Lee also insisted , on behalf of the PAP ,

that the anti-subversion clause would have to be removed

before the constitution could come into effect , that the

PAP would never take off ice while members of its

Executive Committee were in jail , and that new negotia-

tions were necessary if the British insisted upon the

94c.Lause.

Lee Kuan Yew had effec tively accomplished

several things at once. He had at least implicitly

placed Li~ Yew Hock ’ s government in his debt , he had

seen the removal of David Marshall from the political

scene , the British and the Malayans had been given an

intimation that there was hooe in working with Lee , and

both wings of the ?~~ had been given something to

satisfy them. ~nen the returns were in , Lee had won by

a lop—sided majority of 4,707 votes , to 1,315 and 88 7

for two relatively unknown challeng~ rs. The organiza-

tional abilities of the extremists was most evident

93clutterbucic , Riot and Revolution, p. 145.

94 ’rimes (London), 29 April 1957 , p. 9.
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-

when thousands of pro-Communist Chinese demonstrated at

the news , outside of Victoria Memorial Hall.95

PAP Moderates Nearly Lose Control

Within the month , Lee and the moderates faced a

serious challenge to their control of the party at the

annual party conference . The extremis ts were critical

of Lee ’s stand at the London talks ; they were opposed to

the idea of independence through merger with the Federa-

tion of Malaya , and to the es tab lishment of the Internal

Secur ity Council.96 The followers of the imprisoned Lim

Chin Siorig managed to elect six of their own people to

the CEC because , said Lee , admission cards to the con-

ference distributed to the party branches had been given

to pro-Communist non-party members. Lee , Toh Ch in CHye

and the other four moderates refused to take any

officer positions on the CEC , feeling that to do so

would lend cover to the pro-Communists , and knowing that

they would have been unable to get a decisive vote for

non-Communist poLicies.9’

On 22 August 1957 , the Lim Yew Hock government

repaid the debt which Lee had imposed during the

95 -T~.mes (~ ondon), 1 July L9~ 7, p. 9.
96?ang , Singapore ’s Peop le ’ s Action Party, p .  4.

97 Lee , The Battle for Merger, a. 21.
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by-election . It arrested thirty—five persons under the

provisions of the Preservations of Public Security

Ordinance ; five were radical members of the PAP CEC ,

thirteen were PAP branch executives, thirteen were

members of trade unions, and the last four included

three Chinese journalists . The government declared that

it had the responsibility to act to prevent takeover of

the PAP by~ the Communists .
98

Assembly debate over the matter was bitter . Lirn

Yew Hock said that nineteen members of the PAP who were

arrested were identified members of the Communist Party ,

and that the PAP had been dangerously penetrated. 99 In

a government White Paper , Communist documents were

quoted which laid down techniques for penetrating the

PAP , especially the Cultural and Educational Committees ,

which termed basic PAP policy correct , and which dis-

couraged splitting it. Lee ’s response was rather

defensive . He admitted that the party was not imper-

vious to penetration, but denied that the PAP was the

only Communist target. He said that the PAP leadership

had been consistent in stamping out Communist propaganda

activities , and had taken a firm non-Communist stand .

93 -Times (~ ondon), 24 August 1957 , o. 6.

99 Times (London), 13 September 1956 , p. 9.
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He claimed that the PAP , unlike the Trade Union Congress

(TUC) was able to take care of itself)00

Counter-attacking , Lee said that the true reason

for the arrests was that the government was acting to

prevent a takeover of the TUC , which was the mass base

of Lirn Yew Hock ’s Labour Front, by the more left-wing

unions . He moved that the Assembly deplore the inaccu-

racies in the government ’s White Paper , but the effort

was defeated .101 The evidence seems to have been on the

government side , and Lee was at this point attempting to

save face.

David Marshall , in an understandably gleeful

outburst, described the “significant spec tacle ” of Lee ’s

group losing control to the extremists . It was “adroit

maneuvering” and the detentions which s aved the day , and

restored the PAP to the control of Lee ’s group .102

Whether it really was Lim ’s intention specif ically to do

so , his actions did put Lee back in control , for a

second fortuitous time. Now , both the first and second

levels of leadership of the extreme wing of the PAP had

been removed , and Lee and his faction lost no time in

acting to forestall any future attempts at a takeover .

100Clutterbuck , Riot and Revolution, pp. 146—48.

lO1T imes (London), 13 September 1957 , p. 9.

102Marshall, “Singapore ’s Struggle ,” p. 104.
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To achieve tighter control of the party, four

categories of party membership were created--probation-

ary members, ordinary members , probationary cadre

members , and full cadres. Only those who had “contrib-

uted substantially to the good work of the party ” were

eligible to become full cadres and thus to vote for the

CEC. Cadres were chosen by a Board of Selection made up

of party moderates , which apparently had the primary

function of insuring that pro-Communists were not given

important or responsible positions , and still seeing

that they were not entirely alienated .103 Effectively ,

the CEC chose the cadres who in turn chose the CEC , a

system Lee compared to that of the Catholic Church and

the similar relationship of the Pope to the College of

Cardinals ; the “system . . . has exis ted some 2,000

years and there must be some merit in it.” 104

Ong Eng Guan and the PAP
City Government

Intra-party struggle was suspended in the fall

of 1957 , as the PAP prepared to contes t the elections

for the new Singapore City Council. Local government

legislation passed in 1957 provided for a council of

103Pang , Singapore ’s People ’s Action Party,
p. 7.

p. 23.

_ _ _  ~~.---. -~~~-- -
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thirty-two members , with a mayor to be elected from

within the council. Depleted by detentions and internal

strife, the PAP could only field fourteen candidates for

an election which it intended to be a show of strength

for the general elections scheduled for 1959. Its

program called for, among other things, cleaning up

corrupt practices in the City Council (official and

personal rectitude are sine qua non with Lee) , imoroving

departmental efficiency , and reorganizing the Council to

serve the people. Party electoral organization was very

elaborate , with a Central Election Committee , a detailed

plan of operations , and specific instructions of the

conduct of rallies and mass meetings . There was even

agreement among the PAP , the Labour Front and the UMN O

(Singapore) not to f i ght one another , to preven t

splitting left—wing votes. In the end , the PAP won

thirteen of its fourteen contests.105

Because of the interparty squabbles among the

other parties , the PAP was successful in having one of

its councilmen , 32 year old Ong Eng Guan , elected the

f i rs t  Mayor of Singapore. The other twelve PAP council-

men were all in their twenties. In power for the first

time , the PAP proceeded almost precipitately to try to

put its programs into action. In the process , a new

105 1bid. , p. 5.
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elemen t developed in the PAP which would eventually

challenge Lee ’ s leadership, but that was still far in

the future.

The style of Ong ’s administration was set at the

inaugural ceremony itself when he and his fellow coun-

cilmen arrived for balloting to choose a mayor. The

uproar created by PAP supporters outside City Hall

degenerated into a scuffle involving councilmen , demon-

stra tors and police , and resulted in the arrest of Ong

and three PAP councilmen. They were released later in

the af ternoon , arriving at City Hail just after the

meeting was cancelled for lack of a quorum. When pro-

ceedings reconvened the next day , the PAP members

refused to follow customary courtesies of the chamber ,

and were lustily supported by the spectators who

literally filled the hall. As soon as he was elected

Mayor , Ong called for and got a vote for removal of the

ceremonial mace , a “relic of colonialism .” 106

The basic tactics of Ong and the PAP council

continued to include : (1) machinations such as packing

the galleries with a clique of PAP supporters ; (2)

stunts such as the provocations given to cause Ong ’ s

arrest; (3) personal insults, such as deliberately

106Willard A. Manna , Sequel to Colonialism (New
York : American Universities Field Staff , l~65) , o. 76.
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affronting the City Council President; (4) manufactured

crises , such as refusing to acknowledge that the session

had lapsed ; and (5) such populist “vote—jerkers ” as

banishing the mace (and later the chain of office, two

Union Jacks and the Queen ’s portrait) to the storeroom .

Ong staged a continuous series of stunts that kept him

and the the party in the spotlight as protectors of the

people ’s interests. Highly questionable appointments

and patronage combined with insults and feuding--

especially with expatriate British bureaucrats--served
107to further disrupt city government.

Af ter a month in o f f i ce , a news repor t commented

that the PAP city government wa s making people face up

to the decisions that had to be made about self-govern-

ment. It mentioned that Orig had brought about cutting

back of electric rates for the smallest users , voted

more money for public faucets, and shortened the waiting

time for licenses for operators of eating shops and food

stalls . Quostions were raised of where the money for

the necessary changes was to come from , of the e f f e c ts

of the PAP government on free speech , and what a policy
108of looking first to the masses would do. By 1959 ,

the city council had broken down as a functional body .

107 1bid pp. 80—83.

108Times (London), 28 January 1958 , p .  7.
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The Minister for Local Government Lands and Housing

stripped the council of its powers over staff and

finances and called for an investigation.

The PAP City Council made undeniable accomplish-

ments which par ticularly benefited the “ common people ,”

but they were really continuations of programs already

und€~way , with far less fanfare , by the Colonial govern-

ment. However , Mann a saw the whole episode as intending

to be a vote-getter in th~ 1959 general elections , and

once the PAP had used the council as a device to collect

those votes , the party th en simply discarded it.109

The Singapore City Council was abolished after

the general elections in 1959, and city and state

governments became one. Even then the PAP misguidedly

tried to capitalize on Ong ’s populari ty wi th the masses ,

and Lee made him Minister for National Develpment , which

proved to be an acute blunder,11° as became apparen t in

1960. Under Ong , public housing projects were put far

behind schedule.

Direct Communist Contacts

In 1958 , having lost most of its open front

leaders to detention , the MCP tried to make direct

109 Hanna, Sequel to Colonialism, p. 84.

~~
0Josey , Lee i~uan Yew, a. 15.
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contacts with Lee Kuan Yew . This was to be one of the

last attempts to establish an open front arrangement

between the MC? and the PAP . According to Lee, he was

approached in March 1958 by a purported representative

of the MCP in Singapore . To establish his bona fides,

Lee told the PLEN (for Plenipotentiary) that he should

give instructions for the resignation of one Chan g Yuen

Tong from the David Marshall’s new Workers Party and the

City Council, and withdraw all Communist support from

the Workers Party . In April , Lee read of Chang ’ s

resignation , and in a city council by-election , David

Marshall lost. Lee was satisfied that.the PLEN ’s

credentials were genuine .111

Lee met with the PLEN four times before the 1959

general elections . He says that their discussions were

about things in general , and tha t the PLEN repeatedly

tried to find out if the PAP was prepared to work

together with the Communists in a united anti-colonial

fron t . “I told him that I did not see much virtue in

this . . . it was far better from the P.A .?. point of
view that the Communists left us alone.”112

One analysis a ttr ibutes  Lee ’ s r efus al to commi t

himself to three factors :

111Lee , Th e Batt le for  Merger , pp. 27 -28 .
112 Ibid a. 28.
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1. Lee was aware of a remark ab le swing of

public opinion in his favor, as evidenced by the PAP

victory in the City Council elections

2. Lee was prepared to go a long way to risk

the “stooge” label to insure that the Communists did not

gain control of the PAP

3. He was determined to achieve independence

through merger with the Federation because he knew that

he could not effectively deal with the MC? without at

least the threat of suaerior force backing him. 113

PAP Moderates Gain Strength

Through this last year before the general elec-

tions , Lee ’s statements displayed increasing

independence from the Communists . He participated in

the London Consti tut ional  Conference of 1958, at which

f ina l  term s of the consti tut ion were agreed upon . A

single—chamber Legislative Assembly of f i f t y - o n e  seats

was established , with elections to be held in l?59.

Citizenship was extended to nearly the entire adult

population, even to unassimilated Chinese aliens . Citi-

zenship could be gained by renouncing Loyalty to any

other state , and swearing an oath of allegiance to

3ingapore . The election rolls increased to nearly

113Clutterbuck , Riot and Revolution, p. 149.
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600 ,000 persons . The new cons titution was to run f or

five years , at the end of which there would be new

elections and revisions .114

When he returned from London , Lee attacked the

British on the now perennial issue , the anti-subversion

clause. A question of precise interpretation had been

raised , that is, whether the prohibition on political

activity by persons detained for sub~;ersive activities

applied only to the 1959 general elections . Lee said

that if it were expanded to encompass by-elections after

the general elections , then some way had to be found to

circumvent the res triction.~~~
Throughout the period that Lim Chin Siong and

the others were detained (and to whom the anti-subersion

clause was specif ically addresse d) , Lee ha d per iodicall

visited with them at Changi Prison and tried to convince

them to break with Communism. Further , near the end of

the year he began to discuss the impending elections

wi th them , wondering whether the ?A? should contest

them. One of Lee ’ s reservations was over what Lim and

his faction would do after the PA? had won.  Lim told

him that they should fight to win , and offered to go t~~

Indonesia to study if that would lessen PAP fears .

114Brackman , Second Front, p. 23.

11
~Times (London), 3 June 1958 , a. 3.
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However , Lee said that even if Lim did so , someone else

would take his place , and even should Lim sincerely join

the democratic side , the PAP would still have to face

the MCP .116

Events were , in a sense , making up Lee ’ s mind

for him . In contrast to the growing popularity of the

PAP , that of Lim Yew Hock ’s government was declining .

As a result of Lirn ’s application of internal security

measures , the impression had been building that he was

“anti—Chinese. ” He had failed to distinguish between

those who were Communists and non-Communists, and by

arresting Chinese—educated student leaders had prompted

the belief among Chinese students that they had been

arrested not because they were Communists but because

they were champions of Chinese culture.11’

Lee was well aware of the depths of feeling

among the Chinese—educated of Singapore. During a by-

election in 1958 , a local canvasser saii that he felt

Lee did not know the degree of hatred bu~ lo u~ by ?A?

rank-and-file between different sections of the popula-

tion , especially the English- and Chinese-educated.

Lee responded that now that the rxon-~ nclish-educated had

a part ~n the system , :he~z certainly would fight to

~~~Lee, The Battle for Merger, a. 23.

11’Ibid., pp. 57—58 .
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bring it down if they were excluded from it. If the PAP

fa i led  to gain the support of this group , then the only
118thing 1e~ t was brute force . The dichotomy between

the English-educated and those who learned in other

languages had always been a mat ter  of intense concern to

Lee , and had been ref lec ted in the educational policies

over which he had control .

His heightened confidenc e in h is abili ty to

control the extremists in his party, and to increase his

respectability in the eyes of the British and of the

Malayan government was displayed during debate on ex ten-

sion of the PPSO. The Assembly extended the ordinance

for one year , on a vote of 21-7 , the PA? members voting

against. 3ut Lee gave his assurences that if his party

won in 1959 , the ordinance would be retained as long as

Emergency Regulations were necessary in the Federation

of :~1alaya. The PAP ’s opposition , as expressed in the

vote , was because the party had been given no mandate

to change the stand it had adoated when the measure was

first adopted .119 Once again , Lee was ab le to achieve

multiple ends ; Malaya was given unequivocal indications

of the PAP ’s stand , the British were mollif ied in regard

to internal security, and the bulk of the PAP (which

1lBTimes (London), 12 August 1953 , p. 5.

119Tiznes (London), 13 October 1958 , p .  9 .
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probably would never read the transcripts of debate )

could see in the vote the apparent party position.

Not all the messages were delivered by indirect

methods. During the debates on the PPSO , Lee stated

quite unequivocally :

Next year , we are to be only internally self-
governing, and in all security matters which affect
defense upon which the Singapore and the British
government disagree , the Federation government is
to be the arbiter . We accepted that position
because we accepted merger as the only way to
indepe ndence. If we are prepared to accept the
Federation and join it as a member state , then it
means that we are prepared to allow . . . the
Federation to have a decisive voice in the affairs
of Singapore .12°

And Lee seems not to have been unalterably opposed to a

strong internal  security force , for  the former Police

Commissioner of Singapore recounted that when he

instructed that rifles no longer be used as police

wea pons , Lee and his associates held opposite

• 121opinions .

Prelude to the 1958 Elect ions

Election battle lines began to be drawn in

earnest during November 1958. Members from th~ Labour

Front , the Liberal Socialists, and David Marshal l ’ s

Workers ’ Party joined to form the Singapore People ’ s

120Lee , The Battle for Merger, p. 47 .

121Clutterbuck , Riot and Revolution, pp. 134 ,
292.
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Alliance (SPA) , under Lim Yew Hock ; the parties con-

tinued their separate existences , and entered the 1959

elections as such.122 Lee Kuan Yew had made his posi-

tion quite clear , calling for independence through

merger with Malaya , and release of the detainees before

any PAP government would take office. And on 27

November , the Cons titution Order in Council was

presented to the British Parliament for final aaproval .

Under its provisions , election machinery had already

been introduced , including delineation of the fifty-one

constituencies and preparation of electoral registers ,

which totalled 555 ,565 as compared to the 300 ,299 in

1955.123

The Communists have been described as in a

dilemma at this time .124 They could not associate with

the Workers ’ Party because it was too erratic and unpre-

dictable. The PAP was still the best organized and best

disciplined party , and contained many pro-Communist

elements. Communist interest was apparent in the four

meetings Lee had in 1958 with the PLEN , who said he

spoke for the top MC? leadership.

22 Singapore , “ Report~’ p .  342 .
1231bid p. 343.

124Brackman , Second Front, a. 25.
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Arnold Brackman claims that “unimpeachable

sources” say the Communists promised to drop all support

for Marshall and rally the Chinese behind the PAP if

release of the detainees was pledged . Lee , it is said ,

consented to the deal on condition that the detainees

enter his government as “ political secretaries. ” 125 In

this way , he would have more control over them and could

check Communist agitat ion on the outside . Lee says ,

Never in any one of our meetings did I say or
do anything which would commi t the PAP . .

We never asked for  their support . Even during
the campaign . . . we made our non-Communist
stand quite clear .126

In view of the actions that had been taken to protect

the PAP from a Communist takeover , a “deal ” seems

unlikely .

The clarity of Lee ’s anti-Communist stand was

illustrated in one of his campaign speeches :

In this fight the ultimate contestants will
be the P.A .P. and the M.C.P.-— the P.A.P. for a
democratic, non—Communist , socialist Malaya, and
the M.C.P. for a Soviet Republic of Malaya. It
is a battle that cannot be won by just bayonets
and bullets. it is a battle of ideals and ideas .
And the side that recruits more ability and
talent will  be the side that wins . 127

If the PAP came to power , it would not tolerate subve r-

sion by anyone , in or out of the party . Despite  their

1251bid p. 26.

126Lee , The Battle for Merger, p. 29.

p. 30.
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background , release of the detainees was called for

because they had all been involved in the same struggle.

The PAP was pro-democracy, and woul d f igh t all chal-

lengers , righ t or le f t .  “ Otherwise, you would end up as

one of the Americans ’ proteges in South-east Asia .”128

Nomination day was not until 25 April 1959, but

the campaign began much earlier , as Lee charged Lim Yew

Hock ’ s “bunch of rogue s ” 129 with improper pract ices.  At

the first PAP election rally on 14 February , party

chairman Toh Chin Chye disclosed that an SPA minister had

received M$500 ,000 (US $165 ,000) from American sources

for  use in political ~activi ties , tha t the money had been

depos ited in ~n American bank in Singapore , and tha t an

income tax investigation was started , then suspended .

Denials were issued by the SPA , the United States Con-

sulate General , and the First ~ational City Bank of New

York ’s Singapore branch)~
30 The issue came to debate in

the Assembly on 4 March , the day af ter the alleged

recipient, Education Minister Chew Swee Kee, announced

his resignation “ to clear the good name of the

S. P. A. ,,131

128Times (London), 29 May 1959 , p. 12.

129Lee, The Battle for ~erger, p. 23.

130 Hanna , Sequel to Colonialism, p. 100.

131Singapore, “Repor t ’ p. 343.
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The Chew Swee Kee Inquiry

Lee had earlier called for a Commission of

Inquiry to find out why the sum had been deposited to

Chew ’s account in the First National City Bank, and why

no tax investigations had been carried out. On 4 March ,

he declared that Chew had earlier received another

M$3000,000, that Income Tax Office File N umber 47909/GS

was the key document in the case, that Chew had just

purchased a M$30 ,000 house , and that the Acting Comp-

troller of the Income Tax Office had died of a heart

attack because of worry over the matter.132 With Chew ’s

resignation, Lee tried to have the inquiry abandoned on

the grounds that the resignation proved Chew ’s culpa-

bili ty, but Lim Yew Hock insisted that it proceed.133

At this point , Lim revealed that Lee had given

him assurances that if Chew resigned , the PAP would do

no further “mudslinging .” But since Lee had gone back

on his word, Lim would now reveal that the government

had taken actions to cleanse the PAP for its own good ,

a reference to the detentions of July 1957. Further, he

made his revelation that the anti-subversive clause had

been the result of Lee ’ s willing action , eliciting Lee ’ s

32 Hanna , Sequel to Colonialism, a. 100.

133Times (London), 5 March 1959 , p. 10.
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denial , at first explosive then with a sad comment upon

the Chief Minister ’s tI co~~ tersmear~~t l34

On 17 March , the inquiry not yet having been

established , the PAP presented a motion calling for  the

government ’ s resignat ion in view of public disgust and

loss of confidence stemming from the disclosures .  The

motion was viewed as the political move it undoubtedly

was , and defeated 19-6 , but there had been indications

in the Chinese press and elsewhere that the public was

indeed disillusioned with politicians in general , and

the Minister  for  Commerce said that while the economy

was going down the drain , the pol i t ic ians were sl inging

mud .135

The Commission of Inquiry finally convened in

May . Its goals were to determine whether an account of

M $ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0  had existed in Chew ’ s name in September 1958 ,

whether the Income Tax Department had made inquiries ,

and if so whether they had been improperly s topped , and

finally how the particulars of Chew ’s tax file had been

made known to someone not entitled to them.136

134Hanna, Sequel to Colonialism, pp. 100-101.

135Times (London), 18 March 1959, p. 9; 19 March
1959, p. 8; 20 March 1959 , p. 9.

136Times (London), 27 May 1959 , p. 11.
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The official findings of the Commission seemed

to point the finger as much at Lee and the PAP as at

Chew . It was determined that the money had been

deposited to Chew ’s account , and that he had informed

the Comptroller of Income Tax. He had said it was a

gift to the Labour Front , of which he was a member hav-

ing absolute power and discretion to dispose of it as

he saw fit. The Income Tax Department was found to have

acted properly in the matter , but K. M. Byrne , a member

of the PAP CEC and Civil Service staffer,  had acted

improperly by conveying tax information to Lee. The

Commission said he was subject to~ Civil Service disci-

pline .137

The proceedings of the Commission were far more

damaging to the SPA. Lee Kuan Yew conducted much of the

cross-examination in this and the City Council inquiry .

He brought out that the total of M$8000,000 had been

received through the alleged intermediary of Archbishop

Paul Yu Pin of Taipei and New York , and that some of it

had been used for questionab le private purposes . 3ne

was investment in a tin-mining company , shares of which ,

Lee brought out , had been given to the wife of the

~~puty Chief Minister , Date Abdul Hamid , who was also

137Times (London), 2 June 1959 , a. 8.
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party chairman of the Singapore UMNO .138 The ef fec ts

upon the SPA were devastating .

The SPA had begun to make headway in forming an

anti-PAP front. After these revelations , it started to

crumble. The UMNO in Singapore , h i ther to  almost a

certain supporter of the SPA , was riven internally by

its action in dropping Hamid as chairman and candidate ,

then reinstating him. Prominent members left the party ,

and much public support went elsewhere .139 Other

parties also reconsidered association with the SPA , and

entered their own candidates in districts where the SPA

was running thus fragmenting the opposition to the PAP .

The Ong Eng Guan Inquiry

Similar political tension developed at the same

time in the Singapore City Council , where PAP Mayor Ong

Eng Guan ’s methods had become too much . In protest over

his conduct of a Council meeting , the opposition walked

out and took their protest to the Minister for Local

Government, Lands and Housing , who asked for a verbatim

report of the meeting . On 26 March , the Minister  took

over certain City Council powers and announced he would

form a Commission of Inquiry to investigate alleged

138Hanna , Sequel to Colonialism, p. 101.

1391bid., p. 102.
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irregularities in Ong ’ s adminis tration. The only powers

lef t  to the Council were the ci ty u t i l i t i e s  and road
140repairs .

Both sides took political advantage of the

situation. On 4 April, the day af ter the Commission was

established, the PAP announced at a ral ly that if

elected, they would abolish the City Council and trans-

fer  public ut i l i t ies  to a government board and the

remaining functions to appropriate departments . When

the Inquiry finally began in mid-May , the Chief Adminis-

trative O f f i c e r  of the City Council , P. C. Marcus called

Lee a stooge of the Communists and said that the Mayor

could give orders to city officials only through the

Council. 141

Ong and the PAP councillors had resigned from

the City Council on 19 April , af ter the Minister for

Local Government had used some of his newly-assumed

powers . Lee Kuan Yew and his brother were acting as

legal counsels for  them in the Inquiry , 42 the results

of which could affect the election chances of the twelve

who were running for the Assembly. Lee claimed that the

140Times (London), 28 March 1959 , p. 9; and
Singapore, “Report,” p. 344.

141Times (London), 20 May 1959 , p. 8 .
142Times (London), 12 May 195 9 , p . 3.
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Inquiry was being conducted in a way that would smear

the PAP , and harm its chances on 30 May; his role was to

insure that  the Inquiry helped the party . He attacked

Marcus , a former PAP member , for conspiring •djth rival

parties to defea t Ong and the PAP in the Counc il.

Marcus denied this, responding as mentioned above . He

also said that as Senior Assistant Treasurer of the

Council , and still a Pap member , he had given the PAP

details of a proposal by the SPA which would have cost

M$14 million in compens ation to foreigners replace d

by Malayans , and information wh ich had enab led the PAP

to defeat its opponents in a city by-election. Lee ’s

response was that this had been an opportunity to

prevent the Europeans from looting the country .143

Once again it was demonstrated that  Lee was not above

using every si tuation to political advantage , while

making statements designed to present the PAP in the

best light.

Lee Attacks the Press

In a third issue which also took place in the

midst of the campaign , Lee ’ s statements gained him

in ternat ional  notor ie ty  and prompted yet another

Commission of Inquiry , this time by representatives of

43 Times (London) ,  15 May 1959 , p. 11; and 20 May
1959, p. 8.
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an international press association . Saying that the

Strai ts  Times, the major  English—language paper, was

p laying up d i f fe rences  between the PAP and Tunku ~~ dul

Rahman , and imp lying that these concerned communal

issues , Lee issued a warning to th~ press:

Any newspaper that tries to sour up or strain
relations between the Federation and S ingapore
after May 30 will go in for subversion . Any
editor, writer . . . or reporter that goes along
with this line will be taken in under the p reser-
vation of Public Security Ordinance . We shall
put him in and keep him inJ44

Five Singapore and Malayan newspapers protested to the

Commonwealth Press Union, on the grounds that the PPSO

was spec if i c a l l y  directed against Communist subversion .

Lee offere d his definition of subversion the

next day , which was rather revealing of his tendency to

define political behavior in Singapore—Centric terms .

He said:

Subversion is any political activity designed
to further the aims and interests not of our own
people but of foreign powers . . . not just Russia
and China but also America and Formosa and the
wes tern b lock.

He c lar ified ~- is statement on press subversion to indi-

cate that he referred only to “foreign—owned and

foreign—control .ed press. . . . We are prepared to deal

with the publisher and editor if he is a stooge of the

44Times (London), 20 May 1359 , o. 8~ and 21 May
1959 , a. 8.

I.

El
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white man. ” The Br~ t:sh-cont:o led Straits Times, which

had only recently moved its head offices to Kuala

Lumpur , said the clarification made little difference

for if Lee were elected he would define what was

foreign-owned or controlled.14~

Calling the Straits Times a “bird of passage ,”

Lee distinguished between local and non-local papers .

The local papers could make boña fide criticism because

they were forced to stay and take the conseQuences of

‘
~foo lish” policies which they advocated. Others were

safe from that , an allegation vigorously contested by

the editor of the Straits Times, who pointed out that he

still lived in Singapore .146 In this issue , as in the

others , Lee displayed his predilection to see things in

very drastic light , and to respond to situations with a

very neavy hand.

The Election C~~ Daign

The election campaign :tself progressed

extremely smoothly due to a sys tem which c revented

undue influence by any elements , and incorporated a

committee which met weekly to hear and resolve corn-

plaints about the electoraL process by any of the

l4~
~Times (London), 21 May 1959 , p. 3.

14GTimes (London), 23 May .349 , 
~~~~
. 5.
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pa r tie s .  Campaign regula t ions  were based upon the

report of a Commission of Inquiry which had been set up

on Lee ’s recommendation after his by-election in July

1957. Voting was made compulsory , controls were ~ laced

on numbers and sizes of posters , and treating (providing

gifts , food , etc. ) was more rigorously defined . Forbid-

den on election day were free transport , canvassing, the

use of badges and loudspeakers , undue crowd influence

near polls , and pa r t i c ipa t ion  by s tudents  and secret

society members .14’

The PAP set the pace of the campaign , and its

disorganized opaos~ tion never was able to catch up. The

par ty ’s objectives and plans for Singapore ’s future were

presented in a series of publications entitled The Tasks

Ahead. These gave detailed descriptions of policies on

health , education , the economy and labor. Goh Keng

Swee , the party economist , announced that formation of a

common market  with the Federation of Malaya would be an

immediate task. 
_48 

Lee sa~d that the fiscal policies of

Singapore and t~ e Federation were c1osely-l~ nked , that

in fact  “The Federation sets the pace . ” He was not so

eager as the other parties were for foreign money for

14’Singapore, “Report ’ p. 343.

~~~~
. 7 . 

148Pang , Singapore ’ s Peop le ’ s Action Party ,
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development , proposing instead an industrial development

board in ternal ly  capitalized wi th  mobi l ized local capi-

tal. Still displaying his na t iona l i s t  side , he said

that it would be more attractive for Americans or

Britons or Australians to invest in Afr ica where they

still had thirty or forty years to “exploit” the b lack

m an .149 In a few years , his policy would be to actively

solicit investments from these countries.

Election day passed without untoward incident

in the atmosphere of the public holiday , which it was by

law.  :~inety percent of the electorate voted , 50 percent

by noon and 35 percent by 5 p . m .  The PAP , which had

entered all f i f t y — o n e  races , won f o r t h y — t h r e e  seats

(w it h  absolute ma jo r i t i es in thirty-one) . Of s:xteen

elected members of the previous Assembly who ran in

1959 , only five were re—elected . All three PAP members

were returned , but only two of the former government ’ s

min i s t e r s.~~~° One was Lirn Yew Hock , whose SPA had come

~n second w:th f cu r  sea ts , and wr.c becam e the leader of

the opposi t ion .

The PAP in ?ower at Last

3elected by the PAP to become the ?r~ me Minis-

ter , Lee :<uan Y~~w formally informed the Governor , S~ r

149 . -T~ mes (~~onaon) , 29 May 3~~9 , D. l~~.

150_ . I’ ‘I -

~~ngapore, Report, a. 34~~.
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W. A. C. Goode , that he would not name a cabinet until

the detainees were released.151 The Governor ’ s agree-

men t was obtained on 2 June , and Lee arranged for the

release to take place after the PAP Victory Rally which ,

observed The Times (of London) , would prevent the

detainees from stealing any of Lee’s thunder.~~~
2

At the Rally , held in f ron t of the City Hall  on

S~ngaDore ’ s largest open area , the Padang , Lee gave his

l is teners  a look at what was to come . Terming the even-

ing a moment of g rea t  change , he said tha t  though a

constitut~ cr. had been promulgated , tha t  was on ly  a s tep

toward the real goal , merger and Merdeka. Times had

changed——a r i se  in the star.dard of living could not be

created overn~ ;n:. The good things wcu d come onL y w:th

n ard  work over a long t:ne . The aaramoun: pr~ nc~ p e  was

that pOl~ c~ es would be followed for the :nterest of the

wr.~ le :ommun~ ty, even at the r~.sk of tne interests of a
.33segment .

Tho~ gn tne ; f~~~n ’ t y e t  r e a L . .:e ~:, Lee ~aJ

c .aced tne peop Le of :~~~pc:e on nc~~ ce t~ at the fis-

and seLf-~ n~ ere~ t of tn~ cas t  were to be no

nger to .era:ed. Lee anu t.~e ?A2 L~~ ders were fuLL :

~
1Ti~es (London), ~ S .r.e L3~~3 , p. 3.

~‘~mes (Lor.dori), 3 une ~. ) 5 9 ,  a .  L D .

~~Times (Lor.dcn), 4 Jone L~ 5 ,  a. 3.
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awar e of the immense prob lems wh ich existed in

Singapore . Employment lagged far behind the annual

increment of job-seekers , Singapore ’s entrepot economy

was incapable of creating enough new jobs without a

shift to industrialization , and there was a dense popu-

lation with imperative needs to be met in housing ,

education, and social services.

In less than f ive  years , ee Kuan Yew and his

fellow returned students had established a firm base of

power and risen to become the government of the nearly-

independent State of Singapore . More than a little

aided by the actions of other agencies , Lee had met the

challenges of his pro—Communist supporters. Twice his

left-wing socialist party had been nearly dragged over

the edge into revolutionary extremism , but had been

rescued and with the detention of the party ’ s extrem-

ists , had begun to swing slowly to the right. As he

began to succeed in displacing the British, the stri-

dency of Lee ’ s nationalism moderated , and his statements

indicated a greater  wi l l ingness  to work wi th  the British

to achieve his fur the r goals , the most importan t of

which was independence through merger with Malaya. The

next four years were to be rnuch concerned with that.
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CHAPTER III

LEE TAKE S POWE R , 1939-1961

We believe that only a swift elimination of
the unequal and inferior distribution of wealth
in the country can give the people the basis for
building up this happy and prosperous Malaya in
which every Malayan regardless of race , clas s or
creed can contribute his best and live his
fulles t 1Lee Kuan Yew , l9~~

Redeeming his campaign promise , Lee ’s first

action was to release the detainees from Changi Prison.

He was not, however, prepared to accept entirely at face

value their avowals of political repentance. Precautions

had been taken to exclude the detainees from any role

in the party leadership. Having obtained Governor

Goode ’s agreement to the release, Lee called a mee ting

of PAP cadres , at which the incumbent CEC was reelected

and the party constitution amended to provide for

biennial rather than annual CEC elections .2 The moder-

ates were thereby entrenched in their positions as party

1Pang , Singapore ’s Peop le ’ s Action Party, a. 73.

2Michael Leifer , “Politics in Singapore : The
First Term of the People ’ s Action Party , 1959—63 ,”
Journal of Commonwealth Political Studies 2 (May 1964)
105—106.
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leaders for the next two years , making it safe to free

from prison those who had been the hard core of the PAP

extremists.

Release of the Detainees

The release took place 4 June 1959. The group

of extremists included Lim Chin Siong and seven others

who had been detained since 1956; Lee ’s pledge was thus

fulfilled. The eight subsequently published a signed

statement wholeheartedly and unreservedly endorsing the

non-Communist aims and objectives of the PAP . According

to Lee , all had ~told him that the PAP must not repeat

the mistakes of 1955—56 by allowing the MC? to use the

PAP and “mess up” its policy . If the MC? fought the
3PAP , tne ex-detainees would support the PAP.

The assur ances of most of the eight were assumed

to be sincere. Three of them were appointed poli tical

secretaries in various government agencies; t:~ese were

Lim Chin Siong , Fong Swee Suan and S. Woodhull. Lee was

not convinced of Lim ’s sincerity but he believed “a man

was entitled to be believed until his actions prove his

words to be false.” Just in case , precautions were

taken to insure that none of the three could use their

positions to harm the country . None ~ as given access to

secre t matters , and Lim was specially put in the

3Lee , The Battle for Merger, p. 23.
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Minis try of Finance , where Lee felt that he could do no

damage . Over a period of time, it became apparent that

Lim ’ s repentance had been insincere , but as long as he

did nothing openly to block PAP policies and programs ,

the party saw no reason to break with him .4 Only when

he chose to disavow the objective of independence

through merger with the Federation did the final rupture

occur . Of the ex-detainees only C. V. Devan Nair kept

faith with the PAP moderates .

The New Government

The first PAP Cab inet was sworn in on the steps

of the Singapore City Hall on 5 June . The new govern-

ment had chosen to move from the old Assembly Building

as a symbol of having thrown off the colonial yoke .

Among the new ministers were Deputy Prime Minister Toh

Chin Chye , Minister for National Development Ong Eng

Guan , Financ e Minister Goh Keng Swee , Minister for

Culture , S. Ra:aratnam , and Home A f fa irs Minister Ong

Pang Boon . Except for Ong Eng Guan , who soon became

notorious in his own way , these men were the heart of

the moderate PAP leadership , and remained so far beyond

the period of this thesis . In his first address as

3Lee , The Battle for Merger, a. 23.

4lbid., po. 23—25. 
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Prime Minister to the people of Singapore , Lee set the

tone of his administration :

We are the best organized and most coherent
political leadership in Singapore. Every one of
my ministers has gone through years of political
struggle before we reached this position .
The business of a government is to govern and to
make firm decisions , so that there will be cer-
tainty and stabili ty in the affairs of our
people. We shall do our best to give you not
only firm and stable government , but one which
will carry with it the support and cooperation
of the majority of people.5

By this time , four days after the 1959 elec-

tions , Lee had already tweaked the British lion ’s tail

over the matter of possible PAP participation in the

traditional celebrations of the Queen ’s birthday .

Implying that it would be limited , Lee said ,

We do not go into ecstasies over the British
monarchy . Part of the battle is against
symbols. . . . We shall always be polite as
befits a civilized peop le , as the people of
Singapore are.6

And in an echo of Ong ’ s banishment of the mayoral

regalia to the storeroom , Lee said that he had thought

for a long time that the playing of the British national

anthem over Radio Singapore was “a bit silly. ” 7

Lee believed Singapore sh~ uld have its own

symbols , to which its people must develop instinctive

3Josey , Lee Kuan Yew, p. 96.

°Times (London), 2 June 1959 , p. 8.

7lbid.
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responses. By the time of the installation of the first

Malay head of s ta te ,  Inche lusof bin Ishak , Singapore

had adopted a flag , coat of arms and a national anthem .

They serve a powerful emotive function . Small
country though we may be, it is nevertheless
necessary that we develop . . . instinctive emo-
tive responses [to them) so vital to the survival
of a people. 8

Factors in Development

The symbols would become important only with the

passage of time , and the ach ievement of some concre te

accomplishments by the new government, a fact that it

well appreciated . Now that they were in power , Lee and

his colleagues had to articulate in detail their polit-

ical, economic and social goals , and to develop plans

and programs to reach them . To attain their goals , they

were heir to significant advantages and disadvantages

stemming from prior situations , some of which were the

two sides of one coin .

Among the advantages were a well es tab lished

entrepot (or trading) economy more than a century old.

There was an efficient civil service created by the

British (and still to a high degree staffed by British

expatriates) . Singapore ’ s revenues and per capita

living standards were well above the As ian average ,

8Josey, Lee Kuan Yew, p . 113.
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second only to Japan . Geographically, its area was

mostly urban and ve ry compact, while the population was

energetic and had a high general level of li teracy, with

some limi ted sec tors highly educated.

Disadvantages included an over-dependence upon

trade and related high unemployment rate because of the

limited ability of the entrepot economy to create large

numbers of new jobs through expansion of trade . There

was industrial stagnation due to limi ted mobili ty of

internal capital , reluctance on the par t of foreign

investors because of political instability, and the

flight of capital to Malaya and other locations for the

same reason. Housing was in gravely short supply while

the population was growing at a rate of nearly 4 per-

cent. Furthermore , Singapore was politically isolated

from its neighbors , owing to its mos tly Chinese popula-

tion among ~4alay neighbors , and to its reputation as a

center of radical politics. Lee meant to capitalize

upon the advantages , and to overcome the problems .

PAP Leadership

The PAP leadership, ~n both the qualifications

of its individual me~~ ers and its corporate prior

planning for political action was of a very high cali-

ber. As was previously pointed out , detailed plans had

been drawn up for the political action they intended to
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take , and were published in the series The Tasks Ahead.

These plans were the result of year s of discussion among

a group imbued with a sense of reform and mission. All

believed in representative government, civil li berties ,

economic growth and social reform ; they rejected

unreasoned nationalism, racism and doctrinaire economic

policies .9 As Lee ’s statements repeatedly illustrate ,

PAP economics were of •a very pragmatic nature . In the

political sphere the PAP perceived the Communists as the

main threat to representative government in Singapore .

They firmly believed that the only way to neutralize the

Communists ’ appeal was for democratic socialism to pro-

vide the things promised by the Communists .

Educational ly ,  an extremely high proportion of

the PAP leadership had been educated in English-language

schools , very often through the university level. This

was particularly true for members of the CEC and of the

Singapore Assembly . In 1968 , for instance , 74% of the

CEC members and 47% of the members of the Assembly had

university educations , and of these , 74% and 62%

respectively were educated in the English language.

These percentages were higher than in 1959 , and re pre-

sented a consistent upward trend.~
0 To a large degree ,

9Brackman, Second Front, p. 27 .

10Pang, Singapore ’ s ?ecole ’ s Action Party, pa.
44—45.
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the prevalence of English-lar.guage educations was a

natural outgrowth of the colonial situation , where

upward economic mobility was most available to those who

spoke English. This same factor also contributed to the

success of the PAP , for the British saw in its moderate

leadership people with whom they could work , and to whom

they could conceivab ly turn over political power.

In a 1967 speech to the British Labour Party ,

Lee described the situation that had confronted the PA?

in 1959. It had come into office , he said , having prom-

ised a new and better world to the workers ar.d trade

unions which constituted the bulk of its mass support.

The PAP found that the previous government under Lim Yew

Hock had emptied the treasury (an allegation not

entirely accurate) ;~~~ a situation whicn necessitated

stern measures before such things as free education ,

better housing, higher wages and free health services

£4Despi te Lee ’ s ai egation , areceding Singapore
governments were both solvent and active ~n ~e~ elopmer.t
projects . The years 1950—51, .955—56 , and 1939— 60 were
boom times , while the 1nterven~ ng years were prosper-
ous. Rubber and tin brough t high prices , and there
were satisfactory proceeds from Singapore ’ s entrepot
trade . Current expenses were met from receipts , and
reserves of M$325 million accumulated ~which covered
1959 and 1960 deficits and financed development pro;-
ects) . Funds invested overseas provided ~‘iS273 ~i i l icn
in credits in the UK and in other colonies and common-
wealth countries. The total state and mun~ c~ aal debtwas M$387 m~ 1lion , for a majority of whicr. the PAP cIty
government had been responsible. See Hanna , Sequel to
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could be provided. In view of this , the PAP realized

that it could not immediately provide all that it had

promised. The choice was made to put national purposes

ahead of sectional or class interests , thereby risking

short-term unpopularity while getting the economy

straightened out. In Lee ’ s view , the duty of the

government was to do what was bes t for the nation as a

whole , and in the end it commanded the respect if not

the support of those who had votes against it.~~
2 By

1961, he said , the jibe was that the socialist govern-

ment was running the capitalist economy better than the

capitalist colonialists ever had .

National Development

The most important general objectives of Lee ’s

government were to create an independent, democratic ,

non-Communist society by peaceful and constitutional

means, and to restructure the economy to provide employ-

ment for all those entering the :ob market , with a more

Colonialism, a. 111, and Willard A. Hanna , “A Note on
the Federation of ‘~a1aya and the State of Singapore ,”
American tJniversit ~s Field Staff Reports, Southeast
Asia Series, vol. ~ no. 5 (New York : American Thiver-
sities Field Staff , l~ 60), D. 23.

12Lee Kuan Yew , Social Revolution ~.n Singapore
(Singapore : Government Printing Office , 1367) , pp.
4—6.
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equal distribution of the proceeds.13 This new society

would best achieve its inde~er.dence from Britain through

merger wi th  Malaya. The PAP ’ s first Four-Year (later

Five-Year) ?lan outlined the specific areas in which

society and the economy were to be developed:

1. Industrialize, to change from a trading to

productive economy

2. Abolish the City Council, leav~ng aublic

ut~ lit:es under a board and transferring ot~ er powers to

appropriate ministries

3. Maximize training of people in technical

sk i l ls

4. Change school curricula to a more ‘As~ an ”

emphasi s, with subjects having more direct bearings or.

daily lives

5. Unify the trade union movement and create an

independent labor court to handle industrial disputes

6. Decentralize hosp itals and hea th services ,

with one class of wards for ai aatients

7. ~eve1op fisheries and agr~ cu1ture

13Willard A. ~anna , “ Success and Sobriety in
Singaaore , Part ~~~~~~ ,

“ American Thivers::ies Field
Staff Recorts, Southeast Asia Series , vol. 1~~, no. 31~~ew York: Amer~ can ~2niversities F:eld Staff , 1958)
~~~~
. 2.
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8. Emancipate women , beginning with monogamous

marriage laws , which would not , however , conflict with

religious (i.e. :slamic) beliefs.14

In the broadest sense , this and subsequent plans concen-

trated or. the four areas of industrial~ zation , housing ,

education and labor policies , creating a milieu in which

internal politics , economics, social questions and even

~nternationa1 relations were synergistically inter-

woven.

The first year in office was one of beginnings

rathe r than of much real accomp lishment. The initial

steps were taken to implement the Economic Development

P lan , to reorganize the labor unions , to establish the

first official contacts with t:~.e Federation , and to

consolidate tne pos~ t~ on of the PAP as tre new govern-

ment of Singapore. ~Ia~or efforts were made to increase

the amount of hous~ ng, and to revam~ the educat~ onal

system .

14Tlmes (London), 3 June 1933 , ~~~~. 3.

~°The agricultural base , while small was not
insignificant . Singapore agriculture involved about
25 ,300 fami l ies , who were extremely productive through

~ntens~ ve methods . The island was self-sufficient in
~crk , ~ou1try and eggs , and nad a surplus for export.
F~ sher:es met only about 20% of the demands of a ~opula-
t~ on with the highest per capita consumption of fish
in the world , and the goal was expansion to produce an
export suralus . Expansion of both agriculture and
fisheries was a way to reduce imports of foods. 

..
.

.. ..
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I
Relations with Malaya

Only a week after taking office , Lee and a smal l

delegation travelled to Kuala Lumpur to call on the

Prime Minister of Malaya. The communique that was

issued indicated the visit was mostly a pro forma polit-

ical nicety , but it addressed an issue that was to loom

large in future relations between the two governments.

Both Prime Ministers and all Ministers present
were firmly agreed that under no circumstances
would they countenance any attempts to arouse
racial or communal friction .16

As events would prove , neither side was above appealing

in some way to communal sentiment to bring about desired

ends. The Malays were concerned about being out-

numbered by the Chinese , especially if Singapore were to

become part of Malaya. The PAP Government was unable to

completely resolve these fears , and those of Singapore

as a center of radical activity , and even manipulated

them to get Malaya interested in merger.

ifl Lee ’ s view , the Droblem was “ to establish

Federat~ ’~n confidence in the PAP government ,” so that

merger would ultimately be possible , and cooperation

could develop in important matters.13 A very important

~
6Josey , Lee Kuan Yew, ~~~~. 36.

17 Le~ fer , “Politics in Singapore ,” p. 115.

~
8Hanna , Sequel to Colonialism, a. 113.
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matter to him was creation of the Malayan Common Market,

incorporating the Federation and Singapore . It would

protect Singapore ’s entrepot trade , which had declined

because Malaya and Indonesia were dealing more direc tly

with customers for their primary products rather than

through Singapore brokers and merchants . Malaya would

not establish competing facilities so rapidly, and would

be a growing marke t of some ten million people for the

products of Singapore industry . Singapore stood to gain

most from the Common Market by gaining an assured

marke t and handling Malaya ’s traditional primary

products , rubber , tin and lumber.

Lee also had to bring about a restoration of

confidence on the part of Singapore business interest in

Singapore . The unsettled political conditions of 1957

and 1958 had caused large numbers of businessmen to

transfer their headquarters or entire operations to the

Federation , which at the time was a very stable business

environment. Opponents of the PAP had made much of

this , and alleged that other businesses had been afraid

to come into Singapore for fear of what the PAP might do

if it came to power.19 To allay these fears , Lee said

that there would be no restrictions placed upon movement

19Times (London), 23 May 1959 , p. 5.
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of capital out of Singapore .2° He emphasized that the

fiscal policies of Malaya and Singapore should go hand

in hand, because a comparatively heavy hand in Singapore

would drive money out. Furthermore , if Singapore had a

separate policy , the implication would be that it meant

to be a separate entity , just the opposite of PAP

intentions .

Relations with Indonesia
and Great Britain

Relations with Indonesia , Singapore ’s second

most important trading partner , were in need of repair .

They had become strained during 1958 , when Indonesia

accused Singapore of harboring instigators of the 1958

revolt in Sumatra.21 Indonesia also felt that Singapore

had too much profit already from Indonesian trade ,22

that it offered facilities to smugg lers , and was a

threat in general to Indonesia ’s well being and inde-

pendence . From Singapore ’s point of view , relations

20 Tiines (London), 2 June 1959 , p. 8.

21Josey , Lee Kuan Yew, p. 96.

22ffistorically , much of the rubber and other
products produced on Sumatra entered world markets via
Singapore rather than through Indonesian ports because
of its proximity and the jack of suitable entrepot
facilities in Indonesia. A great deal of this trade
was in small coastal vessels, and of an “unofficial”
nature . Particularly under the complex and all-
encompassing import-export regulations of the Sukarno
regime was this true.
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were affected because Indonesia was deliberately divert-

ing imports and exports from Singapore , and Indonesian

political and economic instability threatened Singapore

through disrupted trade and political connections

between groups in Singapore and Malaysia. Indonesian

Foreign Minister Subandrio visited Singapore in late

1959 , expressing the desire for improved relations . As a

move in this direction , the PAP government adopted a

toughter policy toward Indonesian rebels , became

stricter with smugglers and promoted cultural exchanges

23as a catalyst for better relations .

Speaking to students at the Chinese-language

Nanyang University, Lee expressed his perennially

defensive view of Singapore ’s situation in Southeast

Asia :

Never let us forget that Singapore is part
of Southeast Asia; that we are in the centre of
a Malaysian people; that despite the fact that
eighty percent of our population are Chinese we
cannot escape from our environment. . . . Our
geographical and ethnological situations are
realities which we must face. . .~~~~~~

With Great Britain , upon whom Singapore was

dependent in matters of internal security , defense and

external relations , relations have been described as

“correct but formal.” Toward local Britons Lee tended

23Hanna , Sequel to Colonialism, p. 115.

24 Josey , Lee Kuari Yew, p. 111.
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to use his full authority in a prickly and peremptory

manner, as indicated by his statement that he would not

be bound in any manner by accepting a seat on the United

Kingdom-Singapore Foreign Affairs Committee .25 One

Briton who was immediately affected was P. C. Marcus,

the ex—Chief Administrative Officer of the Singapore

City Council with whom Lee was at odds during the Ong

Eng Guan Commission of Inquiry . Marcus was fired on

6 June, the first victim of Malayanization of the Civil

26Service .

A Singaporean Culture

Lee ’s brand of Malayartization, at Least at

first, involved polemics against the “de—vitalized”

English—educated who were “almost emasculated , as a

result of deculturalization. ” Before long, such attacks

were terminated in the interests of an efficient civil

service . The new Civil Service class was to be those

who might speak English , but were not Eng lish-oriented

in attitude and outlook (the Civil Service tended to be

intransigent and reactionary , i.e. pro-British) 27 He

defined the English—educated as those who had gone

through government or mission schools (as had he and

25Hanna, Sequel to Colonialism, a. 113.
26 Ibid., pp. 107-8. Ibid.
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most of the PAP ministers) , and among their good points

were their homogeneity and the fact that they had

ceased to think of themselves in pimar ily communal

terms. This was also their weak point , for (he said)

they had been deculturized and lost contact with the

vernacular masses.28 However , it was the “role ” of the

English-educated to carry social revolution further by

extending the rights and privileges they had won from

the British to the masses of their own people . Such a

role was exactly the one Lee called for in his 1950

speech to the Malayari Forum . The English-educated

returned students had the duty to strive to improve the

lot of their compatriots. By logical extens ion , those

English—educated members of the bureaucracy also had the

duty to use the benefits of their education to insure

that the masses of the people enjoyed the same rights

and benefits as they possessed . While this attitude

might seem condescending or self-serving , it was all of

a piece with Lee ’s concept of the duties incumbent upon

the more fortunate members of society .

New policies in education had the greatest

potential for creating a new Malayan culture , and for

meeting the needs of Singapore rather than Britain. On

22 June 1959 , a new institute was opened to train

28J~osey , Lee Kuan Yew, pp. 100-101.
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of the Malay Language . With the beginning of the fall

term, schools were put on a six-day week and new empha-

sis was put on languages (especially Malay) , ma thematics,

sciences and civics. By year ’ s end , a comple tely new

syllabus was ready for implementation on 1 January

1960 .29 This was the first in a series of actions

designed to make of Singapore schools a primary instru-

ment in the creation of the Singaporeans . The importance

attached to education was shown by the fact that it

received 24% of the state budget.

Industrialization and Labor

To tackle the task of industrialization , the

Economic Developmen t Board was created to carry out the

planning and cons truction of industrial sites. The

Parliament then passed a bill enabling the government to

raise a M$lOO million Development Loan , and a Pioneer

Industries Ordinance . The latter offered special induce-

ments to new enterpr ises , including partial tax

exemption , tariff protection , and guarar.teed repatria-

tion of profits.30 The government attempted to raise

the first M$40 million from local capital but the effort

29 Hanna , Sequel to Colonialism, a. 109.

30Willard A. Hanna , “Go-Ahead at Goh ’s Folly,”
American Universities Field Staff Reports, Southeast
Asia Series , vol. 12 no. 10 (New York: American
Universities Field Staff , 1964), p. 4.
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proved to be very difficult , and the possibili ty that

some Singapore money might have to be recalled from

abroad was considered .

In 1959 , Singapore ’s economy was basically

unchanged from its traditional colonial nature , in

which the overriding emphasis was upon trade and trade-

servicing, and the maintenance of a large military

garrison. More than 75% of its income came from the

service sector of the economy which provided 70% of all

jobs. Entrepot trade and military servicing employed

20% to 25 % of the labor force , and another 25% was in

petty trading and servicing occupations . Manufac turing

employed in 1960 a little more than 16% of the labor

force and accounted for 7.2% of the gross domestic

31product.

Under the first plan , diversification was to be

first into labor intensive industries so as to relieve

the high unemp loyment which was 9% to 15% of the labor

force . Among the first major industries in the Jurong

Industrial Estate were an iron and steel mill , a ship-

breaking concern and shipbuilding . Scrap recovered from

shipbreaking was converted by the steel mill into

structural steel and reinforcing bar , enough to meet

much of the demand of Singapore ’s construction

31Buchanan , Singapore, pp. 59-60 , 81-83.
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industry.32 As these and similar industries which

employed large numbers of relatively unskilled people

began to reduce unemployment, there would be a shif t to

more capital—intensive industries requiring technically

skilled Labor. Examples were oil refineries , chemicals ,

electronics assembly and manufacture , and wa tches .

It was felt that the industrial development

necessary to change this situation was vital to the very

survival of the PAP. 33 Without a disciplined labor

force , such development could not be realized. Lee ,

therefore , was quite explicit when he spoke to a worker’s

group on 28 June :

It is imperative that the trade union movement,
which will grow and expand under the PAP government ,
should be imbued with the same democratic , non-
Communist, socialist ideals. Otherwise , there are
bound to be frictions and collisions between the
labour movement and the political movement.34

The PAP had a clear mandate to bring about by peaceful

and constitutional means an independent , democratic,

non—Communist, socialist Malaya .

The PAP labor program announced by Minister

for Labor K. M. Byrne on 7 June , proposed to un ify the

32 ,,Hann a , Go-Ahead , pp. 5-7.

33B. Siinandjuntak , Malayan Federalism 1945—1963:
A Study of Federal Problems in a Plural Society (London :
Oxford University Press, 1969), p. 97.

34Josey, Lee Kuan Yew, op . 9 7 - 9 8 .
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movement under goverment auspices. A labor court was to

be established to settle disputes , splinter and “yellow ”

unions would be controlled ,35 and unions working agains t

the interests of the workers (presumably those polit-

ically active) would be dissolved . Individul union

centers were to be buil t to house the leadership , union

headquarters , meeting rooms , and other facilit ies. 36

A hinderance to effective government control of

the union movemert was that most of labor was organized

on a broad basis , each union including all emp loyees in

a particular company or industry . L.im Chin Siorig ’s

Singapore Factory and Shop Workers ’ Union was one

notorious example; the Naval Base Laborers ’ Union

slightly less so. The government proposed to replace

such unions with craf t unions , which were less easily

infiltrated because of the specialist qualifications

necessary for membership . Further , the PAP hoped to

bring all unions under a central Trade Unions Congress ,

from which approval would have to be obtained before a

union could call a strike.

35The appellation “yellow ” derives from Communist
terminology, in which things in accordance with Marxism
are “ red ,” those which are not are ‘white .” Thus ,
“yellow culture” refers to things neithe r one nor the
other. In the Singapore context , these were such Western
cultural imporatioris as juke boxes , rock mus ic , strip—
tease shows and other “sexually-obsessed” activities .

36 Hanna , Secuel to Colonialism, p. 108.
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This proposal was opposed by the left-wing

unions , then already grouped in their own federation .

The government finally decided to leave things as they

were , and relied upon instead its registration powers

under the Societies Ordinance to control the labor

unions . Two “umbrella ” organizations , the National

Trade Unions Congress and the left-wing Singapore

Association of Trade Unions thus emerged in Singapore

reflecting the two factions in the 1961 internal split

37o~ the PAP.

Internal Security

In the area of internal security , also , Lee

claimed a mandate to maintain the Emergency Regulations

in effect. He said :

Those who want the Emergency laws abolished
in Singapore should try to help to establish
conditions of peace and security in the Federa-
tion so that they may no longer be required
here . 38

For the already discussed political reasons , and because

the government was determined to eliminate secret

society intimidation and gang warfare , Singapore ’ s

Preserva tion of Public Secur ity Orginance (?PSO) was

thus retained . It was supplemented with a new Crim~nai

37 Leifer , “Politics in Singapore ,” p. 106.

38Josey, Lee Kuan Yew, p. 109.
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Law which made possible quicker, surer action against

the socie ties , gangs , and those for ces causing “communal”

strife. This law was criticized for giving government

sanction to police methods described as incompatible

with human dignity and freedom , allowing as it did for

discretionary application of police author ity .39 Those

who complained most Loudly were the same ones who were

trying most energetically to depose Lee with less than

benign methods . Lee felt that special precautions had

to be taken against these elements for the good of the

largest number of Singapore citizens.

Housing Programs

Housing was an area of obvious need by a very

large number of Singapore ’s ~opu1atior.. In its election

platform , the PAP had espoused the policy of building

Low-cost apartments so housing would be within reach of

the poorer classes of the public.40 Between 1947 and

1959 , the Singapore Improvement Trust (S:T) had built

only 22,000 such units which met only 20% of the need

and by 1959 , had created an acute shor tage.41

39Hanna , Sequel to Colonialism, 
~~~~
. 111.

40”Massive Housing ?ro;ect ,” FEER, 25 January
1962 , p. 147.

41Teh Cheang Wang, “Public Housing , ” in Modern
Singapore, eds. Ooi Jin—Bee and Chiang Ha~ Ding
(Singapore : University of Singapore , 1959) , o. L~ 3.
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The government housing consisted of one to three

rooms pl us kitchen , bath and balcony , ranging from 344

to 600 square feet. Constructed in apartment blocks as

much as thirty stories high , the rents were $2’), S40 and

$60 per month , prices approximately one—tenth those in

private developments . After 1966 , four and five room

flats were also built, and a time-purchase plan insti-

42tutec~.

To replace the SIT , the Housing and Development

Boar . (HDB) was formed in early 1960 . A public agency

responsible to the Minister for National Development (at

this time , Ong Eng Guan) , its broad responsibilities

included planning, construction and management of public

housing estates , redeveloament and resettlement for slum

clearance , provision of low—cost loans for purchase of

developed land , and other f unctions as signed by the

Minister. Immediately after its formation, the :iDB

conducted a survey of Singapore ’ s housing needs . The

surveY showed that 150 ,000 apartrnents were needed ~n the

decade 1961-70 to relieve urban overcrowd~ ng, to provide

for new fam ilies, and to house those affected b\ devel-

opment projects , slum clearance and urban renewal. D~

42;~illard A. Hanna , “Singapore Success Syndrome
Rev:5:ted . ?art I ,” Amer:can ~n~ versities F~ e1d Staff
Reports, Southeast Asia Series , vol. 21 no. 5 ~New York :
Amer:can UnLvers~.ties Field St~ f~~, 1 73) , a .  3 .
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the 15 ,000 units needed annually , 1 ,000 were to come

from the public sector. First cor.s~ ruction started in

mid—1960 , and by the end of 1965 , 54 ,000 one , two and

three bedroom flats had been completed .43 Its housing

program came to be one of the PAP government’s outstand-

ing accomplishments.

The HDB and the public housing program were

amono the few activities over which Ong , as Minister for

~ational Development , had actual jurisdiction. When

Lee ’s government took office , the Singapore City Govern-

nent was abolished , and its functions transferred to

various ‘~ational ministries. These allocations were

made by Lee ,44 and while part of the reason possibly was

the recollection of the shambles had made of the

city government , another motivation may have been a

desire to neutralize Ong ’s inf luence. In hi s own

constituency of Hong Lim , Ong was very ~c~ u1ar , and even

within the party he had been second in balloting for the

post of Prime 1inister. That he was coming to be

regarded as undesirable within the PAP was illustrated

by Lee ’s prLvate demand to Lim Chin Siong and fellow

union leaders that labor collectivel y con demn Ong ’ s

43Teh , “~ub’ ’c Housing ,” pp. 173—74.

44Times (London), 20 June 1960 , p. 10.
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actions . This they refused , feeling that the party had

made too many blunders in its first year in office. 45

Ong Eng Guan and the First
Party Schism

In June 1960, the PAP held a party meeting to

review its first year in office . There, Ong ’s ambition

collided with what may have been a decision by the party

leadership to reveal what it saw as his “blunders ” to

the public~
6--his administration of the public housing

program , crucial to the government ’ s hopes to have an

impact upon the lower income groups had been ineffec-

tual.41 In conJunction with the PAP Party Branch in his

cons tituency of Hon g Lim , Ong presented sixteen Resolu-

tions which , according to him , were an objective ,

impersonal approach for rectifying the Party ’ s mistakes

and paving the way to a better future. 48 The Resolu-

t:ons cr~ t~. cized PAP deviation from it~ 1954 party

manifesto , ~ts anti-colonial stand and its progress

4
~ ?erit:, “Politics of Singapore ,” p. 173.
46Pang , Singapore’s People ’ s Action Party, a. 10.

4’Bellows , The People ’ s Action Party, p. 38.

48For complete text of the sixteen Resolutions
and of the PAP CEC ’ s point by point rebuttal , see Shee
Poon K im , “The Peocle ’ s Action Party of Singapore 1954-
1970 : A Study in Survivalism of a Single—Dominant
Party ,” (Ph.D. dissertation , Indiana University, 1971) ,
~c. 40—45.
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toward merger. They made populist appeals for “soak the

rich” taxes , and challenged both the nature and legality

of the cadre system and the leadership selected by that

49system .

Ong ’s actions were perceived by the CEC as an

attack on the collective leadership of the PAP and to be

damaging to party unity . He was accused of defaming Lee

Kuan Yew , smearing others of his colleagues , forming

cliques , insincerity , and of trying to cover up his own

failures . Lee suspended him from his ministerial post,

the duties of which were assumed by Deputy Prime

Minister Toh Chin Chye .50 The CEC issued a detailed

refutation of Ong ’s sixteen Resolutions which enumerated

and re-emphasized the PAP stand on the issues raised .

The fundamental charge was that Ong had been disloyal

to the PAP and incompetent as a Minister . Further , he

had tried to build a party based upon a personality

cult. Breaches of party discip line simply would not be

long tolerated in the PA? . Finally, on 28 June , Ong and

two PAP MP’s who had supported him , as well as the Hong

Lim Branch Committee , were expelled from the party . The

three immediately formed the United People ’ s ?~ rty (UP?)

p. 40.

50Times (~ ondon), 21 ~une 1960 , p~ 9; 22 June
1360 , p. 9; 23 June 196 3 , a. 10.

- -
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which fell between the MCP and PAP in the left wing of

the political spectrum .

The expulsion may have been a form of political

“blackmail” to inf luence the Feder ation government to

actively espouse merger by presenting it with two

$ alternatives. These were to accept merger and enable

the moderate PAP to remain as the government or do

nothing and see Singapore shift once more to the extreme

1eft.
~~

1 Lee described the incident as a

test of loyalties [which i was allowed to
run its full course so that . . . weak points
within the party , and the threats from without .
could be brought into the open and clearly seen.

It was an attempt by “left wing adventurers ” who tried
52to push the PAP to the left for doctrinaire reasons .

“The politics of the PAP ,” he continued , “were evolved

out of its own experience of struggle under local condi-

tions, not out of doctrinaire prtncip le. t D3 Now in

power and having the responsibility for making progress ,

Lee and the PAP were rapidly coming to evince a prag-

matic outlook.

~~Pang , Singapore ’s People ’s Action ?arty,
p. 11.

D2Lee Kuan Yew , The Socialist Solution: An
Analysis of Current Political Forces in Singapore
(Singapore : Ministry of Culture , 1960) , pp .  5 -6 .

53 Ibid., p. 17.
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The Ong Eng Guan affair had not yet run its

course. During debate in the Parliament on the 1961

budget, Ong accused Lee Kuan Yew and K . M. Byrne ,

Minister for Labour and Law , of nepotism. Deputy Prime

Minister Toh Chin Chye moved that the House condemn Or~g

for

dishonorable conduc t . . . in that he
repeatedly used his privilege in the Assembly as
a cloak for spreading malicious falseho~~ s toinjure unjustly innocent persons. . . .

Ong stated his willingness to substantiate his allega-

tions , but resigned the day before he was to present his

case. A Commission of inquiry was formed within the

Assembly to investigate the factual and legal implica-

tions of the matter.

During the inquiry , Lee acted in the role of

unoffic ial public prosecutor , ruthlesslydiscrediting Ong

by exposing details of his private life.~~ To prove

that Ong was a man of no principles and a liar , Lee

alleged that Ong was a bigamist, which prompted many

Chinese in Singapore to see Lee as more European than

Chinese for having worked to crush Ong with no chance to

save even a little face.~~ In the end , Ong was censured

for  “untrue , groundless and reckless” allegations , and

54Bellows , The People ’ s Action Party, p. 33.

55Leifer , “Po litics in Singapore ,” p. 107 .
56Josey, Lee Kuan Yew, a. ~l3.
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$ 
labelled “a person not to be believed .” Lee and Byrne

were exonerated .57 Despite the victory , the affair left

the impression of an ineffectual administration overly

concerned with internal squabbles and of a Prime Minis-

ter too determined to have his own way.

In the by—election which was necessary to fill

the seat vacated by Ong, the pro—Communist union leaders

under L~ixn Chin Siong continued to back Lee . Not yet

prepared to break with Lee, they issued a statement

supporting him , “the PAP has a very considerable task

I before it, and its policies as set out in its election

manifesto are fundamentally correct.~~
DB Ong strongly

attacked the government as a stooge of the British and

( 
the United States and criticized the PAP for not having

fulfilled its promises on social welfare. His campaign

I had a populist and very communal appeal and he exploited

to the fullest his role as underdog to the PA? and the

government.

I In an intense campaign lasting forty-eight days ,

I Ong and the PAP candidate, Jek Yuen Thong (Lee ’s polit-

ical secretary) fought head to head for a victory the

I PAP saw as a test of the people ’s support of jts ?Oli-

cies. Ong had the strong advantage of be~ng a Hokk ien

I
~ Bellows , The People ’s Action Party, a. 39.

~
8Pang, Singapore ’s People ’ s Action ?art,~~ a. 3.

I
I 

______________________________________________________________________________
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in a working-class constituency largely made up of

first-generation citizens of Hokkien ancestry. He

exploited the dissatisfactions of the people with PAP

leadership, calling for independence from the rich , the

British and the “Lee Kuan Yew regime.”~~
9

The PAP called upon all its resources , both in

the party and the government. It was supported by Lim

Chin Siong and representatives of thirty-two left-wing

labor un ions , but the nature of Lim ’s statements during

the campaign earned Lee ’s cr iticism afterwards , concen-

trating as they had on calls for left-wing unity without

supporting independence through merger.60 The campaign

took three approaches: to identify Ong with a counter-

attack against the PAP by right-wing and opportunist

elements; to show Ong to be morally degenerate through

references to his bigamy ; and to dwell on such subjects

as industrialization , unemployment , and high birth rates

among the poor .61 The PAP felt it was in a commanding

position.

The election results proved otherwise. Capital-

izing upon superior oratorical skill, a long record of

~
9Peritz , “Politics of Singapore ,” p. 173.

60:4ilton E. Osborne, Singapore and Malaysia
(Ithaca , NY: Cornell University Press , 1364) , p~ 12.

61Shee , “People ’ s Action Party , “ a. 46; and
Peritz, “Politics of Singapore , ” p. 178.
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taking care of his constituents , and his role as an

underdog to the might of the government and the PAP , Ong

62gave the PAP “the drubbing of their life. ” Ong criti-

$ cized the PAP government for not having fulfilled its

promises on social welfare , and he used to great effect

a populist, communal appeal to his constituents. He won

with 7,477 (73.3%) votes , to only 3 ,820 (26.7%) for

Jek ,63 and the victory caused much political soul-

searching among both the moderates and the pro-Communists

in the PAP.

The left-wing elements began to wonder if there

were continued advantages to cooperating with the Lee

leadership. It appeared that the PAP government had

lost confidence in itself , and that its reputation of

dedication to effective government had little effect on

the voters. Were Ong to come to power by coalescing

communal support, the leftists would be condemned by

their association with a discredited PAP government.

Lee expressed the feelings of the leadership of his own

party :

After the Hong Lim by-election , when the
political future appeared futile and barren , with
no merger and common market in sight and no

62Bellows , The People ’s Action Party, p. 40.

63Shee , “People ’s Action Party ,” p . 46.
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economic developmen t possible , the PAP leaders
were contemplating resignation .64

The extremists were alarmed at this prospect , and per-

suaded Lee to remain in office , fearing that he might be

succeeded by a coalition which the British could manipu-

late into an anti-Communist stance.

To judge by Lee ’s May Day speech only two days

after the election , thoughts of resignation had been

quickly cast aside. He challenged everyone in Singapore

to carefully consider where they stood on the issues ,

and if there were those who thought they could lead

better than the PA?, they should step forward. Anti-

colonialism was a necessary slogan , but the ways of

achieving it had to be clarified . He placed the govern-

ment on the side of sanity, national unity and

independence through merger , and told the people to take

their stand :

For us, as those who are supposed to guide
your destinies in the government , it is our
business to see that you are brought along a
road which leads to national happiness , nattonal
unity and national independence.°~

The series of events involving Ong Eng Guan had

brought the fortunes of the PAP and government to their

extreme ebb . Lee, looking for SL ;nS that his programs

p. 47.

6
~ Josey , Lee Kuan Yew, ap. 135-36.

____ I.e - —
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$ and ideas were striking a responsive chord in the minds

of the voters , saw in the Hong Lirn results an apparent

repudiation. The intra-party conflict with Ong had

given the appearance of a political group unable to con-

trol and discipline its ttkembers. Furthermore , the

important PAP goals of merger and a common market seemed

fu tile , and without them economic development was

believed to be impossible. In the end , however , the

very factors seeming to indicate impending collapse of

the PAP became important elements in the struggle to

achieve merger.

To this time , the PAP government had struggled

to make progress in merger discussions with the Federa-

tion . There were numerous ministerial visits to Kuala

Lumpur , and Lee had even established sufficient rapport

with Rahman to be a frequent golfing partner. But there

had been no indications of any impending changes in the

Tunku ’ s aversion to merger , or of progress on a common

market .

The Tunku Proposes Merger

Consequently, the Tunku ’s remarks to the Forei~ r.

Correspondents Association in Singapore on 27 May 1961

came as a great surprise to his listeners. Near the end

of his speech , touching upon the sub:ect of Southeast

Asian political and economic cooperation , he said that
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“Malaya today as a nation realizes she cannot stand

alone and in isolation .” Therefore :

Sooner or later she should have an understanding
with Britain and the peoples of the territories
of Singapore , Borneo , Brunei and Sarawak. It is
premature for me to say now how this closer
understanding can be brought about , but it is inevi-
table that we should Look ahead to this objective
and think of a plan whereby these territories can
be brought together in political and economic co-
operation .66

The proposal probably gave Lee and his group much needed

encouragement at a moment of political stress , for they

were faced with the necessity of another by-election ,

the Assemblyman for Anson having died . The decision to

call an election had been delayed and was not made until

30 May .

Four days later, Lee made his first public

response to Rahman ’s proposal during the ~ation al Day

celebration. He reiterated his conviction that “we

share a common destiny with our people in the

66Tha t Lee ’ s golfing and ministerial contacts
w:th the Tunku may have had more impact than was thought
may be implied from a portion of the Tunku ’ s mer ger
motion to the Federal Parliament on 16 October 1961:

“Therefore the Prime Minister of Singapore .

approached me with some of his problems and
difficulties. We made a careful stud~’ of the
situation and came to the conclusion that the
only salvation for Singapore would be in some
form of closer economic and constttutional
association with the Federation .” (Lee Kuan Yew ,
The Battle for Merger, pP. 122 , 126)
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Federation ,” and then said ,

We welcome and support the declaration of the$ Prime Minister of the Federation of Malaya that
it is inevitable that we should look ahead to
this objective of closer political and economic
association between the Federation , Singapore ,
Brunei, Sarawak and North Borneo .67

Now that there was a real prospect for merger , the elec-

tion in Anson was the first opportunity for the voters

to express popular support for the idea.

The Anson ~y-E1ection

The PAP candidate was a Malay (as had been the

former Assemblyman) , Mahmud Bin Awang, president of the

Trade Union Congress. He had the support of Lim Chin

Siong and other pro—Communist members of the TUC Secre—

tariat. The only other well known candidate of a total

of f ive was Dav id Marshall , who had come out of retire-

ment to form the Worker ’s Party . Marshall’ s program , as

opposed to the PAP platform of independence through

merger , with internal securit~’ in the hands of the

J central government, was to call for independence without

gualification. This included release of all detainees ,

elimination of the Internal Security Council, and repeal

of the PPSO . Marshall ’ s position was to the left of the

PAP , along with Lim Chin Siong ’ s trade unions , Ong Eng

Guan and the UPP , and opponents of the PAP who perceived

6’Josey , Lee Kuan Yew, a. 138.
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$ fanger ~o civil liberties in Singapore .68 It was an

interesting aggregation of all those groups whose poli-

tical liberalness was more radical than that of the PAP .

Lim ’s faction , though :t supported the PAP can-

didate at the outset , wa s openly cri:~ cal ~f the

moderate PAP policy . It called for a full anti-colonial

effort and complete internal self—government by 1963 ,

and asked the government to demonstrate :ts sincerity

by four actions: releasing all political detainees ,

encouraging the formation of a single union movement ,

granting S~ nga~ore citizenship and the franchise to

those “loyal” to the nationalist catse , and allowing

freedon of speech , ?ress and assembly to those working

to achieve these objectives.69 These demands were

similar to Ong ’s sixteen Resolutions and to Marshall’s

platform , and the policy debate prompted C. V. Devan

Nair to warn that the PAP was ready to part w::h those

who had changed their views on the fixed party position.

Two days later he accused Lim and his assoc~ ates of

using the issue of detainees to distract attention from

their own deviation from basic PAP policies and prin-
70cioles.

63Peritz , “PoLitics of Singapore ,” pp. 132-33.

69 :bid., p. 180.

70
Pang, Singapore ’ s People ’ s Acticn Party,

p . 12.
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At this point, less than a week before election

day , eight PA? Assemblymen reacted to this statement by

announcing tne~ r support of Lim and f e l l ow un ion i s t s .

The three rad~cai pol~:~ ca secretaries dared Lee to

fire them , wn~ ch he did , ’ and at the height of the cain—

paign Lim and his associates decided to break with Lee

and support Marshall. Particularly devastating was the

action of t~~e PAP head of the ~iarbour Board ;~orkers ’

~
2nion , wno adv~ sed h~~s members to vote fo r  M a r s h a l : .

(Union  me~~~ers and the i r  famiLies  were 25-33 percent of

th~ Anson e l ec to ra t e .) 72 Marsha l l  won by a marg in of

546  votes ( 4 3 . 3 %  of al l  votes)  to 3 6 . 7 %  for  tne PA? .

:h~ rd was the  ri gh t - wt n g  SPA , connected to the  A l l iance
73Part ~z tn the :eaeration , w i t h  17 . 3 % .

Th e Anson by -e lec t ion  had three  imoor tant  out-

comes. The end of the road had come for the un ited

front between Lee ’ s and L~m ’ s factions , merger had been

placed s~ uarely ~n the center of Singaacre polit:cs, and

71Tnese poL~ t~ cal secretaries were ~ im
5~ ong,  Fong Swee Suan and S. Wcodhull , wno w e re ~~ so
among the so-called ‘Big Six ” union l eaders .  The
other tnree of the “Bi g Six ” were S. T. 3an~~, Dominic?uthucnearv and Jam~ t S~ ngh. Bani ~nd Lee S i ew  Choh,
who became Chairman of :~ e 3ar~ san Socialis, were
Assembly members. See Shee , “People ’ s Action Part , ’
p.  4 8 .

3ellows, The People ’ s Acti :~ ?artv, p . 43.

3Shee, “People ’s Act:on ?~ rty , ’ p~~. 43—4 9.
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the moderates had conducted thei r  most s y s t e m a t ic  and

concerted attacks on the extremists and Communist ~deo-

ogy . The intra-partv split came about not because of

MC? impetus , but rather appears to have been the de1~ b-

crate ob3ective of Lee ’ s faction. The moderates went

out of their way to force the extremists to take a stand

on the merger proposal , in the knowledge that they would

be against it.74 The moderates also ke~ t their oppo—

nents in the dark about any progress of discuss ions

between Singapore and the Federation on the sub ject of

merger , prompting first suspicion then convic t ion that

in t e rna l  secur i ty  would come under Federa t ion  con-
75t rol .

The day after the e1ect~ on , Lee :~‘~an Yew offered

his resi;nazi on as Prime M~n~ ster to PAP Cha i r m an  Toh

Chin Chye and the CEC. Toh replied that the CEC had

r chosen Lee to f u l f i l l  the po l i t i ca l  program of the

aarty, and that all shared responsibility for successes

or mistakes .’6 :t ~s poss~ b1e tnat Lee ’ s offer was as

much aimed at dlic:ting an une~ u_voca statement of

support from the CEC as it was any tn ing ~1se. Having

74 , , ‘Pang , Singapore s ?ecc~ e s ~~t~ on Party,
~~~~
. 131.

7
~ 3e11ows, The Peop le ’ s Action ?artv, a. 43.

76Shee , “People ’ s Action ?artv , ’ p. 5~~.
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this support , he could proceed in his campaign against

the dissidents in the party , which reached a climax on

20-21 July.

Formation of the Barisan Socialis

This took place not in a party cadre meeting , as

might have been expected with what was essentially an

intra-party matter , but in the Assembly. After David

Marshall was sworn in as the Member for Ar.son, Lee moved

for a vote of confidence in the government. The debate

went on through the night , dealing mostly with the sub-

ject ~f merger. Lee charged the British with attempted

manipu la t i on  of the pol i t ica l  s~ tuat ion ; the eight

Assemblymen who supported Marsha l l  w i th  be t r aya l  of the

PAP ; and the “pro—C? Left ” with trying to capture the

party.7’ The vote, at ten minutes to four  ~n the morn-

ing , sustained Lee by one; he received twenty—seven

votes to eight in opposttion, with tnirteen abstentions ,

all by PAP members. Only the addit:on of a s in g l e  SPA

vot e to his twenty—six saved him .

The thirteen Assemblymen , which included Ltm

Chin Siong and his supporters , were expelled f r o m  the

PAP . Also expelled were fourteen distr:ct secretaries,

and wi t hin  a shor t  time th~~r t y- f ~~ve b r a n c h  committees

77For Lee ’s speech to the Assembly , see Jcsev ,
Lee ~uan Yew, pp. 139— 46.
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resigned . In all , the PAP moderates were left with a

rump of only 19.6% of the party membership; lost were

4.9% who resigned or were expelled , and 75.5% whose

memberships had lapsed. The issue was brought before

the Assembly rather than before a meeting of party

cadres and branch executive committees (as might have

been expected) because there the moderates might have

lost out . In the Assembly there was a possibility that

the opposition members might support the PAP moderates

rather than face the alternative of bring ing down the

government and going to the polls.78 Lee won his

gamble. The split saw nearly all of the Chinese-

educated members of the party leaving the PAP , and with

the mass base upon which Lee had relied for so long .

On 26 July, the Barisan Socialis Party was formed , with

Lim Chin Siong as Secretary General , and Lee Stew Choh

as Chairman .

~a’z:ng lost both a 1ar~ e part of its membership

and the main source of its st reng th , the  PAP made marked

changes in its organization , ideoLogy and leadership .

The government now became the primary agency for gaining

$ popular support , and the party became a tool to carry

Out government programs , rather than the other way

‘
~~Pang , Singapore ’ s ?C C O I C ’ S Action Party,

p.

I
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I 
around. In those constituencies still held by the PAP ,

the loyal Assemblymen became the branch chairmen , a

practice which became standard . Without the young,

I Chinese—educa ted  socia l i s t  radicals , the party at tracted

mainly successful middle—class professionals or m di-

I viduals seeking employment in the PAP. The party

I leadership decided that the English—educated would con-

tinue to rule the party, and the top echelon remained a

closed caucus .79 Lor.g before this moment , Lee had

ceased his counterproductive criticisms of the English-

educated portion of society.

Within the labor movement , the split was

reflected in the dissolution of the Singapore TUC . The

I pro—Communists formed the Singapore Association of

I Trade Unions (SATU) , under Lim Chin Siong . The SATU was

never legally registered under the Societies Ordinance .

Moderate unions were represented by the National Trade

Union Congress (NTUC) , led by C. V . Devan ~air and

I Mahmud bin Awang .

I Mer ger and PAP Surviva l

The split raised the central issue of merger to

one of survival for the PAP , and the subsequent power

79Shee, ”Peop le ’ s Action P a r t y , ” pp .  5 7 — 5 8. For
a thorough analysis of the reasons for and the implica-
tions of the split , see pp. 5l~ 59.
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$ struggle between the PAP and the Barisan revolved around

this question. Each new development in the process

toward merger brought charges and countercharges from

both sides.

There were four principal PAP arguments for

merger. First , merger was seen to be the key to

Singapore ’s economic health for Mal aya was the hinter-

land producing the rubber and tin vital to Singapore ’s

economy .8° Second , merger would make Singapore part of

an entity with military and political viability, for the

PAP did not believe Singapore alone had this capabil-

81 -
it~~. Third , in view o~ the le~tward trend shown by

the election results from 1955 through the Anson elec-

tion , the PAP felt the necessity to bring this to an end

as a precondition to industrial peace necessary for

successful industrialization. With merger , internal

security powers of the federal government would be

available to use against the extremists.82 (This would

also curb the threat to Malaya from a radical

Singapore.) Finally, as part of a “democratic non-

Communist socialist Malaya ,” the PAP would have the

opoortunity to broaden its political base by expanding

30Lee , The Battle for Merger, p. 5.

~~Shee , “People ’s Action Party, ” p. 39 .
32Ibid., p. 60.
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into Malaya.83 The last objective was to become

particularly crucial when the attempt to do so was

actually made . The next two years were to be much

occupied with working out the details of the merger.

p. 61.
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CHAPTER IV

MOVEMENT TOWARD MERGER
1961—63

Merger is going to take place not jus t
because it is the desire of the PAP or merely
because it is the wish of the Federation
A lliance government. It is as inevitable as
the rising and setting of the sun . The two
territories are so intertwined and interwoven
in their economic , political and military
complex that no man can keep up the artif icial
barr ier at the causeway for long .

Lee Kuari Yew , 19611

Preliminary discussions had been going on

throughout this trying period to formulate the basic

terms of merger . The first public statement came in a

joint communique issued by Federation Prime Minister

Tunku Abdul Rahman and Lee Kuan Yew on 24 August 1961:

Among many matters examined was the question
of Federation responsibility for defense, external
affairs and security. The Singapore Prime Minister
laid particular stress on the necess~ tv of Singa-
pore ’ s retaining local autonomy , esoec~ a1lv on
matters of education and labour. 2

According to Lee, the Tunku had made gu~ te clear that

the central government had to control internal security ,

Lee , The Battle for Merger, p. 4.

a. 116.

I! 
__________ ______________________________________________________________________________________
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and that if the Communists in Singapore (in the unions

and political parties) tried to make trouble , he would

go all out to counter their efforts.3 Barisan dissatis-

faction with the agreement displayed the gulf between

it and the PAP.

Response to Criticisms of Merger

Barisan criticism was that the PAP government

had accepted a plan for a “phony merger ” which placed

some powers in the hands of the central government and

reserved others to Singapore. Wha t should have been

sought was a “true merger” in which Singapore would

join the Federation on the same basis as had Malacca

and Penang when they were incorporated into Malaya ii’.

1949. The most serious drawback to this form of merger ,

hcwever , was the matter of citizenshia. Under the 1958

Singapore Constitution , citizenship had been granted

on a much more liberal basis than had been that pro-

vided in Malaya for rion-Malays under the 1957 Federation

Constitution. Merger under those terms would have

meant the disenf ranchisement of near ly  ha lf of a l l

Singaporeans , those born outside its boundaries. The

PAP took maximum advantage of this, stressing that the

Federation was unlikely to waive its citizenshi p

requirements, especially to enfranchise what would be

3lbid., p. 52.
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a Chinese majortty. The Federation was also inflexible

on the matter of internal security, and was no t inclined

to accede to the Barisan demand for abolition of the

Internal Security Council.

To counter the claims of the  Bar isan , and as one

tool to reestablish the PAP ’s legitimacy , Lee delivered

a series of twelve talks over Radio Singapore during

September and October . Me described the process by

which he and the other English-educated PAP leaders had

come to join with the pro—Communists in the united

front , and how they had fought to maintain control of

the PAP over the years. He thoroughly discussed the

merger issue, and explained the reasons fo r  the terms

which had been agreed upon. In the final tai~~, Lee

detailed the deficiencies in the Barisan clan for

merger , and gave the reasons for Singapore ’s ins istence

upon control of education and labor.~

The last two matters were particulary important ,

for they had , in Lee ’ s view , direct bearing upon the

progress of industrialization and upon development of a

non-communal , Singaporean outlook. “Workers,” he said ,

4See Lee , The Battle fo r  Merger .  The twelve
talks plus the twelve appendices are a r:ch source of
both historical details and of Lee ’ s views on a number
of topics which were vital to his political success
between 1954 and 1961 , and serve as his recapitulation
of pol i t ical  events in that period.
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“want to be assured that our pro-labour policy will

continue.”~ (Left unsaid , perhaps, was the warning that

the pro—labor policy was dependent upon labor ’s coopera-

tion with the government.)

The Importance of Con trol
, of Education

Concerning education , Lee promised that

Chinese parents who want their children to
go to Chinese schools want to be assured that
the present policy of equal treatment of all
streams of education will go on.6

The concept of different educational streams based upon

the language of instruction had its origins in practices

dating to the very beginnings of the colonial period.

English-language instruction had orig inally been

designed to train clerks for Western commercial estab-

lishments and the lower levels of government, but

dedicated efforts by some Englishmen and Asians had

resulted ~n creation of a few primary and secondary

schools of very high qua1~ ty , producing graduates w:t~

capabilities far beyond the clerkly level. Eng lish-

language diplomas were sought because of the economic

advantages which they conferred .
7 Such economic

5:bid., p. 79 ~~~~~~~ a. ~8.

7For a concise , thorough analysis of the nature
and implications of education policies in Singapore , see
?eter A. Busch , Legitimacy and Ethnicity: A Case Study
of Singapore (Lexington , MA: D. C. Heath , 1974) , pp. 28-
35.

___________________
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advantage was not , however , matched by the cultural and

political importance which the Chinese attached to

education in Mandarin .

Under the earliest colonial regimes , the Chinese

had been left to themselves in matters of education ,

which meant that not only the curriculum but the

instructional materials themselves were based upon and

even consisted of importations from China . The Chinese

schools began to be politicized during the 1911 Chinese

Revolution , and in the 1930’s were thoroughly radical-

ized through the efforts of the Communists , who supplied

both teachers and texts. By the 1950’s, the combination

of political radicalization with the traditional Chinese

view of education in the vernacular as a fundamental

component of “Chinese-ness ” had made the question of zh~

nature and extent of control of education profoundly

important . Efforts to control the radical political

aspects of Chinese education were peroe~ ved as attacks

~ocn Chanese cu l ture  :tself , wh ich  L am Y-~w dock das-

covered .

Malay vernacular education was the poor r e l a t i ve

~n the educataonal household , fespite suO~crt by Malay

Lntellectuals and colonial establishment . Not until the

8Thad ., p. 29; and Lee , The 3attle for Merger ,
P. 58.
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PAP took power were Malay-language secondary schools

established . With them came some increased upward

mobility for Malays , especially teachers , but in other

areas there was little change . While Malay was made the

symbolic National Language , English and Chinese con-

tinued to be the economically important languages , which

had in mor e recent years prompted Malays to enroll  their

children in the English stream .9 Thus , when Lee

obtained the guarantee of continued local control of

education , the political and economic objects were the

Chinese and their vernacular education , and how to bring

them into line with the philosophy of a non-communal

nation. In 1956 , Lee quoted from a Whate Paper on Edu-

cation :

If Malaya is to survive as a nation , and
our people are to achieve social , political , econ-
omic and cultural advancement in the modern world ,
the most essential prerequisite is to abolish the
communal divisions , antagonisms , rivalries and
dastrusts which threaten the un~~tv o f our coun-
try. . . . The instrument to achaeve thas aam
as a truly national educataon po1acy .l~

Merger and Internal Securatv

The prelamanary davisaon of responsibility if l

the proposed federataon as set fortn an the Augus t  corn —

muna~~u~~, wha e dealing witn ~mooroar~t issues (especially

93uscn , ~ecat:mac~ and Ethn~ c1t1, p . 30.

The ~c ca a a~~t 5 o l u t a o n, p~ 14.
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internal securaty and its ramifacataons ) , r eflected

agreement easaly reached on matters about whach there

was i~~a tle  qu e st a c o , or upon w h a c h  ~ concess:on was not

t a in fu l .  That on educat ion and L a c o r  .~‘as of the  a t ter

sort , internal security of the former. Securaty ~~~~ an

fact, the key issue in causing the Tco~ u to coange nas

original ly  nearl y adamant stand a?aanst merger to a

subsequen t ly  f i r m  be l ie f  in i t s  n e c e s s ity , and one w h a m

Lee a~o_orted to ora~ g acout j~~st t ~s :es~._t :t

been no secret that toe T’cnku and has coveromeot

regarded Singapore as a potential source of s-acve:saon

because of the ties between the radacals o~ the :s and ,

and the  MCP e lements  an h ad ing  in the  ~!a a y a o  :uogle .

Uc to 1960 , Mal aya had been a c t i v e ly  en r am e d  in

trying to suooress tne ~CP du r ing  toe a m e r g e n c y ,  ~naoo

had dragged on since 1943. They were well aware of the

radaca nature of San;apore oo atacs at that toant , and

oaf no des are to anco~~;ora te  an ad d a t a m n a l  source of

turmoal . As 19’S) approacoed , .iowever , w:th the orosoect

of new d~ scussaons or. the Singapore Constatutaor. ~oaco

2ouLd possibly brang independence, the viewpoint

:nan ;~± d .  n nas  speech :ot r oduc ing  a m o t a m n  f o r  mer~ er

to toe ~
‘e u e r a  Par l i amen t , ~aoman saa~.,

Whale S:ngapore as under  the  B r a : i s o  t he re  a -~
no tnr~~ t of open action by the Communists wnacn
~~~:ot endanger the peace and security of toe
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the Federa tion , but with an independent Singapore ,
anything can happen . 11

In ano ther par t of the same speech , he indicated that

the re asons for keeping the two apart were now jus tifi-

cation for bringin g them together :

times chan ge , and so must our outlook;
hence what was not agreed to yesterday might be
agree d to today when we give it a second thought ;
and so the idea of Malays ia too k shape . l2

Lee had worke d to change Rahman ’s mind both

indirectly and directly. Over the long term , he had

endeavored to allay Malayan fears . When Lee agreed to

crea tion of the Internal Secur ity Council on which the

Malay representative had the swing vote , he recognized

Malayan interes ts in an orderly , peaceful Singapore (he

also , as events showed , had a means to con trol his

opponen ts in Singapore at secon d hand , as it were.)

More immediately , in his discussions with the

Tunku , Lee apparently was very frank in his description

of the situation in Singapore. P.ahman was evidently

quite impressed by his arguments:

The Pr ime Minis ter of Singapore . . . has
com e to Kuala Lurupur . . . to d iscuss all the
problems which would arise, some of wh ich are
rather frightening . 13

And ,

The Bat t le  for  Mer~ er, p. 127 .
12 - ~3,.Ibid., a. 12~~. £bai ., p . ~~~~~~ ,
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We made a careful study of the si tuation and
came to the conclusion that the only salva tion
for Singapore would be in some form of closer
economic and constitutional association with the
Federation . 14

Lee himself said that “from Singapore the Federation can

be undermined . Singapore is vital to the security and

survival of the Federation . 15

Agreemen t having been reached upon the de sira-

bili ty of mer ger , and upon the initial terms , it was now

necessary to discuss matters less amenable to rap id

settlement. In August , a working committee was estab-

lish ed to di scuss financ ial and other matters der ivin g

from the si tuation in which Singapor e had local autonomy

on certain matters , and to consider the financial con-

tributions Singapore should make to the national

government. In mid-September , following another meeting

between Lee and Rahrnan , it was announced that Singapore

would become the twelfth state in the Federation by June

1963 , a date which was revised twice.

The Heads of Agreement

By Novem ber , the working committees (which some-

times included the ?r~me Ministers or Cabinet Ministers)

had arrived at the more detailed terms of merger , or

Heads of Agreement , published on 16 November as

15 -

~cio., p. 126. Ibid., p. o.
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Singa pore Command Paper 3 3 . These reveale d that it

had been easier to reach agreement on political terms

than on financial and economic matters , for the former

were much more specific than the latter. Some of the

pol itical terms , par ticularly provisi ons concernin g

ci tizensh ip and Singapore ’s represen tation in the

Federation Mouse of Represen tatives , arouse d stron g

controversy in Singapore ’ s local politics. The debates

over financial and econom ic arr angements were resolve d

only in very genera l term s , and had the long-term effect

of engenderio’g a strong rivalry between the PAP and the

Malayan Chinese A s s o ciation (MC A ) . This r ivalry was to

become the source of bitter acrimony between Singapore

and the Federation and contr ibuted sig n i f i c a n t l y  to the

tensions which ultimately brought about the splitting

of f  of Singapore from Malaysia .

?cnong the terms of the Heads of Agreement were

the following : Singapore would become a State in the

new Federation with fifteen seats in the House of

Representatives and two senators; it would nave greater

loc al autonomy in education and labor and broader state

powers than the other states. These broader powers

included Singapore ’ s right to a larger ?ortion of state

revenue than usual under the Federation Constitution (to

support Singapore ’ s educational system , housang program
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and social services on the exis ting scale. ) Singapore ’ s

trade posi tion would be pro tected by inclusion of

Singa por e members on overseas trade missi ons . 16

Singapore citizens would retain their Singapore

ci t izensh ip and acqu ire Federation nat ional ity , and the

special position of i4alays would be safeguarded under

the new cons titution . The Singapor e Head of State woul d

be appointed by the Federation Head of State rather than

by the Bri tish monarc h, and he would be the head of the

Islamic f a i t h  in S ingapore , assisted in that regard by
17a Council of Mus lim Religion.

Debate in Singapore
on Mer ger Term s

In Singapore , the last two months of 1961 were

filled with debate over the Heads of Agreement which had

been endorsed by the Federation Parliament on 16

October . Lee ’s opponents--the Barisan , the Worker ’ s

?arty , Ong ’s UP?, and the Singapore Alliance (SA) --all

declared their basic support for merger , but expressed

displeasure that the ?~ P government had conducted

unilateral negotiations. There should have been more

consultation with the people (Barisan ) ; with the other

parties (SA , UP?) ; and freer debate upon the i5sue

16
Sirnandjurmtak , Malayan Federalism, pp. 139—40 .

p . 138.
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(Worker ’s Party ) . The basis for the Barisan ’ s support

for merger has already been described. It also objected

to the non—proportional representation granted

Singapore , claiming that Singaporeans were thus “ second-

clas s ci tizens .” As an alternative , the Barisan (and

the Worker ’ s Par ty) believe d the idea of some form of

confederation should be explored , givin g Singapore full

control of internal matters , including security , leaving

only defense and foreign affairs to the central govern-

ment . David Marshall , of the Work er ’ s Party, described

the announced arrangements as colonialism from Kuala

Lumpur , while the UPP and SA thought that they were not

really mer ger terms , but a vague constitutional arrange-

ment . 18

Debate on the Heads of Agreement as the basis

for merger began with the motion of the Min is ter of

Labor , on 20 November , that

this House affirms and declares that
the first object of all true patriots of Malaya
is to achieve the re—unification of these terri-
tories in a merger of Singapore with the Federation
of Malaya.

Lee Siew Choh , leader of the Barisan in the Assembly,

moved an amendment to strike out the last nine words ,

and insert :

1 3
:bad., ~u. 137—39.
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genuine merger with the Federttion of Malaya
with Singapore as the twelfth state and all its
ci tizens to automa ticall y become Federal citizens
on Merger Day. 19

Debate occupied the next thirteen Assembly sessions ,

during which the government detailed the flaws in the

Barisan proposal (see page 156 of this tex t) . The vo te

was finally taken on 6 December when the government

moved that

as an immediate prac tical step towards the
ideal goal of comple te merger , this House accepts
the heads of agreement . . . as a work ing basis for
the reunifica tion of the . . . terri torie s.

The Assembly sustained the motion by a vote of thirty-

three to zero , with eighteen absences: The Worker ’ s

Party,  the Barisan and the tJPP walked out claimin g that

the vo te had been “railroade d” through becaus e the Sing-

apore Alliance had given its support so as not to go

agains t some thin g hav ing the bless ings o f the Federa tion

Alliance. 20 Because of opposition protests about inva—

lidity of the vote , the reso lution was reintroduced on

30 January with an amendment which satisfied the Worker’s

Party and the UPP , the Barisan again voted against.21

19Osborne , Singapore and Malaysia, ar . 20-21.

20Peri:z, “Politics of Singapore , ’ ap. 295—9 6.

21Willard A. E~anna, The Formation of Mal ays ia:
A New Factor in World Politics (New York : American
Universities Field Staff , 1964) , a. 17.
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The British Bases and Borneo

While Lee was f ighting for accep tance of the

Head of Agreemen t , Tunku Abdul Rahman had gone to London

for discussions w ith the Bri tish. From the Foreign

Office he obtained accep tance of the concep t of Malaysia

as a desirable objective , and of a special formula to

enable the Bri tish to retain their bases in Singapore

af ter mer ger. Dis posi tion of the bases and the future

of the Borneo territories were the two main issues of

the discussions .

In Singapore, the bases were a polit ical issue ,

being a continued presence of the colonial power , and

an economic matter , by virtue of their contribution to

revenue and employm ent . Lee was ab le to gain some

political capital at the expense of the British , with

li ttle danger to himself. He accuse d them of being too

slow to discuss the Status of the installations because

they wanted to “ squat on their bas es. ” One of his con-

cerns was that since after merger the 1937 British

constitutional agreement with Malaya would then extend

to Singapore , and as Malaya was not a SEATO member,

British bases in Singapore could not longer be used for

SEATO pur poses.  Such us e, sa id Lee , would be “ out of

the ~uestion .”
22 Largely at Lee ’ s insistence , the Tan~cu

22”British Bases in Singapore ,” FEE?., 26 October
1961 , p . 241.
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got the British to agree to a face-saving formula which

gave both si des wha t they wan ted . The Br itish would

con tinue to use the bases “for the purpose of assis ting

in the defense of Malaysia , and for Commonwealth defense

and for the preservation of peace in South East Asia .”23

In this way , an impor tant economic asse t to

Singapore was pr eserved . The Bri tish bases direc tly

employe d over 30 , 000 , about one-sixth of the total labor

force. When families of laborers , casual labor , and

secondary sup pliers were considere d , between 100 ,000 and

150 ,000 people were affec ted. Annual ex penditures were

nearly one—fifth of Singapore ’ s annual revenue . Even

S . Woo dhull , the pro—Communist legal advisor to the

Naval Base Labour Union , said “We should not run away

wi th our poli tical emo tions , but face harsh facts. ”24

On the ques tion of the Borneo terri tories, the

Br itish were reluc tant to include them in the Malays ia

scheme because for the most part they were far from

ready for self-government. However , according to one

analysis , British acquiescence came about for four

reasons: Malaysia was a solution to the dilemma of how

to end the last British colonialism; there was a fear

that when the Indonesians finally gained West Irian they

23Simandjuntak , :4alayan Federalism, p. 141.

24”3ritish Bases ,” FEE?., a. 243.
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would then desire North Born eo , so merger offere d a

stable opportunity which might never recur ; the British

knew that an independent Singapore might well go

Communis t , pre judicing the Bri tish defense sys tem in

Asia; finally, and least important to the British ,

inclusion of Borneo would provide enough non-Chinese to

offset the Chinese of Singapore.25 Lee ’s role in gain-

ing British acceptance of the idea was to exploit his

record of strong anti-British attitudes and statements

to press the Bri tish more aggre ssively than the more

moderate Tunku could .26

In his ~New Year messa ge , Lee characterized 1961

as a year in whic h the lin e had been drawn between the

Communists and non—Communists. He foresaw 1962 as the

year in which events stemming from this relationship

would come to their logical conclusion.27 Durin g the

debates of the last months of the year , the Barisan had

called repeatedly for the resignation of Lee and his

gover nment. The PAP was determine d to stay in office,

for it did not know the full extent of the damage it had

suffered to its mass base. Publicly, it had justified

ats stance on the grounds that the PAP wanted to see

25S imand juntak , Malayan Federalism, pp. 129-30.

26Osbor ne , Singapore and Malaysia, pp. 27-28.

27Josey , Lee ~uan Yew, ~~~~
. 153 .
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merger throu gh , and the suppor t of the SPA enabled the

PAP to retain control of the government.28

The Merger Referen dum
Election

The debate wi th the Barisan occupied in one form

or another most of 1962 , finally being resolved in the

Singapore Referen dum in September. Although cons titu-

tionally a referendum was not necessary , Lee chose to

submit the issue of mer ger to the public , but not on a

simple pro or con basis . Believing that his government

already had a manda te to bring mer ger about, as a result

of the victory in 1959 and Assembly approval of the

Heads of Agreement in December and January , the referen-

dum was to decid e on the form of mer ger. Goh Keng Swee

had felt that to rely upon the Assembly decision would

be to evade the Bar isan chal lenge , and Lee felt that

w ithout a refer endum , credence would be given to the

Communist cl aim of a “ sell-out ” of Singapore to the

Federa tion. 29

Firs t mention of the poss ibility of a referendu~
was in a 21 September statement by Goh Keng Swee , four

days af ter the Bar isan announced its position on “ com-

plete” merger . Not until March 1962 did the idea become

- 

28?ang , Singapore ’ s People ’ s Action Party,
a. l~~. 29Simandjuntak , Malavan Federalism, p. 148.
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a firm proposal in the Assembly. The Naticnal ~
Q.efer en-

dum Bill which was placed before the House contained

three areas which were especially objectionable to the

opposition . Most controversial was the clause which

allowe d unmarked ballo ts to be coun ted as acce pting or

being willing to accept the decision of the Assembly.

The governme nt po sition was that the vo ter , though

indifferen t or not unde rs tandin g the issue , went to the

polls because vo ting was compulsory and he was w illin g

to have his represen tative make the decis io n. 3°

A second provision made a person who intention-

ally destroyed a ballo t lia b le to a fi ne , imprisonment

and disenfranchisement for seven years. The government

felt that this was a necessary safeguard against Commun-

ist or pro—Communist sabotage; the opposition said the

technique woul d “out—Hitler Hitler.” 31

The third disagreement was over the wording of

the referendum questions. Both sides realized the

importance of phraseology . The opposition claimed that

the only way to have a fair referendum was if they had

a part in framing the questions; for the government to

insist upcn the sole right to do so was to allow the

PAP to present the issue d.Lshonestly. Three lawyers ,

including David Marshall, called for the covernment to

30 . 31....
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delete the provisions denying the right to say “yes ’ or

“no ,” which was ignore d on the basis that the mand ate

for mer ger had been alrea dy given .32 Lee stated his

posi tion qui te clearly :

let us be clear in our minds that the
Governmen t is under no com pulsion to have this
referendum and there is no need to resort to
trickery . . . . The final position we want to
achieve is . . . a mer ger under whic h the various
races in Malaya will live in peac e and harmony

It is the duty of the government to try
and bring merger and Malaysia about peacefully
by consent with the maximum of goodwill . . . 33

Following this debate , the bill was referred to

an Assembly committee for study, and ~id not come up

again until June. During the intervening period the

Barisan attacked both the Federation and PAP , cla imin g

that acceptance of the Malaysia proposal woul d promo te

communal feel ings , and it threatened the British with

possible ‘brutal confrontation ” if Lee succeeded in

“ selling out our in te res t s . ’ 34

Lee and the PA? countered :n two w a y s .  They

argued that the 3ar~~san was a fr o n t  fo r  ~o~~~un is t  activ-

ity, and they stressed the advantages of their own

program . Lee said that the Barisan ’ s real concern was

not the nature of citizenship after merger , but that new

~~~
. 143 .

33 osey , Lee Kuan Yew, a. 156.

34Osbor ne , Singapore and 4a1ays~ a, a. 24.
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security arrangements might limit its activities. The

PAP also all eged that the Bar isan was in con tact wi th

the Indonesian Communi st Par ty (PKI), and that because

the Barisan expec ted the PKI to gain power in Indones ia

this meant the Barisan preferred merger with Indonesia.

The PKI had , in December , announced its opposition to

Malaysia , an action used later by the PAP to discredit

the Barisan . On the posi tive s ide , the PAP stressed the

practicabi l i ty  and des i rabi l i ty  of merger.

In the debate on f ina l  terms of the referendum ,

the PAP was work ing wi th an absolute minimum of twenty-

five seats, an Assemblywoman having crossed the f loor  to

the opposition . Passage of the bill was obtained with

support of the Singapore Alliance members. :t offered

three alternatives to the voters of Singapore :

Proposal A. The constitutional arrangements set

out in Command Paper 33 of 1961 giving Singapore

au tonomy in education and labour .

?roaosal 3. A complete  and uncondi t~ onal  merger

or . a:’. e’cuai basis wi th  the  other eleven states in

accordance wi th  tne const itu t~ ona 1 documents of the

Fede rat ion  of Me aya .

~ bid. , ?P. 24— 25.
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Proposal C. Entry into Malaysia on terms no

less favourable than the terms for the Borneo terri-

tories.

Unless the voters chose the first proposal , the PAP

could no longer j u s t i f y its continuance in office. ?ro-

posal B was what the PAP cla imed was the Barisan ’s

posi tion , and the third had been added at the behest of

Lim Yew Hoc k , though there was at the time no indicat~ on

of what those terms would be. 37

in a move to focus world attention upon the

situation , the Barisar. oersuaded seventeen Assemb l~m’.en

to petition tne ~Jnited Nations Special Committee or.

Colonialism to send a.i observer to Singapore  f o r  the

referendum . On 26 Ju ly  a five—man committee including

Lee Siew Choh and David Marshall representing the

Barisan and four splinter parties , presented its memo-

randum . They argued that the merger was a British pLan

to m ai nt a in  i ts  bases and protect a priv~ laged economic

oos tt ior i . The r e f e r e n d u m  and toe cit ~~:enso~~o or ov:s:ons

were cr:t~ zed and the suggestion was made that S~ ooapcre

would be placed in a position of t rus t eesh ip  under

:~aia1’a. Lee appeared in person to ma.ce a de ta iled

36 ,Pang , Singapore ’ s PeooLe s Action ~‘ar~~
’, 

~~~~.

3’ Osborne , Singapore and Malaysia, p~ iS .

3’
~Ib~ d. , pc. 26—27.
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rebuttal of the memorandum . He disclaimed merger as a

British plot , declared that the terms were the best

obtainable , and pointed out that the Singapore govern-

ment had been freely elected and was carrying out its

mandate from the voters. He concluded by saying :

If my understanding is correct , then this
petition . . must stand unique in the annals of
this Committee , as it comes from a group of poli-
ticians in Singapore who do not want t~ see thecountry free and independent . Their sole purpose
in fighting merger in Malaysia is to retain
Singapore ’s semi-colonial status for political
reasons of their own.39

Only Poland and Russia voted for the petition .

From New York , Lee went to London where he

obtained a change in the merger terms which would grant

Federation citizenship , rather than nationality, to

Singaporeans. Essentially cosmetic in nature because it

did not alter the realities of the original terms , the

propaganda effect was flonetheless valuable for the PAP .

This change was announced upon Lee ’s return from London

on 14 August, along with the notice that the referendum

would take place on 1 September . The ensu .ng two weeks

were filled with vigorous campaigning , the government

making the fullest use of its control of the :adio , and

imp1y~ng that merger on any other  term s than ?:cposal A

was j~~S5 than desirable. The Bar~~3an called Lee ’ s

39 Josey , Lee Kuan yew, p .  161.
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announcement on citizenship a “bluff ,” and urged its

supporters to cast blank ballots to indicate their dis-

approval of merger.4°

The referendum gave the PAP an overwhelming

victory . ?esults announced in the Straits Times were :

Total electorate 624,000
Total votes cast 561,599 (90%)
Proposal A 397,623 (71%)
Proposal B 9,422 (1.5%)
Proposal C 7,911 (1.4%)
Blanks 144,077 (26%)
Uncertain and rejected 2,523 (0.1%) -

The government ’s majority was due to a number of

reasons , most influential perhaps being that Proposals 3

and C contained significant disadvantages as compared to

A , so the voters had little choice. At the last minute

the Chinese Chamber of Commerce appealed to the voters

not to be deceived by parties appealing only to nega-

tive , non—constructive views of relations with Malaya ,

an appeal which seems to have carried much weight . The

heaviest numbers of blank ballots came from the more

rural areas of the island , while the PAP appeared to

have received votes from all major sources of power and

to have brought about a cooperation of Malay and Chinese

voters on the issue. Such cooperation , conscious or

not, may have destroyed the myth that the Chinese were

40osborne, Singapore and Malaysia, pp. 27-23.

p. 28.
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only temporary residents in Singapore , and made them

more acceptable to conservative Malays .42

The referendum definitely indicated political

polarization in Singapore around the PAP and the

Barisan , but not on completely ideological lines. The

Barisan had enlisted support from the rightist Liberal

Socialists, while the PAP had called upon the Alliance

grouping made up of the SA , UMNO, Malayan Indian Con-

gress (MIC) and the MCA. The PAP emerged from the

election more optimistic about its prospects , for the

opposition had proved to be vulnerable. Furthermore ,

with the district tallies available , the PAP now knew in

which constituencies it must concentrate its efforts ,

and where it could nominate favored candidates in safe

districts to strengthen its control of the party .4 3

The PAP Consolidation

With general elections in mind , to be held some-

time in 1963, the PAP began an intensive advance

publicity program to point out its accomplishments in

the government , and to establish the position that the

PAP would make merger work for Singapore . In November

19 62 , Lee began sfleaking tours of all fifty-one

42
Peritz, “Politics of Singapore , ’ ~o. 263—6 4.

43Bellows , The People ’s Action Party, p. 50.
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constituencies , which continued until the 1963 elec-

tions. He met with committees in each district,

listening to complaints and assuring , to the limits of

reason and capacity, swift government response. The

government carried on its efforts to provide all

possible services and amenities to residents of the

island , including water , electricity , schools and hous-

ing. Its Four-Year Plan was ahead of schedule , as was

housing, with 21,232 units completed in less than three

years . The PAP was proving that it could deliver what

it had promised .44 Lee described the general problem

facing not only his but all Southeast Asian governments

in a speech to an Asian Seminar on Urban Community

Development :

the industrialization programmes of the
new governments in Asia, and the landlessness of
the younger sons--are bringing about the inevi-
table drift from the country to the towns. .

In the higgledy-piggledy tenements of the city
new problems arise, not only of re—housing them
but of re-forming them in new group patterns to
create a community which ensures a satisfying
social life and effective forms of social organ-
ization to help co—ordinate with , and supplement
welfare programmes of government departments.4D

This was also the essence of the PAP government ’ s

public housing program. By solving these problems , Lee

44!bid., op. 50— 51.

45Josey , Lee Kuan Yew, p. 164.
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and the PAP hoped to ensure their chances of triumphing

over the Barisan, which was still intent upon gaining

power in the Singapore Assembly.

Beginnings of Indonesian
Konfrontasi

In early 1963 , Indonesia became a serious factor

affecting progress toward merger , with the declaration

of its Konfrontasi (Confrontation) policy toward Malay-

sia. Prior to late 1962 , statements by Indonesian

Foreign Minister Subandrio had indicated no objections

to merger , and had even wished the venture well. This

stand began to change in 1962. Subandrio said during a

September visit to Singapore , ‘~~. . . I merely want to
make it clear why Indonesia cannot remain indifferent

toward the formation of Malaysia.”46 By this time,

Indonesia had prevailed in its struggle to make West

Irian part of Indonesia , and no longer needed to dis-

semble concerning its intentions toward the northern

Borneo territories.

463rackman , Second Front, p. 129.
47For a brief analysis of Konfrontasi, see Ide

Anak Agung Gde Agung , Twenty Years Indonesian Foreign
Policy 1945—1965 (The Hague: Mouton , 1973) , po. 444—
506. A more lengthy treatment is in J. A. C. Mackie ,
Konfrontasi: The Indonesia—Ma1~ysia Dispute 1963—1966
(Kuala Luznpur : Oxford ~Jniversity Press, 1974).
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The watershed event which brought Indonesian

anti-Malaysia policies into the open was the abortive

Srunei Rebellion of December 1962. Its leader , Sheik

Azahari, had had extensive contacts with Indonesian

political parties (including the P1<1, Partindo——the

leftist wing of the Indonesian Nationalist Party (PNI)

and the PNI itself) , and, as the Tunku pointed out to

the Federation Parliament, leftist elements in Brunei

and Sarawak had received military training in Indonesian

Borneo. (Azahari had also visited Lim Chin Siong in

Singapore more than once.) When this all came out,

President Sukarno declared Indonesian support of the

North Borneo rebels. He labelled Malaysia a neo-

colonialist concept detrimental to the national interests

of the Indonesian people , and in contradiction to his

foreign policy principle of militant anti-colonialism.48

On 11 February , Sukarno spoke to a mass meeting ,

at which time he said , “I now declare officially that

Indonesia opposes Malaysia.” In a press interview ,

Subandrio warned that armed conflict might become

“unavoidable. ” 49 Eventually armed conflict did occur ,

mostly in the Borneo territor...es, but the primary means

of confrontation employed were economic. The most

48Agung, Indonesian Foreign Policy, p. 460.

49 Ibid., p. 463.
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sweeping was a complete embargo on all trade between

Indonesia and the territories of Malaysia (with effects

far worse upon Indonesia than Malaysia.) For Singapore ,

the political implications were nearly as important as

the economic . The PAP exploited the alleged political

connections between the Barisan and the P1<1 with telling

effect.

Important factors in the eventual outcome of the

Malaysia experiment included similar ties between mainland

political parties and those in Indonesia , and invidious

comparisons by Singapore of Malayan economic responses

to Konfrontasi with its own. Such comparisons exacer-

bated personal, political and economic antagonisms hav-

ing their origins in the negotiations on the economic

and financial terms of merger (see below)

Further Anti-Barisan Internal
Security Operations

Barisan connections with and support of the

Brunei Rebellion were , at least in part, responsible for

a surprise sweep by internal security forces which

I placed 111 persons in Singapore and Malaya in detention .

‘ 
In December both Lizn Chin Siong and Lee Siew Choh had

referred to the Rebellion in classical class-struggle

terms, contrasting it with a predicted Fascist and

military dictatorship to come about as the result of
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Malaysia ’s creation . On 2 February , a coordinated

operation in Singapore and Malaya made the arrests which

once again placed Lim , S. Woodhull, and James and

Dominic Puthucheary in prison . Besides the alleged

connections between the Barisan and Sheik Azahari , the

detentions were justified on the basis that the Barisan

planned to participate in further violent acts against

the future Malaysian territories , to judge by its past

statements.

In his first comments on the arrests, returning

from Kuala Lumpur and the meeting of the ISC at which

the decision for the operation was made , Lee gave the

impression that he had been a reluctant participant in

the decision . The Singapore Government , he said , would

have preferred to leave the action until after 31 August

(by this time the date for merger) , but had chosen to

abide by the principle of working with the Federation

on this matter of national importance. in this

instance , Lee received criticism from two directions;

Lim Yew Hock attacked him for failing to stand by his

duty to the Federation , and suggested that the arrests

were not necessary , while the Malayan members of the ISC

apparently reacted strongly to an attempt to shift the

blame onto their shoulders . Lee later said his

50Osborne , Singapore and Malaysia, ~p. 32-33.
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statements had been misunderstood , and that the

Singapore Government certainly upheld the ISC’s deci-

sion . One personal assessment of the situation was that

the detentions were justified by the evidence , and

possibly were equally indicative of British and Malayan

willingness to neutralize increasingly obstreperous

51 -internal opposition . In this instance , i~ee was not

able to completely camouflage his attempt to shift the

responsibility for the arrests to others.

The detentions seriously affected the Barisan ’ s

ability to operate effectively . Those of its leaders

still free denounced the detentions and the conditions

under which the detainees were kept , carrying their

e f f o r ts to the very door of Lee ’s office. A demonstra-

tion was held on the steps of the City Hall which

resulted in the eventual arrest of twelve Barisan

members , including Lee Siew Choh . The charge was abet-

ment to overawe the government by force , and in the

interim until the twelve came to trial on 29 August they

were periodically invo lved with various hearings and

preparation of their defense, which probably greatly

hampered their political activities. Their defense

counsel commented that the case had little to do with

criminal law , but much to do with politics. 52 While Lee

~~Ibid., pp. 31, 33. ~
2Ibid., pp~ 33—34. 

~~ 
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may not have liked being blamed for the situation , it is

quite likely that he and the PAP used it to their advan-

tage.

Origins of PAP-MCA Feud

Much of the last six months before the scheduled

merger date of 31 August was taken up with discussions

on the final terms , notably the financial and economic

matters. The discussions were significantly affected by

1 the feud which developed between the PAP and the MCA ,

which was the Chinese communal component of the Malayan

Alliance , and represented a very conservative point of

I ~iew . The antagonisms between the two parties had

significant bearing upon the outcome of the Malaysia

I experiment.

I 
The relationships among the protagonists were

more than simply political. Federation Finance Minister

Tan Sin Siew was concurrently President of the MCA. He

was also a cousin of Singapore Finance Minister Goh

I Keng Swee , and there was strong personal antipathy

I between the two. Lee, as Secretary General of the PAP ,

saw Tan as the leader of a mainland Chinese Party which

( was trying to expand into Singapore, and Tan had a

similar appreciation of Lee ’s intentions toward the

I mainland states. in fact , Tan had said in May 1963

that ‘ . . . the Malayan Chinese Association has a duty
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to perform in Singapore . It is Singapore ’ s only hope

for future stability and progress .”53 It was no wonder

that Lee regarded the MCA , only recently reorganized in

Singapore, as a threat. He was convinced that the

Malayan government’s stand on the financial conditions

for Singapore ’s entry into Malaysia was part of an MCA

plot to topple the PAP and allow the MCA “merchant

adventurers” free play in Singapore. 54

Less clear was the role Lee intended to play in

Malaysian politics. In his 1961 radio talks, he had

said the PAP would work with the Labour Party and Party

Rakyat of Malaya , but this prospect disappeared after

the PA? was expelled from a Malaysian Socialist Confer-

ence in January l962.~~ In 1954 Lee had made his state-

ment at the PAP inaugural meeting about working

throughout Malaya , but since tha t time he had been ~uite

circumspect and in August 1963 , he said that the PAP

would not contest the 1964 Federal elections : “We want

to show the MCA that even if the PAP keeps out of the

elections on the mainland , the &ICA will still lose .hI DC

It is in this context that the negotiations took place.

53Thid., p. 44.

54Leifer , “Poli tics in Singapore , ’ 
~~~~. 113.

~~Osborne , Singapore and Malaysia, p. 45.

J. Ratnam and R. S. Mim e, The Malayan
Par liamentary Elections of 1964 (Singapore : University
of Malaya Press , 1967) , p. 24.
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F inal Economic and F inancia l
Terms of Mer ger

There were actuall y two series of talks , f rom

February to April and again in June and July. The areas

of discussion were two—fold; who should control

Singapore ’s taxes af ter merger , and in what manner

should Singapore ’s surplus be shared . Closely linked to

these, in the view of Singapore o f f i c i a l s, was the

question of a Malays ian  common market; Federation

officials preferred to keep the two problems separate .

To enable Singapore to sell the products of its

increased industrialization and investment , an expanded

market was needed , which a common market with the rest

of Malaysia would provi de. There was already a common

currency and effecti~;e linkages in banking and commer-

cial opera tions.~~
’ Singapore felt that agreement on a

common mar ket should come before merger , while Malaya

be1~ eved it was sufficient to reach agreement in

principle , and to work out the details aster Malaysia

was a reality.

Lee offered the PAP governmen t ’ s initial

position when the talks opened on 28 February. After

merger Singapore should keep all of i ts  revenue s includ-

ing taxes collected , and pay an annua l l -wT~n sum to the

57Osborne , Sirigaoore and Malaysia, p.  50 .
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central government for its share of Federal services.

Later the Singapore government insisted it should retain

over 75% of its revenues so that it could meet its

internal requirements. Tan Siew Sin first replied that

it was u t t e r l y  necessary that  the central  government

have ultimate con trol over what would eventually be seen

as Federat ion revenue.  With the refinement of the

Singapore posi t ion , he persisted in claiming the Federal

goveinment ’s right to determine what Singapore ’s contri-

bution would be.

The discussions were inconclus ive , and carried

over to late March , at which time the Federation pro-

posal was that the central government retain all monies

beyond those necessary for Singapore to run its services

and ~ay for its share of Federal services (21.2% of

common pan—Malaysian services.) Singapore said this was

too much and proposed its share should be determined on

the same proportion as its parliamentary re~ resentaticr.

(13 of 159 members) , which emphasized ~ts concern that

its capacity to pay should be a factor in the amount.~~
8

They also objected to proposed Federation appropriation

of Singapore ’ s surplus revenues believin~ s~ rplus—sharing

~
3Ibid., po. 52— 53.
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should be condi tional upon any actual increases result-

ing from favorable common marke t terms .D9

Th e stalemate which brought the f i r st round of

talks to an inconclusive end illustrated the differences

~n po ints of v iew of the two sides. Rahman had per-

ceive d merger as a way to insure internal securi ty in

the area by placing a source of potential subvers ion

under control of the Federal Governmen t. Lee , on the

other hand , had mani pula ted the secur ity issue , both to

preva il over his poli tical opposi tion and more import-

antly, to bring the Tunk~u around to the idea of merger.

With merger , Lee foresaw expanded markets , greater labor

peac e and increase d inve stments which would lea d to

industrialization and less dependence upon the entrepot

economy .

When the talks resum ed , positions on both sides

had been further altered . On the matter of distribution

of budget surpluses , Tan wanted one—half  put at Federal

~~
sposal p lus 25~ of Singapore ’ s tax receipts.

Singapore felt that to give up half of its surplus would

limit :ts abilities to finance capital facilities

essential  to indus t r ia l iza t ion; it also argued that if

the Federal Government got half the surplus Kuala Lumpur

~
9Simandjuntak , Malayan Federalism, 

~~~
. 152.
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should be wi l l ing to cover half  of any def ic it s . 6° The

common marke t issue was resolved to the immediate

sa t i s fac t ion  of all par t ies  when a meeting between Lee

and Goh, for Singapore , and Tan and Deputy Prime Minis-

ter Tun Abdul Razak for the Federa tion resul ted in

announcemen t of agreement in pr inc iple for introduc tion

of a common market once Malaysia was establishe d.61

Still unse ttled were dis tribu tion of surpluses and the

proportion of revenue to go to the central government.

Singapore was willing to offer 27.3% of total

revenues or 39% of total national taxes for its share of

pan-Malaysian services , and wan ted common market terms

to be part of the Malaysian Constitution . t also

offered to loan M$150 million to finance Bornean devel-

opment as a means of satisf ying Federation interest in

obtaining the surplus funds. The Federation wanted 23%

of total revenues or 40% of taxes , and for Singapore to

grant M$50 million ; the details of the common market

were to be determined after Malaysia .62 The Federation

at this point rejected Singapore ’ s proposals and R~~~ian

cancelled a trip to London to initial the Malaysia

°0Anthony Bottomley, “Financial ~~zch f o r
Malaysia , ” FEER, 19 May 1963 , ~~~~. 373.

~~Osborne , Singapore arid Malaysia, p. 54.

- 

‘
~

2 Ibid
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discuss wi th  the Br i t i sh  the outstanding issues on

merger , especiall y the matter s of Singapore and Brunei.

Lee also was in London , and the last two weeks of July

saw two bilateral negotiations going on——Singapore and

the UK , and Malaya and the UK.63

Final terms were resolved by mutual concession

and details were released on 6 July. As its share of

pan—Malaysian expenses , Singapore agreed to pay 40% of

national income from taxes to the central government.

The amoun t would be reviewed by an “independent body ”

one year af ter Malaysia, and biennially thereaf ter.

Singapor~ also agreed to grant a fifteen-year loan to

the Borneo territor ies , M$100 million to be interest-

free for the first five years, and the rema inder a:

normal rates. It was also given the right to supply 50%

of the labor for projects financed by loan funds , a

potential partial solution to its unemployment problem .

The terms generally gave Singapore a f air degree of

freedom to control of its future economic development .6~

The common marke t was include d in Annex J of the Malay-

sia Agreemen t, bu t the terms were brief and gener al , and

63Simand:untak , Malayan Federalism , p. 154.

64Osborne , Singapore and Malaysia, p. 55.
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l e f t  much to be f leshed out in detail (something which

never came about )

The feeling among the Malayan representatives in

the talks was that Lee had deliberately frustrated the

earlier discussions so that he would have the chance to

make his demands in London , before signing the Agree-

ment. He had said he was prepared to “squat it out ,”

and to “persuade and be persuades,” which through the

intercession of British Commonwealth Secretary Duncan

Sandys he eventually was. Final signature of the Malay-

sia Agreement was delayed by demands from the Singapore

delegation that the British give up War Department lands

which they were not using and had no title to, and pay

for those they desired to continue to use. Through

Rahman ’s intervention, a figure for compensation was

agreed upon , and the Malaysia Agreement was signed

9 July 1963.65

On 30 July Lee presented a motion to the

Singapore Assembly to bring about merger. He pointed

out in a lengthy speech that the “theme song ’ of the

inevitability of merger had been presented to Federation

officials at every opportunity , “softly, gently and

politely, ” so as not to alarm them with the idea that

6
~ Simandjuntak, Malayan Federalism, ~o. 154—55.
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merger might come about by fo rce .  In his conclusion , he

insisted that two things were necessary for anyone who

wanted to take advantage of the development funds set

aside to carry out industrialization : “Absolute and

utter integrity that can stand the closest scrutiny at

any time. And determination to see that right is

done.” 66 The PAP government had already demonstrated a

level of integrity in its day-to—day operations, at all

levels of bureaucracy , that put to shame most other

governments. Lee had proven that determination was

there in abundance.

The Japanese Blood-Debt Affair

Internally, Lee ’s opponents had one more oppor-

tunity to try to frustrate Malaysia. In April

construction workers had unearthed a cache of bones from

a Japanese wartime massacre. A memorial was planned and

public sentiment grew for some form of Japanese atone-

ment. During the summer the Chinese Chamber of

Commerce , in a well-meaning gesture, took leadership of

the so-called blood-debt campaign . Public sentiment

seemed more concerned with this than with Malaysia , and

Lee faced a dilemma . If he took no part , his ooponen ts

could use the issue to unite Singaporeans of all

66Josey , Lee Kuan Yew, p . 178. 

~~~~~~~ T .~ .. . . .. - .
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fac t ions  against  an apparent ly  uncaring government ; if

he took part in the anti-Japanese agitat ion , he might

harm the chances of obtaining Japanese help to indus-

trialize Singapore .

Lee took the only prudent option , assuming

personal direction of the blood-debt campaign . Address-

ing on 25 August what was described as the largest crowd

ever assembled in Singapore (and with a revolver in his

pocket) , Lee told the crowd what measures had been taken

to force the Japanese to come to terms . He described

how both his own brother-in-law and Goh Keng Swee had

been members of the wartime Singapore Volunteer Corps ,

and told that his brother-in-law was killed , while he

himself narrowly escaped that fate. Linking that time

and 1963 , Lee said:

I speak for one and all of you when I say
that we have had enough of being the pawns and
playthings of foreign powers. We have a will of
our own , and a right to live in peace on our own.
So let us unite in Malaysia and prevent it ever
happening again . And let us settle the legacies
of World War II ~eacefully if we may , but other-
wise if we must.b7

Lee Unilaterally Declares
Singapore’ s Independence

Six days later was the day long scheduled for

Malaysia to come into being , but a late development had

67Ibid , pp. 172—73 , 179—al.
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caused the Tunku to announce a delay until 16 September.

This was so that a UN team, at the insistence of

Sukarno , could conduct sampling of sentiment for merger

in Sarawak arid North Borneo . Lee ’s actions in this

instance provided another indication of his willingness

to act in what he felt were the best interests of his

conception of Singapore . Having already said that he

would proclaim Malaysia on 30 August , rather than have

Tan Siew Sin come to Singapore to do it on the next day ,

Lee then uni la teral ly  declared Singapore ’ s independence

on 31 August.68 Singapore would hold Federal powers

“in trust” until 16 September.

The Malayan Cabinet labelled this “unconstitu-

tional and illegal,” and complained to the British

Government. It supported the complaint and perhaps

narrowly legalistically stated that an act of Parliament

was needed to make such an action val id.  Br i t a in  would

technically re ta in  sovereignty unt i l  the Queen signed

the Order in Council.69 Lee ’s response to the Malayans

did not soothe them , for he insisted that his action was

correct and criticized the naiveté of those who received

power presented on a silver platter by uniformed British

68 K. Krishna Moorthy, “Which Way for Lee?,”
FEER, 19 September 1963 , pp. 721— 22.

69 New York Times, 3 September 1963 , p. 5.
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royalty. The Malays were incensed , especially Rahxnan

and tJMNO Publicity Officer Syed Ja ’afar Albar (who was
70soon to prove a bitter foe of Lee.)

Lee ’s reasons for doing this had both internal

and international motivations, all designed to strengthen

his own position . About the delay he had said , “This is

the time for Malaysia to stand up and fight for its

position . We cannot give in to an international black-

,,7lmailer (meanin g ~ukarno]. He used the crisis to

demand and obtain from the Federation further settle-

ments on the common market, assurance that Singapore

could refuse Malayan citizens entry into the island , as

well as the reverse, and special powers to deal with the

suppression of secret society gangsters (which had a

bearing on internal security powers) . Internally, the

rationale was that this was a way to disprove the pro-

Communist line that Malaysia was a rico—colonialist

conception , to be settled only between Britain and the
7~Malays. - A precedent had been established for inde-

pendent action by Singapore , and Lee possibly gained

electoral support in the upcoming elections.

70Michael Leifer , “S ingapore in ~4alaysi a: The
Polit ics of Federation , ” Journal of Southeast  Asian
History 6 ( September 1965) : 5 7 — 5 8 .

71Osborne , Singapore and Malaysia, p. 4’
7-,
Leifer , “Politics in Singapore, ” p. 116.
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The 1963 Singapore Elections

The election itself was a speedy process. The

Assembly was dissolved on 3 September , nomina tion day

was set for the twelfth, and the voters went to the

polls on 21 September. Nirie days was felt to be suffi-

cient for campaigns because people were getting tired of

politics and the climate of tension .73 While this  haste

could be viewed as a way to give the opposition as

little advantage as possible , the prospect of general

elections had not been kept secret. When a bill to set

the da te for  an election for  the f if teen seats to the

Federal Parliament was defeated, the PA P had announced

that a general election for Singapore ’s own fifty—one

seats would be held after Federation came about.

During the campaign, Lee once again demonstrated

his ability to get his point across to his listeners ,

and in four languages--Malay , Mandarin , Hokkien arid

English . He got the support of the B ar tsan—or ient ed

Harbor Worker ’s Union , despite a firm government stand

on labor peace , which severely limited labor union

activities. He said he could not agree to their threat-

ened strike at such a sensitive time , told them they

were being used by the Communists, and promised that

73Josey , Lee Kuan Yew, p. 181.
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their wage demands would be given proper consideration

if a strike were not called. Three days later he was

cheered when he announced concurrently inter im wage

increases and cancellation of the union ’s registration.

He had been able to present merger so the electorate

understood it , and could show it was practical now that

it had taken place .74 The PAP had also,  as mentioned

earlier , visited every constituency to present its case.

On the eve of the election , the Tunku was per-

suaded by Chinese advisors in Kuala Lumpur to fly to

Singapore to speak on behalf of UMNO candidates , an

action which angered PAP leaders who had understood him

earlier to promise no interference. Lee called it a

plot to split the non—Communist vote so as to let in the

Barisan , at which time the central government would step

in to restore order and suspend democratic government .

This was perhaps an over-reaction to a normal effort on

the part of the President of the UMNO (Rahznan) to

support the party ’ s candidates in a local election , but

Lee and the PAP were not entirely certain that they

would win.

74osborne, Singaoore and Malaysia, p. 36.

75Alex Josey, “Lee Angers Tunku ,” FEER, 10
October 1963 , pp. 55—57.
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When the votes were counted , however , the PAP

had won thirty-seven seats to thirteen for the Barisan

and one for Ong ’ s UPP , thus breaking a historic pattern

of incumbent governments being replaced by one fa r ther

to the left. The PAP received 47% of the total vote to

33% for the Barisan , nine of whose seats were in rural

areas. The only UPP seat was gained with 8% and in

seven races UPP presence split the vote, enabling the

PAP to win. 76 The election had shown the PA? to nearly

have regained its strength which had been so sorely

depleted in the preceding four years. The Singapore

Alliance and MarshaLl’s Worker ’ s Par ty were el iminated ,

and large numbers of Malay voters had switched from the

communal UMNO to support the PAP , resul ting in defeats

for three UMNO candidates. This last fact angered the

Tunku enough so that he called these Malays traitors to

their race.

In its first four years in office , the PAP had

demonstrated that not Ofli~ could it shake off arid defeat

the Communist support once vital to it , but that it

could also deliver on its promises. Enough housing had

been bu i l t  to break the back of the housing shortage ;

the f i r s t  m a j o r  i ndus t r i a l i za t ion  p ro jec t s  ( including a

‘6 Leifer , “Poli tics in Singapore , ” p. 116.

77josey, Lee Kuan Yew, p. 56.
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steel mill , shipbuilding and shipbreaking) were underway

at the Jurong Industrial Estate , a 9,000 acre prototype

of more to come ; schools had been built so that every

child of ~rirnary age had a desk; and there was a M$400

million surplus in the treasury .
78

The victory was seen as a vote for evolution and

a demonstration of political maturity, with the elector-

ate having found a party able to make social reforms and

economic progress concurrently. The ?AP was viewed as

having the potential to become a pan-Malaysian party,

especial ly in Sarawak , where there was no rallying point

for the “progressives ” of all races.79 Such a prospect

was not entirely a happy one for parties on the main-

land , particularly the MCA .

By 1963 , the PAP , once a party of the extreme

left , as shown in the elections of 1955, 1957 and 1959 ,

was identified and saw itself as a party of the center.

But this was in the context of Singapore politics. Ncw

that Singapore was in the Federation of Malaysia , there

were other parties to contend with , mos t of wh ich were

far to the right of the PAP . Having defeated his opco-

nents to the Left, Lee now had a new array on the R :ght .

78Pang , Singapore ’ s People ’ s Action ?~ rty,p. 13.

‘9 ”The Lee Way , ” FE ER, 3 October 963 , 3D. 5—6.



CHAPTER V

THE MALAYSIA ExPER :MEN T
1963—1965

Two or three years after Malaysia , when unity
has been established and men ’s minds fo cused on
the broader horizons of a bigger nation , all
these present problems will be dwarfed into insig-
nificance as we forge ahead , united and free to
higher goals which Malaysia ’s enormous human and
natural resources make possible for all of us.

Lee Kuan Yew , 1963 1

The Political Spectrum
in Singapore

At the time of merger , the political spectra of

Malaya and Singapore had several common political group-

ings but the emphasis was different in each. That of

Singapore was most heavily weighted on the left , des3ite

the PAP ’ s shift toward center ; that of Malaya was

strongly rightist. At the extreme left in Singapore

was the MC?, which because it was an illegal crgar .iza—

t~on, served orimarily as a point of reference . Beca~~ e

most of its membership was Chinese , the ~1CP was unavoid-

ab ly  identified as a communal party . The strongest

legal party on the left, the Barisan Soc~ ai~.s, nad also

~~uoted from l9’5 3 letter to Tunku Abdul Rahman.

~arvey Stockw~ n , “A House Divided ,” FEER, 4 March U65,
? . 37 1.
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~dent~ f~ ed ~tse1f by ~ts statements on merger as a

Chinese communal party. it had strong connections to

the MCP through its leadership and ~~o ties with Chinese

schoo ls , Nanyang ~Jniversity , and the radical Labor

unions. Both Lee and the Tunku repeated1~ described the

Barisan as a Communist front organization. Lastly, Orig

Eng Guan ’ s UPP remained important only insofar as it had

retained one seat in the Assembly, based upon Ong ’ s

victory in h~ s all-Chinese constituency and upon this

potential continued appeal to that electorate .

The PA? declared itself to be non-communal, a

claim which had gained more substance •ir. the 1963 gen-

eral elections , with PA? victories in three Malay

dominated constituencies. Ideologically , the ?arty was

left of center in ~ts espousal of democratic socialism ,

but the socialist goals of more equal distribution of

wealth were not allowed to ~nte; fere with the pragmatic

need to use cap it a l i s t  methods and i nst i t u t i o n s  to bring

about economic deve1o~ ment . Three years before , Lee had

stated that PAP policies were evol1ed out of ~ts own

exoeriences of struggle under local conditions, not out

of doctrinaire or:nciple , and that the part1 wculd

cont:nue to be guided by princ:~ les evolved :n the

“:4alayan revolutionary situation. “~~~ For Lee and h~ s

2Lee , The Socialist So1~ tion, o. Ii.
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party, ideology was a tool , not a mold within which

their actions were to be constricted .

The only party on the r ight  in Singapore was the

tiny Singapore Alliance (SA) , an umbrella organization

containing two communally-oriented parties arid one that

was not. The non-communal group was the Singapore

People ’ s Alliance (Lim Yew Hock ’ s party) , and the

communal comoonents were the Singapore branches of the

UMNO and the MCA . The UM~O’ s first interests were the

condition and progress of the Malays , while the MCA

aspired to be the most important representative of the

Chinese of Malaysia. All were right-wing but the SPA

was slightly more conservative than the UMNO and MCA .

The Political Soectrurn
in Malaya

On the mainland , a similar spectrum existed .

There too , the extreme left was marked by the illegal

and mostly Ch~nese MC?. The 1eg~ t~maze Left-w:ng party

was the Socialist Front (SF) , an aggregation of the

Labour Party, the Party Rakyat and the tiny National

Conventior. Party (NCP). The Labour Party was essen—

t~ ally non—communal , while the other two were

Malay-oriented ; socialism rather than communalism

brought them intO alliance. Nevertheless , racial con-

siderations prevented their ~omp 1ete :ntegraticn and
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enabled each party to react more freel y to communal

3issues.

The central port:cn of the political spectr~~

which was occup ied in S~ngapcre by the PAP had no analog

on the mainland . Thus there was a cons~ derab1e d:stance

to the moderately right—of—center position of the

Alliance Party which represented the inter-communal

ideals of its three constituent parties and provided

them w:th essential support . Exist:ng only at different

coordinating levels, the Alliance was made u~ of dele-

gates from the three member parties , the UM~ O , the MCA

and the Malayan Indian Congress (MIC) .4 These parties

were comp letely communa l ~n nature and essentially non-

~deolog:cal in. philosophy .

The largest party in Malaya was the UMNO which

had been formed in 1946 to protect the privileged status

of Ma lays  and the powers of Malay  ru le r s  th rea tened  by

the 3r:t~ sh plan for a Malayan Union. The Union scheme

also ProDosed to 1~ beralize c:tizensh~ p roles, thereby

enabling a ma;or~ ty of non— .Malays to become citizens ,

which would ha ’e l e f t  the Malays outnumbered , particu-

larly by the Chinese . The UMNO was able to arouse

enough Malay sentiment to cause the Malayan Union to be

3
Ratnam and Mim e, Elections of 1964, p. 43.

4 i bj d . ,  p .  31.
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abandoned , and to bring about a Federation of Malaya

Agreement which protected Malay special privileges and

restricted citizenshp eligibility for non-Malays. These

remained as central interests of the party even after

the decision to form the Alliance with the MCI in l952.~

The MCA of Malaya was created in 1948 by promin-

ent (and wealthy) members of the Malayan Chinese

community to be the equivalent of the UMNO . Its first

president was Tan Cheng Lock, father of Tan Siew Sin.

The objectives of the party were to both “promote and

maintain inter—racial harmony in Malaya ,” and to work to

secure justice for the Chinese community in Malaya .

Such ambivalence invited criticism both from within and

without the Chinese community , even after the Alliance

with  the UMNO was established in 1952. The partnership

started as an ad hoc arrangement between the MCI and

UMNO during the Kuala Lumpur m u n i c i p a l  e le c t i on s  to put

up MCI candidates in predominantly Ch:nese const:tuen-

cies , and UMNO men where Malays were most numero’~s.
6

By 1963 the MCI had suffered internal divis~.ons and

defections due to its unwillingness to push Chinese

communal issues to the very end , and had gained the

Dlbid., pp. 31—32 .

6Margaret Roff, “The Malayan Ch inese Assoc ia-
tion , 1948—65 ,” Journal of Southeast Asian History 6

~September 1965) :41—42.
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image of being cautious , right-wing , middle—class and

capitalist. In Chinese—dominated constituencies , the

MCA was generally suffering defeat by Left-wing parties ,

which called into question its claim to speak for the

Chinese of Malaya. 7

The MIC was formed in 194 6 to represent  Indian

interests in Malaya , and became a part of the Alliance

in 1955 . Its membership in the All iance was of more

importance to Indian candidates , through the Chinese and

Malay support Indian candidates could gain , than for the

reverse.8 Beyond historical interest , however , the MIC

had little bearing upon the events of this thesis.

The most extreme communal party in Malaya was

the Pan—Malayan Islamic Party (PMIP) whose appeal was

mainly religious in the rural under-developed and mostly

Malay states of northern and eastern Malaya. The PMIP

emphasized the claim that Malays were “ sons of the so il ”

and that the government should devote more energies to

promoting their welfare , and it advocated a more equi-

table division of wealth in a mariner claimed to be

prescribed in the Koran . The PMIP was the only effec-

tive alternative to Rahman ’ s UMN O , and its ou tlook was

attractive especailly to those Malays preoccupied with

7ibid ., p . 53.
8Ratnam and Milne, Elections of 1964, o. 40.
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religion and who held to a communally exclusive form of

nationalism .9 The extremists within the UMNO did not

have far to look for a way to express their dissatisfac-

tion with any of Rahman ’s policies.

Such was the political matrix of the new

Malaysia within which the principal elements were Lee

Kuan Yew and the PAP , and Rahman leading the UMNO .

Their differing perceptions of what Malaysia was to be

and of how to achieve the goal were fundamental factors

in the eventual failure of the experiment. Transforming

the situation into a triangle were the bitter personal

and polit ical d i f f e rences  between the PAP leadership

and tha t of the MCA , so that in nearly every crisis of

the twenty-three months of Malaysia , the issues were

multi—polar . This became evident nearly as soon as the

ballots for the Sir.gapore general election of 1963 were

counted .

The UMNO defea ts , which as mentioned earlier had

prompted the Tunku to describe the :4alays who voted for

the PAP as “traitors ,” so angered UMNO Publicity Direc-

tor Syed Ja ’ afar Albar that he resigned his post.

Albar, a vehement Malay communalist , then called Lee a

“100% dictator ” whom “we are prepared to fix . . . if he

continues his dictatorship when he shows up in the

9tbid ., pp. 48—51.
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Malaysian Parliament.” The Tunku , less overtly violent

in his statements but apparently under the pressure of

other UMNO leaders, reiterated his claim that the party

had been betrayed by traitors , when he and Albar visited

Singapore a few days after the election)0

Lee’s response was to express his sorrow that

pro-democratic and pro—Malaysian opponents seemed to

treat the PAP ’s re—election as the victory of a hostile

force. “We are not an enemy force. We may be political

rivals. But there is a world of difference between

political rivals and political enemies. ”11 With Malay-

sia less than a month old , the tone of the rhetoric had

been established .

Anti-Communist Operations

Having previously defined political enemies as

those who rejected the democratic system for Communism ,

Lee promptly acted to remove some within Singapore . The

f i r s t  target was the millionaire rubber merchant and

founder of Nanyang University , Tan Lark Sye . Tan ’s

citizenship was revoked because he allegedly “actively

and persistently collaborated with an active anti-

national group of Communists in Nanyang University .”

10Josey, “Lee Angers Tunku ,” 
~~~~
. 56; and this

thesis, pp. 198—99.

~~Josey, “Lee Angers Tunku, ” p. 56.

___________
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Tan was accused of s igning statements by these Commun-

ists , who were s tanding as Barisan candidates ,

denouncing the government. Such intervention in the

elections could not be allowed to jeopardize the peace

and prosperity of Singapore.12

On 27 September, police acting on orders of the

Central Government arrested more than twenty Nanyang

students, including a graduate who had opposed Lee

during the election. The arrests were termed necessary

to disrupt “Communist-directed subversive activity, ”

and were approved by the PA? Government so long as they

were aimed at Communists out to exploit Chinese educa-

tion for Communist er.ds.13

Lee, to help “re—establish confidence between the

Singapore and Central Government,” announced he was

going to give the PLEN (the Communist emissary with whom.

he conferred during 1961) two weeks to leave Malaysia ,

after which he would identify him to the Central Govern-

ment.14 In further actions against the Singapore Left ,

five Associations were dissolved under the provisions of

the Societies Ordinance, on grounds that their subver-

sive and Communist activities were incompatible with

13 Ibid., ~p. 56—57.
il lbid p. 57.

-_ _
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their stated object ives. 15 All  f ive  also represented

centers of Barisan strength.

The following thirty days saw a succession of

events designed to reduce the power of the MCP and its

f ron t  organizat ions.  On 3 October , Nanyang students

began a three day boycott of classes to protest con-

tinued detention of those arrested earlier. They were

augmente’d by thousands of Singapore Association of Trade

Unions (SITU) members. Barisan spokesmen arid publica-

tions began a series of tirades against Malaysia ,

denounced “brutalities” inflicted upon students , and

criticized the lack of press freedom in “semi—fasc ist”

Singapore. On 6 October , the SITU threatened a “ mass

action ” if the Singapore government did not release

frozen funds of three SITU affiliates, and cancel p lans

to dissolve seven majo r  SITU unions .  The government

refused to be intimidated , and appealed to workers and

students not to become tools of the Communists. A strike

against nearly 100 companies on 8 October -dissoLved in

chaos , and many unions began to disassocia te  f rom the

15”Lee Strikes Again ,” FEER, 24 October 1~ 63 ,
pp. 182-83. The five were the Singapore Rura  Residents’
Associ-tt~ on , the Singapore Country ?eople ’ s Assoc iation ,
tne Singapore Hawkers ’ Union , the Singapore :tinerant
Hawkers ’ and Stallholders ’ Association and the Associa-
tion of Singapore Hawkers. The first two were said to
have been recruiting and t r a i n i n g  centers  fo r  Communist
cadres in the rural areas .

_ _  -.~~~~ 
- -

~~---~~~~~
-. 

-
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SITU. Malaysian and Singapore security forces arrested

many SITU leaders , including three Barisan Assemblymen,

while two other Assemb lymen and ten SAT tJ leaders dis-

appeared . By 9 October the strike was broken , unions

were disaffiliating from the SITU in increasing numbers ,

and Nanyarig University and Chinese Middle School

students had been plac ed on notice by the Federation

Minister of Security that the government would no longer

tolerate student participation in Communist-related

act ivi t ies .  With  the 31 October dissolut ion of the

seven major SATU unions, the PAP-oriented National Trade

Union Congress (NTUC ) gained nearly a score of the

smaller SITU unions. Thus, ~‘ithin six weeks after the

creation of Malaysia , the major Communist front organiza-

tions in labor , education , and the Bar isan had all been

brought under strict control.16

Anti-Communist activities slowed after this

point . There was some thought that the PA? might not

look with favor upon such massive Central Government

security operat ions  wi th in  Singapore , and the cool rela-

tions between Lee and the Tunku remaining from the

election and declaration of independence, were also a

M . van der Kroef , Communism in Malays:a
and Singapore: A Contemporary Surve y (The Hague :
Martinus Nijhoff , 1967) , po. 70—71.
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factor . Not until after the April 1964 Malaysian

general elections were they resumed at a high level.

Konfrontasi and Singapore

External opposition to Malaysia , in the form of

Indonesian Konfrontasi, underwent a mutation during this

period . Having fa i led to prevent the creation of Malay-

sia by diplomatic opposit ion to the concept , Sukarno ’ s

government declared on 25 September that it would fight

and “crush ” the new country. His methods were to

include border raids on Sarawak by Indonesian-based

guerrillas, Indonesian naval harassment of Malayar. fish-

ing boats to prevent smuggling between Sumatra and

Malays ian  ports , and a November regulation banning all

trade with Malaysia .17 The sharply incr eased defense

expenditures for Malaysia were a financial burden which

restricted programs in other areas ,  and the decrease in

trade was especially felt in the port cities of

Singapore and Penang.

By December as a result of what Lee termed “a

battle for . . . our survival as a separate entity ,”

Singapore income was down by 3~ 7%~~18 He predicted that

by February or March o~ 196 5 , total cargo handled ~n

17lgung , Indonesian Foreign Policy, ~o. 490—i l.

18 osey, Lee Kuan Yew, p. 139.
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Port of Singapore by Harbour Board workers would be off

by 15% , and suggested that the new states of Sabah and

Sarawak sell their copra, rattan and crude rubber

directly to Singapore.19 To protect both work ers  who

lost their jobs as a result of Konfrontasi , and busi-

nesses who were a f f e c ted , two programs were instituted.

In October , a Department of Economic Defense was

established to respond to the possibly 8,500 workers who

would be out of work. Such unemployed persons wculd be

retained in their positions and receive two—thirds of

their normal pay , one-half to be payed by the employer

and the rest by the government. Workers would be

encouraged and helped to move into other jobs , retra in-

ing f o r  wh ich woul d be unde~~ ritten by the government.~~
0

The Role of the Economic
Development Board

Measures proposed to aid businesses reflected

the PAP government ’s interest in ccnt~.nued business

crowth and ~ncreased ~ndustrializat~ or.. There were

three aspects to the plan . First , the Ec.onomic Develop-

ment Board (EDB) would encourage equity participation by

business ~n large industrial enterprises p anned by the

19lnthony Oei, “?ath to Perth ,” FEES, 3 December
1)63, p. 498.

20lnthony Oei , “Goh Confronted ,” FEER, 24
October 1963 , p . 133. 

-
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EDB . Second , the EDB would provide technlc3l and nana-

gerial assistance to businesses which would invest money

and management in small and medium enterprises. Third ,

businessmen would be encouraged to pool their resources

and form industrial investment companies to carry out

their own equity participation in industrial ventures.21

By such methods the effects of Konfror.tasi would be

reduced , and the ecor.omic base expanded so that Singapore

was not so dependent upon the entrepot sector of the

economy . Both of these programs were put into opera-

tion , and proved quite effective , probably aiding in the

case of the first one by the fact that unemployment

never rose to the levels predicted.

Lee reported to the Singapore Assembly on

Indonesian activities in Singapore designed to disrupt

economic activities and cause alarm by terrorism .

Stating that three Indonesian commercial organizations

had been used as intelligence and financial covers , he

went on to report that guerrillas and inf: trators were

being trained in the Rhio Islands , just a few miles

from Singapore. he called upon the publ. -: to report to

the oolice any suspicious movements of persons or

2111ex Josey, “Singapore Confronted ,” FEER,
26 December 1)63 , 

~~~
. 6 3 3 .
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vehicles.22 Events in the ensuing eighteen months were

to prove that Indonesian infiltrators found no welcome -

even in the completely Malay areas of Singapore .

At the o~ ening meeting of the Assembly, Lee

spoke both of the external threat to Singapore and of

the internal situation. Reminding the members that the

PAP was dedicated to democratic socialism and a more

equal society through a process of “levelling up rather

than . . . down , ” he warned that the Barisan ar.d ommun-

ist— frcnt organizations st~ l1 represented a threat to

these goals. To ensure the continuation of the demo-

cratic system , he said there had to be an “honest and

effective government that produces results ,” and

maintained contacts with the masses of the people. He

promised to create w:th~ n the next five years a special

department within the Prime Minister ’ s office to build

up grass—roots organizations “in every village .

street . . . and commun~ tY.”
23

Lee and the PAP
on the Mainland

In his first speech before the Ma ays~ an ?ariia—

merit , Lee criticized the proposed Federal Budget

oresented 5’, Finance Minister Tar. Siew Sin ~s be~ ng

22
~osey, Lee ~<uan few, 

~~~
. 190.

- Ibid., co. 137—38.
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inadequate to bring about rap id and v~ s~ ble improvements

in the cond i t ion s  of the “ h a v e — r i o t s ” in the urban and

rura l  areas .  This  was necessary to insure a continued

“tolerant and reasonable leadership of the rural Malay

pcp :lat~ on ,” which was unlikely without “social change

to create a more equitable society, where rewards are

based on per formance and ef f o r t, and not on property and

rent. . ,,24 
Such criticisms of the social insensi-

t~ v~ ty of Tan ’ s fisca policies , and the emphasis upon

the urgent need for the socialist methods in Malaysia

were to become part of nearly every speech by Lee . Tan

and the MCI were very conscious of the PAP ’ s desire to

become the major Chinese party on the mainland. All

Alliance parties , but especially the UMNO , looked with

disfavor upon Lee ’s analy sis of Ma1avs~ a.~ soclety in

terms of economic classes rather than communal group-

ings. He had , ~n fact , postulated the PAP ’ s role to be

t nat of forerunner of a new order  where  appea l s  to the

e’ectorate coulo be mace across conmun a~ _ines.

The ~‘uest~ cn of the exact role that Lee and the

PA? ~ntended no p lay ~n Malaysia  increas~ ngly  bedev:led

ma:nlar.d poL~ t:c:ans. Statements made at f~ ffer ent

~p. 192— 93.

25Lee ~uan Yew , Ma1ays~ a Comes of Age
(Singapore : M~ n~ snry of Culture , 1963), p. 3.
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times were contradictory , but the overall impression was

that the PAP intended , as stated by Lee at the party ’s

inaugural meeting , to move into the mainland states. In

September , Lee intimated that the PA? would riot contest

the 1964 parliamentary elections , say ing “we want to

show the MCI that even if the PAP keeps out of the elec-

tions on the mainland , the MCI will still lose.” 26 The

implications of this statement were offset by Lee ’s

orooosal that the PA? be given twO oornfolios ~n the

new Ma1ays~ ai’. Cabinet , to wn~ ch Tan replied that this

would or.ly be poss~b1e ~f the MCI left the Alliance ,

somethinc for which Rahirtan was not orenared.

In January , S. Ra~ aratnan said that the PA? had

to start operating as a ~a n — M a l a y s~~an pa r ty  to hel~

build a prosperous , independent and peaceful Malaysia ,

another intimation of PAP ex~ansion intentions.
2
~ The

situation was ra~ idly developing in which ali of the

par t ies  ~er s~~sted :n reading h idden  mean ings  :nno ever~’

statement and action. It was as :f ?.ab.man and the

Alliance hnd found that , ~n taking Singapore ~nto

Malaysia to keep 6ut the MC? t~ ger, they had managed to

lock the fox ~n with the chickens. Furthermore , the

fox ocked 1~ ke ~t might ~row to be a wolf.

26Ratnam and Milne , Elections of 1964, 3. 24.

-
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Lee ’ s status as something more than mere y the

Prime Minister of a constituent state of Malaysia was

augmented during January and February of 1965. At his

suggestion and with Rahman ’ s “grudging ’ approval ,28 a

twenty-five man “Truth Mission ” toured seventeen African

capitals from 20 January until 26 February. With Lee at

its head , the group ’s purpose was to help newly-emergent

nations to know and understand Malaysia for what it was

in order to combat claims that Malaysia was a nec-

colonialist plot to encircle Indonesia. The presence

of British forces had been cited as evidence for this

intent; Lee asked “how are we, a small nation , to settle

a confrontation between unequal Asian forces with a

bigger nei ghbour?” 29 The t r i p  was highly successful ,

Lee having gained an a t t en t i ve  hear ing  among A f r i c a n

leaders , and having enhanced his own reputation as a

nat iona l  and i n t e rna t i ona l  statesman (a r e su l t  f e l t  by

many Al l iance  leaders to be the p r i m a ry  ob 2 e ct iv e )

Ucon h~ s re turn , Rahman ~nv~ ted Lee to head a sim~ 1ar

mission to Washington and New Y o r k .  The inv~ ta:~ on was

28 Wi ll a rd  A. Hanna , ‘The Importance or Being
A f r o — A s i a n :  Ma lays i a  Feels ?ressures Toward Ideology ,”
American Universities Field Staff Reports, Southeast
Asia Series , vol. 12 no. 11 (New York: American
Universities Field Staff , 1964) , p. 11.

19
- Anthony Oei , “off to Africa ,” FEER, 6 February

1)64, 
~~~
. 294.
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withdrawn within hours of a political bombshell exploded

by PAP chairman Toh Chin Chye on 1 March 1965 .

The Pap Enters 1964 Federal
Elections

Toh announced that the CEC had decided “as a

non—communal Malaysian par ty ” to play a “token ” part in

the 1964 elections to be held on 25 April. In this

decision to test the PAP ’ s strength as a natio :~a1 party

in Malaysia , Lee was accused of having broken the p ledge

he made in his September statement . The i n t e n t  of that

campaign rhetoric was , however , more probably to deline-

ate the PAP ’s position of continued support for the UMNO

government under Rahman , even while  s t r iv ing  to convince

Chinese in Malaya that the PAP was more suited to

represent their interests than was the MCI. The hope was

that Rahman would be persuaded to drop his support of

the MCI in favor of the PAP .

Only nine candidates were eventually entered in

races for House of Representatives seats , none of whom

opposed UMNO candidates. All were in urbar . areas (five

in Kuala  Lu~ pur , and one each in Penang , Serernban ,

Malacca and Johore) , against MCI candidates. According

to Lee , the reason for entering so few candidates was

the Ma1ays~ an political s~ tuaticn ~n which anyone

appearing to be trying to take over 4alay po1~ ti:al
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leadersh ip woul d arouse communal susp icions tha t could

lead to the nation ’s collapse. A massive intervent ion

coul d have been perceived by rur al Malays as a Chinese

threat to the UMNO . This might have encouraged extrem-

ists to generate fea r s  that the concept of Malaysia

endangered the Malay position, and that the town Chinese

were trying to seize power. 0

There were also some practical reasons which

possibly had bearing upon the extent of the ?A? effort.

In the seven weeks from Toh ’s announcement until elec-

tion day , the PA? had to be registered in Malaya , party

branches established , candidates nominated , and campaign

machinery created. Only three branches were set up, in

Kuala  Lumpur , ?enang and Seremban , and a team of thirty

key men from PAP headquarters in Singapore led by S.

Rajaratnam was to determine election strategy and set up

campaign mach inery . Another group of four , led by Toh

Chin Chye , set out to find likely cand~dates
3 (under

the terms of the Malaysia Agreement , Singa~cre c~ t~ zens

were not eligible to run for seats on the mainland) 32

30Lee Kuan Yew , The Winds of Change (Singapore:
Ministry of Culture , 1964) , pp. 15, 36.

31Nancy McHenry F etcher , The Separation of
Singapore from Malaysia (Ithaca, NY : Cornell University
Press , 1969) , p. 36.

32 Great  Br~ ta~n , Colon ial Office , Cmnd. 2094 ,
-July 1)63 , “Malaysia: Agreement concluded between the
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The election manifesto of the PAP , publicized on

20 March , stated the aims of the party : to assist in

the “building of a united democratic and socialist

Malaysia . . . and to ensure that the Socialist Front

does not benefit from substantial protest votes against

the MCI.” 33 Further, the PAP was running in the urban

areas “because of the ineffectiveness of the MCI,” and

its task was to “ ensure that the protest votes in the

urban areas do not become votes against Malaysia and for

Soekarno (sic)

Lee, as the most prominent spokesman for the

PAP , made a series of speeches setting forth the major

themes of the campaign . Generally , these speeches were

repeated by Lee in at least one other language. In all

of them , Lee stressed his belief in and support for the

continued leadership of the UMNO , under Rahinan and Tun

Abdul Razak . Usually this was followed by an indictment

of MCI and a warning of the danger of voting for the

Socialist Front as a protest agains t  the MCI . He

pointed out the need for fundamental social and economic

changes in Malaysia to narrow the gap between the urban

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern :reland ,
the Federation of Malaya , North Borneo , Sarawak and
Singapore ,” art. 31.

3.,
‘
~Josey, Lee Kuan Yew, p. 198.

~~?ang , Singapore ’ s People ’ s Action Party ,  p. 19.
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and rural populations , often in the process stingingly

criticizing the economic policies of the Finance

Ministry under Tan Siew Sin. In all of the speeches,

Lee cited the dangers posed by Konf ron tasi  to the very

survival of Malaysia , and the need to choose candidates

who would work to promote Malaysia ’ s best interests . 30

Nine of these were PAP candidates.

The last proved to be the central, predominant

issue of the campaign from the very beginning for both

the Alliance and the PAP . The other pa r t i e s ,  espec ia l ly

the SF , were forced to concentrate their energies on

refuting the charges of disloyalty made against them .

Both the SF and the PMI? were accused of receivin g

Indonesian money for their campaigns and of otherwise

being in complicity with Indonesia.36 The PAP urged

voters to choose the PA? over the SF as a way of showing

their d i s sa t i s fac t ion  with the MCI, their opposition to

Konfrontasi , and loyalty to Malaysia .

3OThes speeches are valuable for their quite
specific criticisms of the MCI and its leaders , the
Socialist Front, and PAP proposals for changes in the
economic and social structure of Malaysia. They pre-
sent the PAP ’s case for its incorporation into the
Malaysian government and make it apparent how the PAP
could have come to be seen as a threat by many different
elements in the Malaysian political and social spectra.
See Lee , The Winds of Change.

36Ratnam and Milne , Elections of 1964, pp. 111-
18.

- ___  - - .  - — —- 
~
--— . - .- -
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In choosing this approach , the PAP played into

the hands of the Alliance. The All iance said that the

voters could best show their loyalty by supporting the

candidates of the incumbent party ; i .e . ,  the Alliance ,

and Rahman made a personal statement of support for the

MCI as a valuable partner in the Alliance. Tan Siew Sin

and Syed Ja ’afar Albar led the Alliance campaign against

the PAP , Tan taking the line that it was a question of

whether the PAP or the MCA was to represent the Chinese

in Malays i a .  Albar maintained tha t  the PAP was out to

destroy all three Alliance parties , and made many

statements  concerning the dire s ta tus  of the Malays in

Singapore, foreshadowing his role as communalist

37agitator in the months to come .

When the votes were counted , only one PAP cand i-

da te , C. V . Devan Nair, had won. A well-known trade

unionis t  of Indian descent , N air  won in a heav i ly -

Indian constituency . In the other eight races , the

losses were apparently due to the PAP ’ s inadequate

organ iza t ion ,  candidates not f ami l i a r  to the  vo te rs ,  and

its confus ing  campaign technique of expressing support

for the UMNO while opposing the MCI . 38 The MCI, while

Dp . 139—52; Fletcher , Separation,
p p .  32-39; and Osborne , Singa~cre and Malaysia, pp. 73-
85.

38Fletcher , Separation, p . 39.
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it may have been losing some Chinese support , still

remained powerful especially with the Tunku ’ s personal

endorsement, and in some of the contests the votes had

been split between the PAP and SF , allowing the MCI to

w:n .

The defeat marked the end of attempts by Lee

and the PAP to become part of the ruling elements of the

Central Government. The relationship on both sides from

this point on was character ized by increasing opposit ion

arid antagonism , foreshadowing the eventual disintegra-

tion of Malaysia .  Lee ’ s opposit ion rernair.ed

constructive , and his speeches continued to reflect

optimism about Malaysia ’ s prospects for  success , if

certain basic problems could be solved. Unfortunately,

he sometimes seemed unable to realize that the “right-

ness” of his proposals might not be as self-evident to

others as it was to him , and that the Tunku and other

Alliance leaders suffered from cor.straints imDcsed by

their backgrounds , philoscphies and political situations

which made other ways appear to be the best.

Malay Rights in Singapore

Having failed in his attempt to expand the PAP

into the mainland , Lee now experienced the reverse

s~ tuation as the UMNO moved to extend its strength in

S~ ngapore, particularly over the issue of Malay rights.
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Leading the UMNO efforts to expand the statutory special

rights of Malays in Singapore was Ja ’afar Albar , whose

efforts were aided and abetted by the Malay press,

especially the majo r  d a i l y ,  Utusan Melavu . 39

Though they were not guaranteed the special

rights of Malays on the mainland, Singapore Malays

probably expected that their position would improve

through association , after Malaysia was formed . This

39The Constitution of Malaysia of 1957 contained
specif ic  reserved r ights  to insure  that  the special
rights of Malaya within their own country would be pro-
tected . Article 153 required the Head of State to
safeguard those rights , and the legitimate interest of
the other communities. It mandated that an appropriate
propor tion of fe deral public serv~ce positions , educa-
tional opportunities and trade or business permits and
licenses be reserved for Malays. Article 89 continued
the historical practice of land reservations for the
specific use of Malaya , confirming existing reservations
and establishing procedures for  new ones.  These were to
protect rural Malays against economic exploitation and
to promote rural development.  (Ar t ic le  39 also tended to
promote cultural conservatism , enabling Malays to con-
tinue their traditional ways of life.) See Great Britain ,
Statutory Instruments , The Federation of Malaya Inde-
pendence Order in Council, 1957, 5 ~ 6 Eliz. 2 , articles
133 , 8 9 .

The Malaysia Act specifically excluded Singpore
f rom these ~r ov isions .  See , Malaysia, “Agreement ,” art.
68.  However , the preamble to the Singapore Constitution
stated that it would be the deliberate policy of the
Singapore Government to recognize the special pcsit~ onof the Malays as the indigenous people of the island and
those most in need of assistance . The Government there-
fore had the responsib~ 1ity to protect , sageguard and
promote the interests of Malays and the ~4alay language.
See George W . Keeton , gen. ed., The British Common-
we~ 1tn: The Development of its Laws and Constitutions,
14 vol.;. (London: Stevens and Sons , 1351) , vo l .  9:
Malaya and Singapore, The Borneo Terr:tories, ed. 1. A.
Sheridan , p .  111.
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had not come about by mid—1964 , and d is rupt ions  of

Malay society by Singapore Government urban renewal and

development of the Jurong Industrial Estate , coupled

with increased job competition brought about by the

e f f e cts of Konfron tas i had heightened discontent  among

the Malays . Malays objected to being forced to relocate

from their traditional semi—rural villages of individual

houses into government-built apartment blocks where some

were unable to pay the rents (although the Singapore

Government had a rent  subsidy program )

Utusan Melayu harped on the depressed state of

the Malays in Singapore , claiming that they were being

persecuted by Lee in a “social revolution for the

de~ truct~ on of our r ace .”4° The UMNO , most often

through the voice of Albar , charged that the Singapore

Government was de l ibera te ly  expel l ing Malaya  f rom the

city. This referred to relocation of some 200 Malay

fami1~ es, among a total of 2 ,300, from the Crawford area

of the c~ ty to enable urban redevelopment to proceed .

Radio Indonesia also broadcast accusations echoing these

views.41 The Government replied that its projects were

designed to help the most dilapidated areas, that rent

~
0Leifer , “Singapore ~n Malaysia , ” pp. ~3-66.

41Josey, Lee <uan Yew, o. 208.

- -r
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subsidies were being considered for those unable to pay

for  apartments , arid that Singapore ’ s land shortage

necessitated construction of apartment blocks. Unfortu-

nately, the explanations were insu f f icient to dispel the

discontent , par t i cu la r ly  as exacerbated by Albar and the

Malay press.

Consequently,  the Singapore Min i s t e r  for  Social

A f f a i r s  inv i ted  representa t ives  of some 103 Malay

cul tural , social , sport and other n o n — p o l i ti c a l  associa-

tions , as well as Malay local leaders , to a 19 July

meeting . There the problems of the Malaya  would be

discussed with government officials. No publicity was

given to the meeting , but a week later the Singapore

tJMNO found out about ~t and issued a counter invitation

to a meeting of its own on 12 July.

At this meeting , with numerous o f f i c i a l s  f rom

the L’MNO on the mainland in attendance , a twenty-three—

man Singapore Malay N at~ ona1 Action Committ ee (SMNAC )

was formed. The SMNAC was ostensibly to be the body

through which the Malay community .~cul i spea~c. ~~ or.g

its members were several who had been identified w:th

recruit.mer .t of ndcnes~ an agent s on the ma~n1and ,

according to Lee and o t h e r s .  The main  speaker at the

meeting was Albar , who r e f e r r ed  to the Long h i st ory  of

‘o~ oression of Singapore Malaya ,  and boasted “ I f  we ar e
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united , no force can break us. Not even a thousand Lee

Kuan Yews .” 42

The day before the Government-sponsored meeting ,

Lee warned of the dangers of Malay chauvinism , saying

that it was equally as dangerous as Chinese chauvonism .

Everyone “must be prepared to fight both extremes , or

Malaysia wi l l  per i sh .  The concept of Malaysia was con-

ceoved as a Malays ian  na t ion  not as a Malay

nation. . . . “~~~~~~ The concept of “Malaysian Malaysia ”

was to reappear in nearly every speech made by Lee on

the following year , its sheer repetotion an :ndo:ato on

of the growing gulf between his concept -of Mala’zsoa and

that of Rahman, and more omportantlv , of one ~iore

extreme elements in the UMNO .

To the nearly one thousand Ma ays ~aonered on

;ictor :a Ha l l , Lee presented his view of the s:tuatoor.

on Son;apore , and the role of the Mala s. ~-~c PAP

menicers, as suco , were present; Lee saoi ona: thos was to

ma~ e clear th at  any  ~ c L o - v  r e s ui t on - ;  f r o m  tne  ne et on c

was t n a t  o: tne ~cvernmer .t a_ or .e . de st at ec  tha t  one

of the problem was the undenoable une~ ua1 develoc—

meno between the Malaya and ncr.-Malays , and that the

~overnment had the re~~onsobolo:y to work to remc’re

Fletcner , Se~ aratoon , ?P. 41-42.

33_ .

~osey, Lee ~<uan few, ~~~. .08.

____ --
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that imbalance. The Government must , however , balance

all interests, both the special ones of the Malaya and

those of the rest of Singapore. To solve the problem of

unequal development , Lee saod three areas must be

addressed ; education , employment and housing . With

expanded education , better employment would be possible.

Because Singapore ’s limited area forced development of

housing blocks , Lee hoped that the Malavs would be able

to overcome theor desire for theor tradotoor.a vollages.

in closing , Lee warned that there were many, both Malay

and Indonesian , who were working to break up Malaysia

and divide Malays and Chinese.44

Communal Violence in Songapore

The next day , leaflets appeared in Singapore

under the name of the SMNAC claom~ng tha t  the Chonese on

Singapore had a p lan to k i l l  the Malaya. Thel: message

ended by saying  ‘before  Malay blood flows in Songacore ,

Os be~ o to flood the state with Chonese blood . ‘~~~~~~~ 3-n

the f~ ilow:nc fay, furong a carade celebratonc The

Pr-ochet ’ s birthday , communal v:o er.ce between Mala1s and

Chonese broke out. The violence co r . : in oe - f  a: varying

evels  for nearl y a week , resuiton : on twen :~~— t wo

44_ .
_ood., 

~
p. 20~ — 10.

451.oefer, ‘Singapore on Ma. av;:o , ’ 
~~~. ~4.
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fatalities and nearly 500 onjur o~ s. On 26 J ’:ly, Lee

reported that order had been restored , and appealed to

the people to get on woth their work on peace and amity ,

and to squash all talk of communal hatred and revenge.46

The “Truc e”

An attempt to defuse the communal time bomb was

made during iatC September and early October. Talks had

beer. underway sonce the July riots concerning ways to

avood cc.~.munal issues. In the first two weeks of

Cctober , L~ e disappeared from Singacore. When he

returned to Songaoore on 17 October , he said he had been

on the Cameron ~o;hlands of Malaya , recoverong from

inflienza. Dorong hos absence , he and the Tunku had

ccr.fe:red and reached an agreement ‘to avood sensitove

ossues. ” The PAP had also agreed not to expand ots

activotoes by its branches alread y established in

Malaya .4’ This “ truce ” was su~ posed to last for two

years.

This was onl y shortly a f t e r  Rahman had made a

speech on Singapore attackong the PA? for entering the

mainlar .c electoons , and savong “ there ’ s an undercurrent

to contest my leadership of the Ma avs:an cecole by

4
~ 3osev , Lee Kuan Yew, c. 211.

47Fletcher , SeDaratoor. , p . 45.
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tryong to make out that am leader of the Malays

only .” 48 As a result o~ the “ truce ,” Lee chose not to

make a reply to this speech.

It soon became apcarent that each side had

-differing inter~ retations of what ccn~t:tuted “ sensitove

issues.” In late October , in remarks made at the open-

ing of f ive new Singapore UMNO branches , the speaker

(then-Minoater of Agriculture and Cocceratoves Khir

Joharo) said that the SA was in tn e process of a major

reorganization so that it could win the next Singapore

election. Toh Chin Chye responded that the remarks dod

not accord woth the truce, whoch was deso;ned to con-

solidate national solidaroty by esche’~inc party polotocs

for two years. Johari knew nothong of the truce, and

omplied that the PA? was afraid of Alliance rovalr~~.

Rahman then stated that the truce was only on respect to

communal ossues , and did not mean that the SA could not

be reorganozed to be more effectove . Toh’ s resconse was

no accuse Joharo of voolatong the scoro: ~f the agree-

ment , and shortly after to announce tne PA? was to soon

be reorganozed on the mainland.4 Once agaon the

~rcb1em of onteroretatior . of statements had exacerbated

48Leofer , “Songapore or. Malaysoa,” pp. 6~ — 47 .

~~FLetcher , Se~ aratoon, cc. 45—46.
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rather than mitigated the difficulties between the PAP

and the tJMNO .

Lee Travels to London
and Sweden

Such suspicions had afflicted those on tne

Centra l  Government during Lee ’s trip to the Socialist

International , and to London just after. It was felt

that Lee was atnemctong to make deals woth Britosh

Leaders , and appealing to British loberal sentiment on

order to get Brotish aid in gaining PA? representation

in the cabinet. Rahman warned that any attempt to try

to force one sode to gove up its place on favor of the

other was bound to meet with trouble.~~° Whole this was

apparently not the case , Lee certainl y used the

opportunities afforded by the Socialist Conference and

audiences in London to air his views on socialism and

the onternal and internatoonal relations of Malavsoa.

a speech which foreshadowed the foreogn

colocy of Songapore as an indacendent nato or ., .ee

saod of the new ‘ non—alogned or . . . neutral nations ’

that:

~e are ncn-alo;ned of we are asked to :hccse
between competing power blocs. We are non-
aligned ~f we are asked to choose cetween the
onterests of competing odeologoes of -C ommunosm

~
0Leofer , “Singapore on Ma..aysoa , ‘ 

~~~
. 6~~.
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or Capitalism when our own existence , our happi-
ness, and cur future is at stake .~~1

His pragmatism was further displayed a month later when

he told the Singapore Foreign Correspondents’ Associa-

tion that the dospute with Indonesia should be settled

through civil discussions. If it were not , a pattern of

Balkanization of Southeast Asia would be set with each

small na t ion  having the backing of a great power whether

it desired this or r.ot . D2

Describing the role cf democratic socialism in

the new nations , Lee pointed out that the appeal of an

equal society to Af r i can s and Asians  was so grea t  tha t

no post-colonial regime dared call itself a party of

the rog ht. Unfortunately, many of the leaders of such

states did not understand the mechanics of power and

how to exercise i t .  Only where L i v in g  standards had

been raised above the “rice line ,” and the adminostra-

tive organs of the state were effectove had democranoc

accialosm prevailed against eother the Communosts or a

move to the right; Ceylon , indoa and Sor.gapcre were

coted as examples. Lee pointed out that freedom had

of ten  been ac~uired by holding out the prospect of a

~~Lee Kuan Yew , One Hundred Years of Socoalosm
(Singapore : Ministry of Culture, 1965), p. 19.

D2Anthony Oei, “Balkanisaticn , ” FEE R,  7 November
1363 , c. 291.
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soc ialist paradise, but that the only answer to rising

expectations was, at least in the beginning , to distri-

bute poverty more equally and (the perennial, and

effective , Lee theme) more hard work to produce the

things worth distr ibu t ing .~~
3 The call for  hard work and

for an abolition of special privileges as a means of

advancement had already come out in the Malaysian

context.

He presented his view of the Malaysian situation

to students at Malays ia  Hal l  in London. Lee ’ s increas-

ing pessimism came out in his remarks . He began wi th

the statement that while Malaysia ’s formation was inevi-

table , its success was not. The problem was how to

withstand the pressures of both Indonesian Konfrcntasi

and of the selfish yearnings of the whole Malaysian

community. The Malay community set the pace for the

whole nation to come together on common ground or to

split on communal lines . Consequently, said Lee ,

“Malaysia survives or fails , dependong upon whether  we

set out to create a Malaysian  n a t i o n  or a Malay  n a t i on . ”

A Malay Malaysia , thought Lee , could only end up in the

hands of the biggest Malay choef  on the area , n~~~e1y

Sukarno .~~
4 Whole thus appearing to place tn e  onus upon

D3 Lee Kuan Yew , Sociaiosm, cp. 19-24 .

pp. 36—40.
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the Malay leadership, Lee was only recognizing the 
—

real i ty  of poli t ics on the mainland.  By publ icly allud-

ing to them , however , rather than strengthening the

moder ates among the Ma laya ,  he inflamed the extremists

even more.

Lee Analyzes the Malaysian
Situation

By late 1964 , Lee ’ s speeches showed that he had

begun to make a distinction concerning the appl ication

of socialism to Singapore and to the mainland . In

Singapore the PAP had had to work to maintain a basic

faith and conviction in its socialist ideals , where it

had been faced with a completely capitalist economy

impossible to convert to a socialist form without dis-

astrous consequences . Therefore , it had striven to

redistribute the rewards of labor through social wel-

fare, housing, educational opportunities and raising of

l iv ing  standards,  rather than basic r eo r i en t a t ion  of

the economy .~~ For the rest of Malaysoa, however , Lee

believed that there was still the opportunity and the

necessity to restructure society on a socialist basis .

The s i tua t ion  in M a l a y s i a , as he saw it , was one

of great income disparity between the urban areas and

the countryside , causing a d r o f t  of ~ob seekers to the

~~Josey , Lee Kuan Yew, c. 223.
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towns and Cities of Malay , or on to Singapore. To

resolve this problem , the only course was socialist

planning , not free enterprise . If it were not solved ,

Lee predicted a widening gap between town and country ,

and increased racial tensions because the Malay immi-

grant races divisions tended to follow the same pattern.

Ultimately, the leadership which was to solve the

problems had either to be socialist or Communist , and to

prevent the latter , the economy must be kept from going

broke .56 The proposed Malaysian budget presented to

?arliament only a few days later was not , in Lee ’ s

estimation, one which would be a start on the process he

had just outlined.

The 1965 Budget Con troversy

There were more immediate objections to the

budget, and circum stances which made Lee fear  that

Singapore was not going to get what he felt to be fair

treatment whole a part of Malaysoa . :r. order to raise

enough money to meet the demands of increased military

spending necessitated by Konfrontasi, as well as to

contonue and expand social welfare and other non—defense

cr ogram s , Tan Siew Sin proposed a number of new or

hi~ her taxes. ~ie also announced that he wanted a

5
~’Lee Kuan Yew , Some Problems in Malaysia

(Singapore: Ministry of Culture , 1964) , p~~. 25—30.
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review of the financial arrangements between Singapore

and the Central Government so that Singapore would hand

over more of its revenue (perhaps 60% rather than

40%).°’ Lee ’s responses to both were that Tan intendod

to have the poor pay pro por tiona tely more so that the

rich would not have to pay .

The tax proposals were for indirect taxes , such

as sales , payroll and turnover taxes. Lee said that

careful study of the budget had led to the conclusion

that in the majority of cases , the tax burden would be

passed on to the consumer , with no relation of the ’

burden to the capacity to pay. Rather than these , he

maintained that there should be more direct taxes; on

income , capital gains and profits .~~
8 Tan responded that

Lee was saying that taxes should fall not on Songapore

but upon the Malays.59 Harvey Stockwin of the Far

Eastern E~ oncm ic Review felt that Lee ’s criticosms of

the budget were analytical and constructive , and that

the responses to them had been rather wild and illustra—

tove of the continued prevalence of the communal point of

‘h ew in Malaysian politics.60

~~Fletcher, Seoaration, p.  17 .

~
8Josey, Lee Kuan Yew, p. 227.
59Harvey Stockwin , “Budget Politics, ” FEER, 31

December 1)64, p. 642.
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In Singapore , employers and workers protested

against the taxes , and the Malaysian Central Government

responded by banning some of the protest meetings . Such

actions caused even the conservative Straits Times to

comment that criticism of the government was resented ,

plain and fair speech condemned , and opposition to

government policies and programs apparent ly  considered
61disloyal. Lee quite bluntly asked if such a t t i tudes

on the part of the Malaysian Government would lead

ultimately to the collapse of Malaysia. He minced no

words:

By the time you cannot hold a meeting to
protest against the budget, to protest against
Government revenue proposals which will hurt  or
injure your interests, then there ’s something
wrong with the country .62

Carrying his case to the Parliament , Lee pre-

sented a detailed criticism of the trends he saw after

a year of Malaysia. He demanded to know if it was an

open society where ideas could be freely expressed , or

a closed one where the mass media fed men ’ s minds woth

a constant drone of sycophantic support for a particular

orthodox political philosophy. He poonted out that the

commission of incuory into the roots had not met , and

that even in the parliament ch~~~ er a pattern of

61Le ife r , “Singapore in Mal aysoa , ” c . 6 8.
62 osey, Lee Kuan Yew, c. 2 2 7 .
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vi tupera t ion  and abuse f rom the “ small f ry ” had emerged

to shout down unwanted discussion. 63

The budget debate marked the end of a phase in

Lee ’ s attempts to bring about a Malaysia matching his

concept. The first phase , an attempt to brong about

change through cooperation with the Tunku within the

existing political structure , climaxed with the 1964

elections. Fai lure to gain seats in that contest led

the PA? to move into a second phase, to work for change

through the role of a loyal opposition. The bitter

words and hosti le reactions to Lee ’ s criticisms of the

budget marked the transition to the third phase , in

which Lee and the PAP pursued every available means to

create a Malaysian Malaysia. Many tomes Lee ’s speeches

reflected in harsh and immoderate terms h i s  f r u s t r a t i o n

with the slow progress. The result was an ever-expand-

ing sequence of action and reaction by both sides in the

dispute whoch took the sotuation nearly out of control.

The deterioration of the relationshoc between

the Singapore and Kuala Lumpur governments was demon-

strated in the controversies over closing the Bank of

Chona on Singapore , and a dospute with 3rotaon concern-

ing texto.Le ~uotas. In both oases , disagreements over

63.~. -

~~bod ., ~p. 227—~~..
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what should be done , by whom and how escalated rapidly ,

until the original issue was lost to view .

The Bank of China Matter

Tan Siew Sin had warned in late December that

the Singapore Branch of the Bank of China would be

closed. The reasons given were that its continued

operation constituted a threat to national security , and

that the Bank served as a conduit for Communist funds to

the PAP , as well as a means fo r  the PA? to send out

funds for safe—keeping . The proposal was vigorously

opposed by S. Rajaratnam , who said that the Bank was an

asset to Singapore , and called upon the Central Govern-

ment to produce proof of its allegation .64 Lee argued

that closure mig ht affect trade with China and would

create economic hardship in Singapore. Furthermore ,

the Central Government would be breaking an understand-

ing made before merger , by which banks operating on the

new states prior to merger would be allowed to contonue ,

even though they might not satisfy the Malavan 3ankong

Ordonance which prohibited operation of banks with 50%

or more of their cap ital owned by foreogn governments .6~

64Anthony Oei , ‘Bank of Cor.tentoor.,” FE ER ,
7 January 1965 , o. 7.

65 -Fletcher , Separatoon, pp. 24-25.
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The dispute illustrated once again the prob lems  a r i s i n g

from a merger agreement that was not sufficiently

detailed , and from the grey area of the exact relation-

ship of Singapore to the Central Government. In thos

case , Singapore would have had to defer to Kuala Lumpur ,

had not the Separation taken place.

The dispute was still going on in July, and had

become so irritating by then that the Tunku ossued a

statement emphasizing the security threat posed by the

Bank . He said the CentralGovernment would reconsoder

if the directors cut all ties with Peking . The Eank

Negra (Central Bank) Malays i a  took over the 3ank of

China in August , to wind up its business , and the clos-

ing was to have taken place on 14 August.

British Textile Quotas

The other major dispute , over t e x t i l e  cuotas to

Britain , epitomized

the degenerating re1aticnsho~ between
Kuala Lumpur and Singapore , the growth of mistrust
as to each other ’ s ontentoons , the lack of commu—
nication between the leadershops to overcome thos
mistrust . 66

There were imploci: :uestions concerninc the nature and

extent •of 3onga~ore ’ s forei-;n relations, and ex~ loco:

60 Harvey Stockwin , “Broken  Threads on ~a a y s ia , ”
____ 

15 Aprol 1365 , p. 119.
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dosagreements between Songaoore and ~uala Lumpur as to

their relationship.

The problem stemmed f rom a Br o t i sh  announcement

that ot would not renew its quota fo r  Son gaDor e  t ex t i l es

but would es tabl ish  instead one fo r  al l  of Malaysoa.

Some months after , Singapore threatened to ban British

goods in retaliation for the economic effects of the

lower cuotas . Intermittent discussions between B r i t a o n ,

Songapore and Malaysia went on for several months , until

on March Gob . :<eng Swee announced they had broken dcwn

because of “dofferences between the Singapore and

Central Governments as to how the latest 3ritosh propo-

sal is to be handled. ” 6’

The proposal had offered quotas in woven tax-

tiles and made—up goods, as well as locensing ~f

Singapore ’ s existing contracts as of 1 March. The

Central Government had claimed most of the ~ucta for

made—up goods for the mainlar.d states, an actoon

strongly protested by Songa~cre . t was noted onat

there was a scarcoty of textoie factoroes on ~1alava ,

while many in Singapore lacked work and stood ofle . The

fos~ ute degenerated onto a :olotocal feud , woth the

Centra Government holdong that dealings woth other

countroes were a Federal matter , whole loh saod the

~
‘ F e:cher , 5e~ arito-o n, 

~~~
. 2 .

I
1 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  — 
~. _____
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Brot:sh wanted agreement by both governments. ‘he TunKu

claomed the disagreement played onto the hands of the

Communis t s . 68 Both sides seemed to lose s o g h t  of the

real issue , tha t  of how to d i st r ob u te  a ~ct ent o a 1  marke t

for the best advan tage o f Mala ys ia a s a whole , or tna t

through a united front Singapore and Malaysia might

even have go t t en  the quotas  increased .

Lee Tour s A u s t r a lia
and New Zealand

Somilar  d isagreements  and t enden coes  to see

thongs in ~ar-ochoal terms arose out of a tour by Lee of

Australoa and New Zea land  on ~4arch and April 1965. BY

this tome , the PAP had come to see the possoboloty of

separatoon from Malays:a as the most realostoc and

attaonabie alternatove of several deso-gned to expand the

onfluence and organozation of the party . (The other

two were the remote possioolotv that the JMNO m:;ht at

acceot the PA? on a coa1ot~on zaconet , or t~a: the ?AP

rno;ht ov )74 be strong enou~ h to won enough seat.3 on

tne fed e r a l  e ec toor . s  to be able to set uc the ~c’?e rn-

ment.) The reason for Lee ’ s tour was to create a body

of favorable foreo;r . ononoon to forestall the pcssobol-

o t v  ona t ne ~nd some of hos :olleagues m oon t  be

6 a
l bo d  

~~~~~~~. 22—23.
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detaoned , or tnat Son cap ore ’ s c o n so o t u t o o n  m o g h t  be

suspended and the Central Government take over on

Singapore. 69

i t  was reasonable , then , for those in Kuala

Lom~ur to fear tnat Lee would use hos oratorocal and

diplomatoc talents to undermine Australian and New

Zealander confidence in the Alliance government , and to

feel he was strengthening hos bid for national leader-

shop. Even before Lee ’ s return , Koala Lumpur announced

ot was sendong a team of ots own to Austraioa and New

Zealand , whoch gave tne omo -ress ion  in Canberra tha t ots

pur~cse was to “correct” Lee ’ s impact.’0 The reported

purpose of Lee ’ s trop was to convonce his hosts that

.1~i avsoa was worth saving, from both the securoty and

economoc ocints of view .

In his num erous speeches , Lee repeated ccr~o~cr.

themes. After discussong the development of Soutneast

Asoa as an odentofoable area , he ~o:ntad out the onner-

esos t na:  Aostraioa and New Zealand nad there. Both

natoor.s had polotocal, economic and nostorocal toes w:tn

O3 Bellows The ?eo~ le ’ s Actoon ?art’;, p. 132 .

~?ater Bcjce, “?clotocs wonhcun Authorotv :
S~.-gaoore ’ s .<terna .. ~::airs ~ower , ur”a co Scut—
east Asoan Ho .stcrv, 6 (SDetember 365 :l)2.

7
~ Anthcny Ceo , “Lee Down ~n~ er, ’ FE,~~~ 25 Macon

1365 , p. 538.
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Malaysoa , and stood to benefit of Konfrontasi could be

overcome and all three could ;et or. w ot h  their business.

Lee also coonted out that rnar.y Chonese , :ndoans and

other immigrant groups regarded tnemselves as Malaysoans

and that if the Malay leaders would succor: the concept

of a multi-racial society, then the Malays too would

see themselves as Malays ians .

Press response was uniformly cosotove , too much

so in fact for Rahman and his colleagues. The New

Zealand Herald described Lee as one of the arch:tects

of the New Malaysia and saod he was leader -of the on ly

organozation on Malaysia woth some prospect of formong

an alternatove government to than of the Tonku .’2 The

Canberra Tomes labelled hon ‘ s cm et h o n g  of an elder

statesman ,” whole  the Sy-d r.ev M c-rn onc Hera ld  wro te  t h a t

“ Mr.  Lee . . . can be fairly ranked as the most able
p o lot o ca l  fo gu r e  in a l l  S c u o n— E a s t  A s o a ;  shrewd , to _ ch —

monded , su crerne~~ a r e a li st . ” 3 Jcor.  Lee ’ s r e tur n  to

Songapore , ne was not treated so ~zond v dv hos JMN C

opponents .

The Malaysian Monis:er f~ r :nforma:oon and

B r :adcastong afleced that Lee ’ s tou r was ,  indeed , to

7-,
Lee ~uan Yew , M ala ’i soa:  Age of ~~~evo ut :o r.

(Songa~ore : Minostry ~f Culture, 965), p. 56.

?p. 68—69.
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project his personal omage upon the onternatoor.al scene .

Lee ’s response was to ask , “Wha t do you expec t me to do

whe n I go to Australia——build a bad omage for myself?”

He went on to point out that it had not been his task

cooher  to go there to run down the Tunku ; he went “ to

consolidate Malays ia  because my in teres ts  and my survi-

val depend upon thaL.” To an accusation of mis-use of

television and radio to his own advantage , Lee stated

tna t the Central Government had been given f u l l  cover-

age. If “by giving them full cover , it creates a not

f avou rab l e  incression of the Central Government, what
74

can we do? We repor t  f ao th :-ol~.v. ” Full coverage was

not , however , what the Central Government seemed to

want , at least not by Lee.

The Speech fr-cm the Throne

The war of accusa t ions ,  claims and counter-

o l eom s , of con t en dong  concepts  of wha t  M a l ay s o a  was to

be and now ot was to be attained , reached a clomax dur-

o nc Mat ’ . .~~: tne ocenong of tne Second Sessoon of tne

Ma ay soan  P a r l i a m e n t , the Y a ng d i -P e r t u an  Agong (King)

presented the cus:cmary Speech from the Throne. :n the

last caracrachs , tne Kong warned :

~Lee Koan Yew , The Battle for a ~!alav soan
Malaysoa, ‘zo . .  1. :3ongacore: Monostry of Culture , 1365)
~~~~~ ‘D 0 ’ ) ’ .
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;~e are now facing threats to our securoty f r om
outside (defined to be Indonesia) . In addition ,
we are also facing threats from within the country.
Both these threats are designed to create trouble.
If those concerned achieve their objective , it
wil l  mean chaos for  us and end to democracy . 75

The responses to the speech from each side of the aisle

were predictable.

From the Government benches, UMNO member Dr.

Mohammed Mahathir presented a motion of thanks  in which

he doscussed the onternal threats , inciud~ ng labor

struggles and contests for power. He descrobed the ?A2

as “pro—Chinese, Communist—oriented and posotovely anti-

Malay , ” and Lee as a good example of the “ i n s u l a r ,

s el f os h  and arrogant type of Chinese ” who-oh Loved in a

p u r e ly  Chonese environment  where the on ly  Malay s  were a t

the chauffeur ’ s evel.76 Mahathir implicotly warned the

Chinese to be thankful for what they had in Malavsoa ,

and sa id tha t the “ myth of Malay domina t ion ” had been

buolt up by the PA?.

Lee ’ s response to Mahathor and the Speec h f r o m

the Throne took nearly one and cne—half hours, and was

j a catalog of -all of the faults he perceived in Malaysoa.

B eg onnong  by a skong  who was meant by the “ threat from

w o t h i n , ” Lee answered h om sel f  by a sk ong  of the PA? were

~oio . , p .  D .

‘6 Harvey S tockwin,  “ C ro~~os in Ma lay sia , ’ FEER ,
22 July 1965, p . 187.
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the threat. He then assured the ?arloament at great

l ength  of the p~~~~~~’~~~ willingness and desire to uphold the

Malaysian Constototion on all ots particulars , and

decried the continued campaign by Albar and other UMNO

extremists to place Malay onterests fors:. in cond o—

sian , Lee offered an amendment to Mahathir ’ s motion of

thanks which raised shouts of “Sit down , get out” :

t the House] regrets the Address . . . did not
reassure the nation that Malaysoa woll continue
to progress or. accordance w i t h  i t s  democrat ic
Constitution towards a Malaysian Malaysia but
tha t  on the cont rary  the address has added to the
doubts over the intentions of the present Alliance
Government and to the measures it will adopt when
faced woth a loss of majority popular support. 77

~n the storm of protests from Government mini-

sters and back—benchers , Lee was liberally mosquotad .

He requested to be allowed hos right of rep ly to hos

c r i t i c s ,  but ot was refused through acpl i ca toon  of a

procedural technocality . Consequently (and perhaps

creferablv ) Lee held a press conference in the Parloa-

ment  Bu o l d i n g , at  who ch ne answered hos  c ro t o c s  p o i n t

by poo r.:, p r e s e nt o n g  a detaoled case demcnst r at ong  that

there had been for a long time a communal campaign

against horn by second-Level UMNO leaders. Loberal

-guotatoons from the Ma ay press, especiall y Ytusan

Mela~ u, end f r o m  Ja ’ a±ar Albar demonstrated hos

‘ Lee, Malavsoan Ma1ays~ a, pp~ 5_ 51.
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contention. His conclusion was that the UMNO wanted

Singapore out of Malysia so that it could then apply its

communal technique unhindered to the rest of the

country . The result of this entire affair was to end

all hope for cooperation between the Singapore and

Central Governments.

The Malaysian Solidarity
Convention

Lee believed that the event which caused the

extremists in Kuala Lumpur to decide tha t he had to be

stopped was the success of the Malaysian Solidarity

Convention held in Singapore on 6 June .79 The conven-

tion was an attempt to form a pan-Malaysian non—communal

party in response to the April creation of the Malaysian

Nat iona l  Al l iance  Pa r ty , compris ing the separate

Alliance parties of Malaya , Singapore, Sabah and

Sarawak. Members of the convention were the PAP , the

People ’ s Progressove Par ty  and Uni ted  Democratoc ?ar ty

~Ma1av), the Sarawak Unoted Peocle ’ s Party and the

Machinda , also of Sarawak . The MSC was to be organized

or. ideological and socio—econornic rather than racial

‘ 8 L ee K~~ar. Yew , The Battle for a Malaysian
Malaysia, vol. 2 (Singapore: Ministry of Culture , 1365)
pp. 1—46. See especially Chapters 2, ‘ , 13 , and 14.

9 ’osey, Lee ~uan Yew, P. 265.
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l ines , though in fact its membership was mostly non-

Malay and predominantly Chinese.80

Alliance leaders termed the MSC an insidious

plot and a device to enable Lee to capture the Central

Government.  They also were distressed because this

action had raised the question of what might be the

possible future political trends in Sarawak and Sabah.

Lee ’ s speech to the MSC , in which he once again accused

the UMN O of communalosm , was considered by “ respcns~ ble

persons in high p laces in Kual a Lumpur ” to be subversive

an d cause to imprison Lee .81 While such a possibility

was denied by all responsible parties, Lee insisted the

prospect had indeed existed .

The Tunku l e f t  for London on early June to

attend the Commor.wealth Prime Ministers ’ Conference and ,

as it turned out , to extend his stay for a month to

convalesce f rom a severe a t tack of sh ing l e s .  S h o r t l y

a f t e r  ho s depar ture , on the eve of which he expressed

hos dostress at the controversy and at Lee ’s actoons ,

the A e x  Josey affaor erupted .

The Alex Jose’; Affair

Or. the casos of an artocle written ;.or the

Austr alian 3ullet~ r. of 19 June , 3r:tish correspondent

8C Fletcher, Separation, ?P~ 
43—50 .

~~Josey , Lee Kuan Yew, 
~~~~
. 268.
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(and intimate of Lee Kuan Yew) Alex Josey was accused of

being ant i—Malay and gu i l ty  of in te r fe rence  in Malay—

soa ’s political activities. He was given two weeks to

leave Malaysia (the deadline was 20 July) , an action

termed “clumsy and unjustifiable ” by the London Tines. 82

Because of his close association with Lee , Josey ’ s

comments both in the Bulletin article and in earlier

ones were viewed as a means for Lee to crotoco ze Malay

culture as inferior , and to describe K -ucla Lumcur polo-

ticians as inept, immature , corru pt , communclostic and

chauvin is t ic .  Toh Chin  Chye saw the expu l s ion  as the

forst step toward suppression of liberalism in the

political arena , but the Tunku expressed his concerns

at what he saw as Josey ’ s de l ibera te  a t tem ct s  to dosrupt

onter-racial harmony .83 By thos point , both sodes were

using every opportunity to criticize the other , and

often failed to objectively address the ossue at hand .

Hong Lorn By-Electoon

The Josey affaor came roght on the middle of an

unexpected by—election campaign in SingaDore brought

about by the 16 June announcement of 3r.g Er.g Guan that

he was renouncong pclotocs forever , woth whocn he

32T imes (Lcndon~, -~ 
July 1965, c. 1-3.

83Hanna , “Success and Sobroety, IV ,” p~ l~~.
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resogned his Assembly seat. Ong ’s reason for  r esigning

was that the Assembly met so seldom that Assemblymen did

no good.84 At this time, the Assembly sat for only a

few days per month , so that Ong ’s complaont had some

~ ustifoca:oon .

A ll par ties concerned placed grea t impor tance

upon the election , believing tha t the resul ts would be

a sign of the valodoty of their partocular point of

view . The PAP faced the most painful dilemma , caught

between i ts  avowed non-communalism and the political

facts of lo f e in 95% Chinese Hong Lim . This area in

the heart of Singapore ’ s Chinatown had suffered severely

from the economic embargo of Konfrontasi (many of its

workers  were employed by the Singapore Harbour Board )

and it nad benefotoed little from the publoc housing

programs . The PAP had therefore to ad:ust its non-

communal position , taking the posocoon that the voters

should choose the PAP so that  “ we can stand uc to Kuala

Lum:ur. 1~
80 In thos wa:, wothout s~ ecofocallv savong so,

tne ont imat oc r .  was made t h a t  a vote f-o r tne ?iP would

strengthen the Chonese ‘zooce.

Jpposing the ?A? was the Barisan Sccoalos , wnocn

had been severely weakened as a result of onternal

34Harvev Stockwin , “Hong L~rn Result, ” FEER, 3
‘~~y l955 .~ , p.  ~lO .

85:bod.
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securi ty  act ions .  The Singapore Alliance did not put up

a candidate , which diminished its already low prestige .

It hoped that by staying out the Barisan would have a

better chance to won , thereby provong that Lee was los—

ong support in Singapore. The paradox of the sotuat~on

was that the Singapore Alliance was supporting the

Chinese-communal Barisan , wi th  strong links to the

Commur.ists and to Indonesia , in order to prove that the

PAP was also communal . The Barisan ran on an anti-

Malaysia platfc~~ consistent with what it h~d always

cla imed , that Malaysia was a neo-colonialist plot and

not a real merger. The Barisan-oroented t rade unions

wanted outright secession of Singapore from Malaysia ,

but the party leadersnop was against thos , although its

slogan was “Crush Malaysia. ”

in ano ther ins tance of an un re l a t ed  i ssue  over-

shadowong the matter at hand , the Hong Lorn electoon was

affected by the question of whether the Central Gcvern-

ment  had sometime in June given crders to build a case

for Lee ’ s arrest. The c h a r ge  was made by Tob Chon Chye

dur ong a press conference on the Josey expulsion, and

was ommedoately me : by Actong Prome Minister Razak ’s

statement  tr.at he had warned all p o lit i c a l  leaders  not

to use communal ossues to do sr u p t  the people ’ s harmony .

To this , Lee responded by asking poont-blank whether
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there had been a case made against hin. Not even the

Tunku directly answered this question in a statement

three days a f t e r  the e lect ion.  He on ly  said that  there

had been , as far as he knew , no evidence to warrant

86 - -Lee s arrest. Nevertr.eless, tne exchange was charac-

teristic of the charges that were made on both sides of

the Straits of Johore, and indicative of the rate at

which Malavsoa was coming apart at that particular seam .

0: 10 July, the PA? candodate on Hong Lorn

receoved 54% of the votes, winning by a margin of 2 ,000.

The Party naoled the victory as ar. endorsement of the

polocy of a Malaysoan Malaysoc , which onfuroated the

Alloance, and worried them .3 The greater so;nofica:ces

of the voctorv were that it represented the last -gasp

of the Barisan as an Op~O5it~Or. party , and confirmed

tne P~ ? ’ s total ascendance. From this poont, Singapore

was effectovely a one—party system . The victory also

poonted out that the PAP was now on sucn -con:rc . that

tne onternal sec oroty ossue -ghoch had been :ne basos of

Rahman ’ s acceptance of Singapore as a part of Maiaysoa

was now no longer a problem , or a reason for its contin-

33 -uance as a cart o: tne Federato-on. That tnos was true

3b JOS~ y , Lee Kuan Yew , cc. 2~~ -T 3.

37?ang , Songacore ’ s Peocle ’ s Actoon ?arty, p. 21.

38Bellows , The People ’ s Actoon Par ty ,  c. ~5.
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was proven by the rapid sequence of events following

Rahman ’ s re turn from London on 6 Augus t, which culmin-

ated a process of deliberation on the T’or.ku’ s part

datong at least to 29 June .

The Tunk’u Decides

On that date , the Tunku reached his decision

that  separation was necessary , unless the intense poli-

tocal activotv possibly leadong to bloodshed were ended .

:-ie instructed Razak to meet w i th  Lee to review the

sotuatoon, a meeting which caused the UMNO Youth Move-

ment to demand an explanation. On 22 July Razak

onformed Rahman , then in France , tha t aLl senoor cabinet

monosters were agreed that no accommodatocr. could be

reached woth S~ ngapcre. The Parloament was surr~ cned

for a meeting to be held on 9 August , at which a Secara-

t~ or. Bill was to be passed .89

Tob Chon Chve receoved a brief letter from

Rahmar. or. 7 August. The Tunku saod that after “ utmost

consoderatoon ” of the matter of a break w : t~ Songapore ,

he found that “ on the interest of -our f ro e r . d s h op  and the

securoty and peace of Malaysoa as a whole there os

absolutely no other way -out. ” Admottong that he was ~c:

strong enough to exercose complete control of the

Josey , Lee <uan Yew, p . 280.
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sotuatoon , Fanman “ earnestly ” recuested Cob to agree.30

The same dcv , Lee met with Rabm an and asked horn of t ies

between :ne Central Government and the states could be

Loosen ed s o newn a t .  He requested a oclo tical  t ruce , and

tha t Utusan Melavu stop cuoloshong onflamatory nateroal .

Rabman re2ec:ed the proposals.9

Toh responded the following day , expressing

sadne ss and r e s ig n at oo n . He poont e ’d  cut  tha t  he and his

co l l eagues  p r e f e r r e d  tha t  Singacore  rem aon on Ma ay s o a ,

but that as the T’ur.ku had

indicated tha t  Songapore  r em a in ong  on
Malaysia woll lead to a sotuatocr~ you ma’,’ not beable  to con t ro l , we have no alterr .atove but to
oe resigned to your w o s h  that Singapore leaves
the Federation of Malaysia. 32

From these exchanges , ot was clear :h~ t the actoon taken

on 9 August was no su rp rose  to the government s  of

Singapore or of Malaysia.

Speakong to the House of Recreser.ta:oves, Rab.man

announced the onmedoate sepa ra toon  of Soncacore  f rom

Malavsoa as t:e only acceptable :curse of action -open

to the Federal Government. The otner was “to take

repressove measures against the Songapcre ~c-iernmen: for

j J J M. ~ullo-ck, Malavsoa -ar.d ots ~eoghbcurs
(New York: 3arr.es and Noble, l96~~) , cc. 1’3-69.

Josey, ~ee i<uan Lew, c. 3o .

_oid . o. ~~~
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tne behavoor of some of their leaders . . . ~~~~~~~ At the

san’e moment, Lee Kuan Yew issued the ?rocLamat~ on by

whit: Soncapore

should cease to be a state of Malavsoa and
s h o ul d  . . . become an ondepende: :  and so’zereogn
s ta te  and nation ~eparate from ~nd ondependent of
M a l ay s i a  . . . .9~

With the avowals of anguish and sadness from the two

leaders , the natoon for which Lee had str’u~oled for so

Lonc solot acart and he found homself ?rorne Monoster of

-one -of the smallest states in tne world. The battle for

Mala’:soa now l-~st-—the battle for survoval was -o n1 - ’

begonnon g .

Re~.sons f o r  Seca rat i on

The fundamenta reason for t:e ~a 1ure of

:-~~lavsoa lay on the dofferong concepts of what ot should

cc on the par: -of Lee Ku an Yew and Tu n k u  Abdul Rahman ,

and on t h e  doscarotv between cheor basoc reasons f-o r

enoeron ; onto the acreement . Wothout scretchong the

to tne brea~ onq poont , :-ia ay s :a  fi~ l~ d oeoa’use

93Tunku Abdu l  Rahman , ‘ S ingapore  3 r e a k a wa y , ”
sceech presented to the Mala ysoan House of Representa—
toves , Kuala L u.mcur , 3 Au g u s t  l9~~5 , cc .  1— 2 .

~
4 s:ngao ore , M o n o s t ry -o f C u l t u r e , Seca r at o o n

(Son-gapore: ~overnrnent ?rontong 3f±oca , l3~~5~~, c. 1.- :o n t a o n s  the Sinoacore and Mala:soan ?rociama—
t o on s  of Separatoon as well as onacters cresentong the
Son~ acore ~cuer:ment ’ s views on the omp locatoons of
Separatoon .
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of the incompatibility of Lee ’s agressive , liberal and

revolutionary ou tlook wi th the more accomodative ,

conservative and evolutionary approach of the Tunku .

In Lee ’ s view , the d i f f e r e n c e  was that ,

One was a conservative, s tat ic society,  wanting
to keep what was in the past and to r e in fo rce  the
forces that kep t the society where it was.  The
other was an innovative society , prepared to reach
out for the stars , to ex~ eriment , and oick the best
that suited the country .~~5

Rahman had intended to make Singapore the New York of

Malaysia (thereby implying that Ku ala Lumpur was to be

its Washington , D.C.) He felt that Singapore politi-

cians should have placed the interests of Singapore

above their own personal glorification.96 Unfortun-

ately, he does not seem to have realized that New York

and Washong ton have their differences , and t ha t  a g rea t

port ’s commerce i n f l u e nced coli t ics  as much as i t  was

governed thereby .

Lee ’ s pushfulness very quickly arcused the

antagonosms of conserva tove 24a av c o m mu n a l o s t s ,  as they

saw hos concept of a Malaysoan Malaysia , on whoch all

races ~ad equal ro-;hts , threatening a Malayan Malaysoa ,

whereon the Malavs had soecoal roghts because of theor

s ta tus  as tne oro-;onal race. .~~ par:~ oro-;ona lv :oro’.ec

i t o d . ,  pp. ~—9 .

6Rabman, “Singapore Breakaway , ’ p. 5.
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to protect those rights and prevent their diminution was

not soon going to abandon tha t objective , especially

when preponderant economic power was still in Chinese

hands. Within the UMNO-dominated Alliance, therefore,

the concept was that each race must be united first;

then attempts could be made to establish non-communal-

ism. To Lee , such an approach only prolonged an

unsatisfactory situation; the goal should be to create

a truly non—communal society in ten or fifteen years.

In Singapore , of course,  Lee had overcome his

communal ocposition , and he .had the advantage of a

population in which the racial balance was so heavily

Chinese that the lesser communities did not pose such

an obstacle. In fac t , h is  major  problems lay w i t h i n

the Chinese sector of the popula t ion ;  to resolve the

dichotomies between the Chinese- and English—educated .

On the maonla :d , Rahman faced a popu la toon  ba lance

where the Malavs were a bare pluraloty , and there was

a strong occositoon party withon the Ma av sector (the

Even wothi: the UMN O , the conservative wong of

tne party was very communaoly-m ~ nded .

Had Rabman truly desored to reduce the communal-

osm apparent wothon tne maonllnd polotocal envoronment

‘whic: os doubtful) , M a l a y  communal p re s su res  w o t h o n

the JMN C and PMI ? made such a croscec :  n e a r ly
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impossible . Furthermore, there was agitation for

greater poli tical power for  the Chinese by those within

and outside of the McA . It was easy to see such desires

as threatening the Malay position.

Finally, with the passage of time and events ,

the or iginal reasons for Mal ays ia ’s creation came to

have less importance. No longer was internal secur ity

such a compelling reason to have Singapore in , rather

than out. Central Government security operations had

eliminated the most dangerous elements wi th in  the

Communist and Communist-front organizations , and PA?

accomplishments as the Governrnend of Singapore had made

people willing to support them on offoce. Thus , there

was no longer the danger that Singapore  migh t  tu rn  in to

a Southeast  Asian Cuba , as Rabman had feared .

The economic ob jec t ives  for  whoch Singapore had

wanted Malaysia had not been a t ta ined , p a r t i c u l a r l y  the

common market. The crovisoons of the Malavsoa Agreement

concerning its c rea t ion  nad been genera l  on n a t u r e,  and

prot ecto-o r.osm in favor  of the ma in land  p reven ted  any

subs tan tove  steps toward ots imp lementation. Further-

more, Kcr .±rontasi turned out  cc: to have tne  e f f e c t  ‘ucon

Songapore ’ s economy that was crogonally feared (althcu ~ h

th os  was not par : of the oro;:nal reasons for  M a l ay s i a )

and Songacore ned found tna: ot could make econornoc
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progress through its own e f f o r t s .  Now , as the newly-

independent Republic of Singapore , it would have the

opportunity to find its own path in the world. -



CHAPTER VI

SURVIVAL AND SOVEREIGNTY
1965—1968

We are here in Southeast Asia for  better or
for  worse and we are here to stay , and our po~~i-
cies are designed to ensure that we stay peace-
fully. . . in accord and amity with our neighbours
but with a right to decide ‘now we order our own
lives in our own homes. And every action , every
policy must be decided by this yardstick. .

We have not sought this particular form of sur-
vival, but it is now the basis on which we move
forward ; and with independence comes an independ-
ence of action in policy and planning which can
help establish that enduring basis for ourselves
in Southeast Asia.1

Lee Kuan Yew
8 December 1365

With Separation , the two theme s of su rv iva  and

sovereignty became predominant in Singapore ’s relation-

shops woth the rest of the wor ld and on the ?A?

—government ’ s onternal oolicoes and programs. For many

- i-ear s , Lee had r eo ter a t ed  hos convo cc ion  tna t 3o:ca—

tore ’ s cest chance :or survova~ was as a part cc a

greater Malavsoa , with access to a common m a r k e t  encom—

cassonc Son-gapore ’ s economic hinterland . A prospect

ack:cwledced on ly  on cacer in the M a l a y s o a  -agreement

now nad not even that much recognotoun on the new state

1Josey ,  Lee Kuan Yew , c. 3 0 0 .
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of affairs. In their new status as two politically

sovereign states, Singapore and Malaysia seemed deter-

mined to demonstrate such sovereignty, even to the

detriment of their best long-term mutual interests.

This is not to say that the expulsion of Singapore from

Malaysia  was for  this reason ; rather , the motivat ions

were probably more emotional than rational , a conclu-

sion reinfor~ ed by the f ac t  that it was the pragmatic

Lee who was the f i r s t  to modif y his stand . Whatever

the reasons , the acrimony which had brought the parting

of the ways continued to charac ter ize  their  non-

in ternat ional  r e la t ions  dur ing much of the fo l lowing

three years .  Even as Indonesia ’ s Konf ro rit a s i  was

drawing to a close under the new Suharto government , i t

was being replaced by the new Singapore-Kuala  Lumpur

confrontation .

Th e Tasks Ahead for  the PAP

Mala~ soan threats to develop a ter :atove t rade

patterns to reduce the dependence ‘upon Singapore ’ s

entrepo t fa co l ot i e s  forced Lee and nis colleagues to

hasten already intensive planning fo r  economic dvelop-

men:. Ways had to be found to fiversif~: Songaccre ’s

“one—crop ” entrepo t economy , a process whoch on Lee ’ s

eszornatoon onvoived not somcly creation of new ondus-

tries and markets , but also called for extensove
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transformations of Singapore ’s culture and society over

a long period of time. It was necessary to achieve

internal political stability, to create a responsible

labor establishment , and to bring about a truly Singa-

porean sense of civic self-identification .

As the government of a politically independent

nation , Lee and his fel low minis ters , no longer had the

administra~ ive buffer previously provided by the

Malaysian or colonial governments to cushion contacts

with foreign governments. It was fo r tuna te  that  Lee ,

Ra jara tnam , Goh Keng Swee , Toh Chin Chye and the rest

were a particularly realistic and hard-headed group

with long experience of working together. Their ind i-

vidual and collective talen ts were to be thorough ly

exercised in the first years of independence, escecially

a f t e r  the Br i t i sh  decided that it would be necessary to

reduce their m i lot a r y  forces  east of Suez .  B r i t i sh

withdrawal posed the most serious economic threat of

this perood. t also forced Singapore and Malaysoa to

acknowledge that cooperation was necessary for mutual

defense, and eventually , in other areas .

The Separatoon \gr eernent

Secaraticn was forrnalo:ed on an acreement

between Singapore and the Malaysian Central Government.

According to the Tunku , the separation was made on the
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understand ing that there would be close cooperation on

matters of de fense ,  trade and commerce. 2 The purpose of

the Agreement was to grant independence to Singapore

and to establish it as a sovereign state. Among the

more important clauses were provisions which stated tha t

the two countries would conclude a treaty on external

defense and mutual assistance (Article V), that talks

were to be held to provide facilities for trade and

commerce (~~~ticle VI) , and rescission of Annexes J and

K of the Malaysia Agreement relating to the common

market and broadcasting and television.~ Lee ’ s state-

ment at a press conference immediately after separation ,

echoed the Tunku ’ s sen timen ts call ing for  “ the closest

cooperation . . . in defence . . . security .
commerce and industry. ” He wanted as few changes as

possible , especially in such areas as the movement of

people , goods and currency.4

Such expressions of cooperatoveness were offset

by the sentiments expressed by S ingapore Foreog:

Minister S. Rajaratnam ,° who stated that “as a sovereogn

2 Rahman , “Songap ore  Breakaway , ’ p .  3 .
4

~Ibod ., pp. 9—11. Songacore , Secaratoon , c. 27.

~Cabonet portfolios were exchanged at peroodic
ontervals so that wothon the scace of two or three
years , -a man mi;ht ho ld two or three cabonet posotions.
The changes  were for  reasons v ar y on g  f rom c rea t ion  of
new ccrtfoloos to a desire to ma tch  a p a r t o cu lar
-excertose w:th tne problem of the moment.
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and independent country , we must behave and act like

one.” 6 Wi thin a week , the Tunku also was saying that

Malaysia would never allow Indonesia or any other

country opposed to Malaysia to renew trade and diploma-

tic relations with Singapore.7 When S ingapore imposed

import duties and quotas on nearly 200 classes of

Malaysian good entering Singapore, Malaysia regarded

the action as the opening shot of an economic war . Dis-

cussions between Finance Min isters Tan Siew Sin and Lim

Kim San resulted in an agreement to abolish quotas, an

agreement that was repudiated by the Singapore cabinet

which said econom ic union was necessary first. The

agreement f i n a l l y  concluded was one which eliminated the

quotas and provided for consul ta t ions  on other ma t t e r s .

Neither country acted as if economic integration was

essential to the solution of their problems . I~ e claimed

that Malaysia wanted to slow Singapore ’ s economic growth

so that a “medieval feudal socoety ;” i.e., Malaysia ,

could survive. The Tunku ’ s response was a cersonal

attack or’. Lee , comparing Lee ’ s “ rantong ” to that of a

“mad frustrated man.” 8

6 A.nthony Ceo , ‘Hopes B log hted , ” FEER , 9
September 1965 , pp.  4 8 9 — 9 1 .

7lbid .

8Harvey Stockwin , ‘Divided Stand , ’ FEER, 28
October 1365, p. 152.
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Decline of the Bar isan

Within Singapore , Lee was achieving great suc-

cess in besting his political oppos ition,  both through

his own efforts and because of the unrealistically rigid

ideological stance and internal schisms of the Barisan.

As was revealed nearly a year later , the Police Special

Branch agents had thoroughly penetrated all organiza-

tions in the Communist uni ted f ron t so that informa tion

could be gathered at all levels. According to Defense

Minister Goh Keng Swee, no ‘united front organization

was invulnerable to Special Branch pene t ra t ion .9 He

justified such action , as well as detention withcut

trial , on the basis that special methods had to be used

against the Communists , and that extreme care was taken

in application of these sanctions and methods.

Even aside from such government cont ro l s , the

Bar isan , as the largest organization with Communist

front connectoons , had been steadily moving ideolog:-

cally to the Left , becoming ever more ompractocal and

unrealostic. Wothon the Barisan , thos ideological shoft

caused a schosm between those who espoused a revclu:oon-

cry lone and those who were more moderate , a sotuatuon

which made the already o:i~ ffective party even less

3Morror (Singapore) , 5 September 366, c. 4.
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attractive to potential supporters. The Barisan also

suffered by comparison with the PAP government and its

accomplishments which had vastly improved the lot of the

common man in working condit ions,  housing , education and

social services. While the Barisan were still calling

for “true independence ” af ter which programs could be

started to accomplish revolutionary objectives , Lee had

brought such programs to fruition under the direction of

his colleagues in the government.

The Barisan did not acknowledge Separation,

j u s t  as i t  had not ac~ nowiedged Merger . As long as

British bases were present in Singapore, according to

the Barisan , true independence did not exist. Singa-

pore ’ s democratic process was “phoney ,” Lee and the

Tunku were “puppets ,” and Konfrontasi was a “people ’s

war ” ended by a “CIA-backed military regime ” in Jakarta

and Anglo-CS “ stooges” in Kuala Lumpur and Singapore .1°

Thos lone was characteristic of Lee Soew Chon who had

bolted the par ty  in 1964 and was r e on st at e d  as cha orman

on mid—1963. ifl December 1965 , he once agaon sp l o t  the

Barisan with the decision that they would boycott the

Singapore Parliament.

~~Cerek Davoes , ed . , 1967 ‘Learbook ~~on~ :~cng :
Far Eastern Economic Revoew , 1957 , , p. 313 .
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The Barisan held thirteen of the fifty—one seats,

the PAP the remaining thirty-eight. Of these thirteen

MP’s, two had been long in Jakarta , three were in deten-

tion and the remaining eight were at large but under

sentence of detention . To get around the parl iamen tary

rule requiring a by—election to fill the seat of any

member absent from two consecutive sessions , the Parlia-

ment sat in alternate months . As one observer pointed

out , “Obviously, it suits the PAP to ‘nave a disreputable

opposi tion rather than to become a monoli thic par ty .

if . . . by—elections were held .” 11 Such a view appears

to have some validity , for in the absence of the Barisan

Members of Par l iament , Lee asked the Speaker of the

House to allow PAP back-benchers to f u n c t i o n  as an

opposit ion by presenton g the pro and con of every b i l l

and policy .

When the boycott decision was announced , three

reasons were given. In the voew of the 3arisan , the

Singapore ?arliament had been convened to:

1. Give the legal seal to Songa~o:e’ s departure

from Malaysia which was a ceo—colonialist plot to d~~v~~d~

and rule

2. ?rcvode legal cover for the ?.~~? -7overnm ent ’ s

abuse  of public fu n d s

1
~~-iarvey Stockwin , “Voctory dv Default, ” FEER,

3 Fecrua rv 1966 , c. 147.
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3. Use the parliamentary session as a platform

for propaganda to cheat and confuse the people

In the Barisan ’s view , the boycott would show

the falseness of democracy under the PAP and its anti-

people views . o2 Another possible reason was that the

Barisan knew that its parliamentary speeches would be

severely edited for  the radio while Lee ’ s eminence as

a debater and his ability to dominate Parliament made

the Barisan MP’s no match for him.~~
3 The last was

probably true for the Barisan MP’s were mostly Chinese-

speaking with only secondary education and of working-

class backgrounds , so that they were at a real

disadvantage among the be t ter -educated, m u l t i — l i n g u a l

and profess iona l  PA? MP ’ s.

After ten months of boycott , the Barisan

carried its extremism to the logical limits by having

its nine  s i t t ing  M P ’ s resign in October 1966.  However ,

the Speaker of the House accepted only two of the resig-

nat ions , a move whoch prevented the necess i ty  for seven

by—elections. The Barisan moved into what was called

the “Par l iament of the streets , ” but was -unable to

capitaloze upon any doscontent woth the polocoes of the

12 J osey , Democracy, c. 0.

3Alex Josey, “Singapore: One—?artv emccracy , ”
‘;at~ on, 13 December 1966, o. 662.

_ _ _  — -~~~~~~~~~
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Lee government, and had made itself v’ulnerab1~ to the

public security forces whenever it engaged in demonstra-

t ions.

No Effective Political Opposition

The other possible political opposition oart.ies

had also been reduced to impotence through their inabil-

ity to attract significant support and because

application of the Societies Ordinance divorced them

from support  outside Singapore.  Forced by compliance

with the Ordinance to reorganize so that  all i ts

members and officers were Singapore citizens , the Singa-

pore Malays Nat ional  Organisa t ion  (successor  to the

UMNO ) never was able to a t t rac t  s u f f i c i e n t  ~1alav support

to gain a parliamentary seat. The Party Rakyat refused

to reorganize to comply w i th  the Ordinance  and so could

not legally engage ifl poli t ical  a ct ov o t v .  By l a te  1956 ,

Rajaratnam was mo~- ed to say that tne PA? had b een “ cu t

on a positoon of beong a one—party -;overnment o’: CC~~iC~~

of the Oppositoon “~~‘ Although he and Lee

statements ca11ong for an effectove Occ’osot:-o’n ~~~~~~.

would be capable of conduc:on-g tne bus:nes~

t:.e true stat,± of affoars was p ro oao  ~~~
-:

~~~~~
-

set -out as :o~~ ows :

~io r r o r  ~. Sonc-a :r~~ ,
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the ultimate test of any form of govern-
ment is whether it continues to give the people a
better life and a secure future. There are far
more serious problems ahead for Singapore to tackle
than the antics of Barisan Socialis Street mobs.
The police will look after that. It is to the
problems affecting our economic and political sur-
vival that the government, Parliament and people
should now devote their serious attention .1~

Economic Development

All else in Singapore depended upon development

of the economy and economic motivations were at the

heart of nearly everything done by Lee ’s government.

To achieve this goal, a lengthy but logical formula was

necessary . This included : political stability , continu-

ity of leadership and an effective political machine ;

reliance upon technical rather than financial assistance;

realistic economic planning combining carefully-phased

development with encouragement of foreign investment

in selected sectors; arbitration machinery in labor

disputes; and cooperation of the average Singaporeans

to whom Lee did not make grandiose promises but insured

equitable sharing of the profits)6 Lee ’s warning to

his fellow citizens shortly after separation, reflected

his perception of the seriousness of the situation :

15Josey, “Singapore,” o. 662.

16Peggy Durdin, “Lee Kuan Yew and Singapore : A
Profile ,” Asian Affairs 3 (January/February 1974) :~~37.
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I tell you this; this is a lesson in sur-
vival. Take a deep breath; forget about bonuses
and this, that and the other for the next two years.
We have really got to pull ourselves up by the boot-
straps. Those already in jobs are lucky . • •l7

It also indicated the standards of conduct which he

expected of Singaporeans.

The changed political status of Singapore was

reflected in a change in emphasis of the second Five—

Year Plan, the skeleton of which was made public in late

1965. The first Five-Year Plan had had two principal

objectives: to increase national income to match the

natural population growth (approximately 3.6% in 1947-57)

and to create additional employment opportunities. This

was to be accomplished by promoting industrial develop-

ment under a Pioneer Industries Ordinance and by

establishing industrial estates (Jurong being the first).

Of M$946 million allotted , 62% was for economic develop-

ment and 36% went to social areas, mostly public

housing. 18

The second Five-Year Plan increased the allot-

ment to economic development to 64% of the programmed

M$l,520 million with the emphasis to be upon development

17Bellows , “The Singapore Party System ,’ p. 123.

18Ashok K. Dutt, “Singapore: Planned and
Progressive Economy ,” in Southeast Asia: Realm of Con—
trasts, ed. Ashok K. Dutt (Dubuque , LA: Kendall/Hunt,
1974) , pp. 191—92.

___________________ — - - — — 
- __________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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of manufacturing for export. Social development, to

consist primarily of urban renewal coupled with continu-

ation of the public housing program , dropped slightly to

32%.l9 The Singapore government felt there were four

potential export markets, entrée to which would be

gained not so much because of the quality or type of

products exported , but because of vested interests of

trading countries in Singapore ’s viability . As out-

lined by Finance Minister LiIn Kim San at the end of

1965, they were markets in developed , highly industrial-

ized countries , new markets in Africa and Eastern Europe,

or those provided by countries consistently running

favorable balances of payments with Singapore. The

fourth category included markets in “those countries

which have a vested interest in ensuring that Singapore

remains viable and stable so that . . . their own secur-
ity interests are not jeopardised.” Admitting that

markets in the first three categories would be slow to

develop , Liin said that the last represented the best

possibility . He expressed the hope that such countries

would provide enough access to their internal markets

that Singapore would be able to provide an annual incre-

ment in job opportunities of 8-10,000 annually .20 The

p. 192.

20Davies , 1967 Yearboo k, op. 325—26 .

1~
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prospects of quick results were not much better than in

the other three categories and the expectation was

unrealistic. Rather than making goods for the markets,

the hope was to find markets for their goods; an atti-

tude which eventually changed .

Even while industrialization and the search for

markets were in progress, development of entrepot trade

had also to be continued. To accomplish this, Lee and

other senior ministers led numerous delegations to

different parts of the world, particularly to Africa and

Russia and the East European countries. Lee ’s most

extensive such trip was in April 1966 taking him first

to Cambodia, Thailand , the United Arab Republic and

London. From London , he went to Stockholm for the

Socialist International Congress and on the return trip ,

visited five East European capitals. His intention was

to make the Republic of Singapore known to everyone and

to seek trade everywhere.21

Before the year was out, trade agreements had

been signed with Russia, Bulgaria, Poland and Hungary ,

as well as North Korea. Welcome as these were, and

certainly indications of Lee ’s willingness to trade with

all regardless of ideological persuasion , their total

effect was not significant. The trade of the largest

21Josey , Lee Kuan Yew, p . 327.
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of these , Russia , amounted to less than the annual total

between Singapore and Sabah. The most important trading

partners immediately after Separation remained Malaysia

(despite the “confrontation ” between the two), followed

far behind by Britain, Japan and the United States.22

The trade between Malaysia and Singapore was a

continuation of historic patterns of long-standing

relationships between Malaysia producers of primary

products and Singapore processers and shippers. Per-

sonal and political differences between ministers of

the two countries had little immediate effect upon

private commercial and economic arrangements.

An End to Konfrontasi

The development with the greatest potential

effects upon entrepot trade was renewal of relations

with Indonesia. While it would be overstating the case

to equate the confrontation between Singapore and

Malaysia with Indonesia ’s Konfrontasi , it was rather

ironic that relations with an erstwhile military and

political enemy should have improved so rapidly, while

those with a former political partner seemed to be

deteriorating so badly. The pragmatism which should

have been evident in respect to Malaysia was displayed

22Davieg, 1967 Yearbook, p. 327.

I
. . - .. —,- -—~~~~~~~~~—~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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quite early in regard to Indonesia . In a September

1965 interview , Rajaratnant stated in reference to Indo-

nesia that, “recognition would mean we are no longer

regarded as an enemy and trading is then possible.”23

Two weeks later , the events of the night of 30 September

placed General Suharto and Foreign Minister Adam Malik

at the head of the Indonesian government. These two

moved as rapidly as possible to bring Kortfrontasi to an

end.

Because of initial uncertainty about the

solidity of their power and Sukarno ’s continuation of

titular head of government and national hero , Suharto

and Malik did not abruptly terminate Konfrontasi. They

announced that it would in fact continue until a peace-

ful settlement was reached ; military operations in

Sarawak soon ceased, however. The first overtures were

made to Singapore . Malik said this was done on Sukarno’s

orders as part of a policy of intensifying Konfrontasi

against Malaysia on the diplomatic rather than military

level which angered the Tunku ’s government. Rahman

publicly warned Lee not to swallow the bait.24

23Harvey Stockwin , “Interview with S. Rajarat-
nam ,” FEEL 16 September 1965 , p. 526.

24Mackie , Konfrontasi , pp. 318-19.
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Lee assured Malaysia that nothing would be done

to harm its interests. However , he also indicated that

Singapore would pursue its own best interests. On the

matter of diplomatic recognition , he stated that

“Malaysia ’s friends may be our friends , but Malaysia ’s

enemies need not be our enemies.” 25 Such apparently

contradictory positions only exacerbated Malaysian

suspicions of Lee ’s intentions and the prospect of Indo-

nesian recognition of Singapore prompted Malaysia to

increase the stringency of immigration controls at the

Jahore end of the causeway. Persons holding Singapore

identity cards were required to report to the nearest

Malaysian police station after entering Malaysia and con-

struction of elaborate immigration and customs facili-

ties was started .26 Interestingly, Malaysia ’s discussions

with Indonesia began at nearly the same time.

30th Singapore and Malaysia engaged in bilateral

negotiations with Indonesia during April and May 1966

in Bangkok. Talks between Malik and Malaysian Deputy

Prime Minister Tun Abdul Razak were well publicized , but

Singapore ’ s discussions seem to have been conducted

quietly. When Indonesia announced its readiness to

25 Josey, Lee Kuan Yew, p.  2 9 2 .
26 Harvey Stockwin , “Divid e and Conquer , ” FEER,

28 April  1966 , p. 178.
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recognize Singapore , Lee told the Tunku that the action

was a complete surprise. Only a little later , Malik

announced that the negotiations had been going on ,27

the apparent duplicity which further angered the Tunku.

Fortunately, some amount of rapprochement was achieved

when Lee visited Kuala Lumpur on 8 June and assured the

Malaysian Prime Minister that despite official Indo-

nesian recognition of Singapore, diplomatic relations

would be established only if Ja3~arta simultaneously

established them with Malaysia.28

By September 1966, Singapore and Indonesia had

concluded agreements on trade, banking and air serrice .

Singapore private traders were to provide S$l50 million

in commercial credit to private traders in Indonesia and

Indonesia would permit export by approved exporters of

produce to Singapore. The Bank Negara Indonesia re-

opened its offices in Singapore and banks incorporated

~n Singapore were tz~ be permitted to establish branches

i.n Indonesia. Both nations opened trade and airline

offices with service following soon after. By the end

of August, Indonesian coastal trading vessels were once

again thronging the anchorages ~n Singapores ’ harbor.

27Harvey Stockwirt , “And now--Kortfusi , ’ FEER,
21 April 1966, p. 143.

28Josey , Lee Kuan Yew, op. 322-23. 
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The renewed political and economic linkages with Indo-

nesia , while not of real economic consequence in 1966 ,

contained great potential for the future and proved to

be valuable in making up some of the losses in revenue

caused by the withdrawal of British troops from Singa-

pore, first announced in 1967.

The Currency Split

The new—found agreement with Indonesia by both

Malaysia and Singapore was the reverse of their own

persistent movement apart in matters of mutual concern .

One of the few areas in which there had been continued

joint action after Separation was that of common cur-

rency . For near eighty years, the Malay dollar had been

the medium of exchange in Malaya and Singapore. After

Separation , Singapore Finance Minister Lim Kim San

proposed that either the Currency Board (which issued

the Malay dollar) be continued , or that a joint central

bank be established . Neither idea was accepted by the

Malaysians. The International Monetary Fund (IMF)

which was asked to provide technical assistance in

formulating another proposal , noted that Singapore ’s

major concern was for the safety of foreign exchange

reserves backing the currency .29

29Mirror (Singapore) , 5 September 1966 , 
~~~~
. 6.
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This concern proved to be the vital issue in

the series of negotiations which took place in June and

July 1966. At their start, Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM)

agreed that the respective reserves of both countries

would be separated , but the draft agreement produced

did not answer the question of how to handle the owner-

ship of these reserves. Malaysia proposed that the

value of the land on which the Singapore branch of BNM

was located be credited to Singapore ’s account but that

the title remain with BNM .

In Singapore ’s view , this would have its

reserves and assets under the trusteeship of BNM . Their

counterproposal was to place the assets of both countries

with a third party--the IMP, Bank of England or World

Bank--or to make the Deputy Governor of BNM for Singa-

pore a separate entity and vest therein control of

assets. Lee expressed Singapore ’s attitude , “We must

have our position so guaranteed that if something goes

wrong , our share of the assets will not be lost.~~
30 rwc

final negotiatiàn sessions in August were unable to

resolve the disagreement and finally the Malaysians

broke off talks because , according to Lint Kim San , the

printers in London were pressing for an immediate

30Davies, 1967 Yearbook, p. 100.
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decision on production of the new Malaysian notes.31

The final conclusion was that the Malaysian Currency

Board would cease operation as of 12 June 1967, at which

time the two countries would issue separate currency.

While the onus for the currency ~p1it is generally laid

at the feet of Lee and his government, it appears that

the Malaysian government was equally responsible because

of its unwillingness to acknowledge the importance to

Singapore ’s economy of complete local monetary control.

Although the original proposals had included one

for a central bank , Singapore decided to remain with

the currency board system after the currencies divided .

The Currency Board could not, as could a central bank ,

engage in deficit finance ; all currency had to be backed

100% by foreign exchange assets or gold. Singapore

currency thus would remain fully convertible into any

other currency, a condition which was believed to be

vital to continued growth and health of the economy .

Also , the requirement for complete backing by foreign

exchange or gold was a hedge against inflation . Lim

expressed the rigorous attitude of Lee ’s government,

if Singaporeans wish to spend more money , then

they must first earn more . . . . There is no alterna-

tive for Singapore.” 32

31Mirror (Singapore) , 5 September 1966 , p. 7.

32 Ibid
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Lee Summarizes the First Year

On the eve of National Day on 8 August 1966,

Lee spoke to Singapore summarizing the progress of the

first year of independence and describing in clear terms

the attitudes and actions he believed were necessary for

further progress. He pointed out that the internal and

external political situations were much improved from

a year before and that the economy had improved . The

figures for important economic indicators bore him out.

Both impcrts and exports had increased , electricity and

gas production were up (indicating heavier industrial

usage) , and air passengers increased even while aircraft

landings did not. Shipping movements were higher and

more cargo was both discharged and loaded than a year

before. Although industrial stoppages had been quite

high in earl7 1966, they were down sharply by August

and the consumer price index averaged slightly more

than a point higher than a year previously. Lee went

on to say that sucn poli.tical “ground or;anizations as

the Citizens Consultative Committees,34 Community

33Davies, 1967 Yearbook, p. 324.
34Citizens Consultative Committees (CCC~ wereestablished in each constituency and consisted of chair-

men of subordinate Kampong (village) or Street Commit-
tees. The CCC forwards local requests and complaints
to higher levels and disburses special funds allocated
to it by the government for such minor but meaningful

I
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Centres , and the Vigilante Corps had done much to help

in administration and effecting coordination between the

administration , the Government and the people. The

effectiveness of the police and army was better and

there had been a good response of volunteers for the

People ’s Defence Forces.35

Continued success and development would not,

however , com e  without effort and sacrifice . Said Lee:

The emphasis must be on a rugged society . We
are providing many amenities free or heavily sub-
sidized . . . . From now onwards , we must concen-
trate our expenditure on the areas which help
directly to increase productivity and accelerate
our economic growth (such as) education . . . in
the system of wages and salaries which we pay
we must make it worth while for everyone to work
his best . . . rewards must be equated to results ,
and not just to time .36

projects as bicycle paths and extension of water or
electric lines. See Bellows , The People ’ s Action Party,
pp. 106-7. Community Centres were similarly established
(as of 1965) in more than 180 locations as focal points
for organized leisure and cultural activities for
adults, youth and children . Placed in public places
such as temples or near markets, the Centres were
equipped with a television set, radio , basketball court,
two sewing machines, and reading material. Staffed by
persons directly responsible to the Prime Minister ’ s
Office , they provided both recreation and social serv-
ices and a way to involve local residents ~.n the
decision—making process. See Bellows , The People ’s
Action Party, p. 103. The Vigilante Corps is a para—
military reserve component of the Singapore Armed Forces
which provides part time national service training for
those not taken into active military service.

35Josey , Lee Kuart Yew, o. 332.
36 :bid.
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• Thus the tone of discipline , sacrifice and ruggedness

was articulated as the model for Singapore society .

Such an ideal was to be very pertinent as it became

apparent that the British intended to withdraw their

military forces in Singapore and Malaysia. The most

significant aspect for Singapore of such a withdrawal

was the economic ; however, mutual defence considerations

played an important part in bringing the Singapore—

Malaysia “confrontation ” to an end .

British Plans for Military Withdrawal

Lee ’ s view of the British presence was consist-

ent with his pragmatism in other areas and not

fundamentally changed from even his most stridently

nationalist days:

I don ’t mind the base. Why should I? It
protects Singapore , it protects Malaysia , and
it gives employment and money to my people.
Moreover , I don ’t think that the 3riti~~ would
want bases in Singapore for very 1ong .~

At it turned out, he was more prophetic than he

realized.

In early 1967 , the British , looking toward

‘ 1 possible entry into the European Common Market and for

ways to save money, began to seriously consider reducing

military forces stationed east of Suez. In June , Lee

37Mirror (Singapore) , 26 September 1966, p. 4.
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went to London where he conferred with Commonwealth and

Defence Secretaries Angus Bowden and Dennis Healy about

the possible draw down of the British military. Based

upon these discussions and upon a British White Paper on

Defence published in July, Lee and his government

thought that they would have most of a decade in which

to build up defense forces and to prepare for the

economic effects of withdrawal . The British proposed to

• withdraw all of their forces by the mid-seventies and

to be down to half by December 1971. Both Lee and the

Tunku attempted to get Britain to change its mind and

Rahman suggested joint Five-Power Talks to include

Britain, Singapore , Malaysia, Australia and New Zealand .

By the 1973—75 period , Lee felt that Singapore would

have had time to “build all the sinews we can so that

we will not just be passengers in any defence alli-
• ance.” 38 Only six months later , he found out Singapore

would have not even half that time.

In January 1968 , the British announced that they

intended to close all of their bases in Malaysia and

Singapore by 1 January 1971. Lee ’ s first reaction wa~

to denounce this as treachery and to threaten that

Britain would have to pay for it.39 He castigated “a

38Josey, Lee Kuan Yew, o. 375.
39Dennis Bloodworth , An Eye for the Dragon:

Southeast Asia Observed 1954-1g70 (New York: Farrar ,
Strauss and Giroux , 1970) , p. 319.

_____________ • • — -- • — 
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I
small group of Labour leaders . . . ready to jettison
everyone ’s interests” to get left-wing support in order

to be re—elected , and threatened to remove Singapore ’s

L200 million reserves from the sterling bloc , as well

as other moves.40 His immediate anger cooled , however ,

and he began planning to minimize the effects of British

departure. One of the first steps was an imr~ediate trip

to London to attempt to induce the British to stretch

out the schedule which resulted in a new date of 31

December 1971. He was also able to gain British agree-

ment to leaving aircraft, radar , air defense installations

and naval vessels, as well as providing training to

operate them. In all of this , Lee ’s first concern

seemed to be more with defense than economics.

The economic aspects were not inconsiderable.

Estimates of the British contribution to Singapore ’s

national income ranged from fifteen to twenty percent .

A total of nearly 90,000 would be put out of work , half

of them employed directly on the bases and the remainder

in occupations catering to base personnel, such as

hawkers, small shopkeepers and taxi drivers. Estimates

of compensatory credits needed ran as high as S3 ,500

millir,n. The British agreed to provide approximately

40Ibid.
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S$400 million to help offset the effects of the pull-

out.41 This figure did not include the value of the

fixed installations.

Measures taken by Lee ’s government to protect

the workers affected and to offset the loss of income ,

were similar in thoroughness to those taken against

Konfrontasi. The severance pay of workers affected

would be placed into a fund from which they would

receive monthly payments. Thus, they would be assured

of some income during a period of transition to a new

job or of retraining . The government created a Bases

Conversion Board to study how best the facilities to be

abandoned might be converted to productive commercial

use; these included three airfields , the naval base and

the largest dockyard in Singapore .42 Lee personally

offered to John Hunter , Chairman of the Board of the

British Shipbuilding and Repairing Company , the oppor-

tunity to take over operation and management of the

Sembawang dockyard .43 This was eventually done , the

operation being in addition to the company ’s management

of the Keppel Shipyard under the name of Swan Hunter.

41”Military Side Step ,” FEER, 21 March 1968 ,
p. 510.

Senkuttavan , “Flying High with LKY ,”
FEER, 22 February 1968 , p. 306.

43 ”Conscience Money .” FEER, 6 June 1968 , p. 507.

• -- - -- _ _ _ _ _ _
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Finance Minister Goh Keng Swee announced plans

to raise S$l,070 million through overseas aid and loans

(S$550 million) , taxes and local borrowing (S$350

million) , and reduction of overseas assets (S$l70

million) . By the end of 1968, the British compensation

funds had begun to come in and they were to be divided

equally between defense and civilian uses; the latter

included conversion of Sembawang dockyard and financing

of an extensive technical education program . Although

these programs came far from solving the unemployment

problem caused by the withdrawal, they resulted in txie

addition of extremely valuable facilities to Singapore ’s

industrial complex with the potential of future expan-

sion.

The relationship with Malaysia was initially

further strained by the prospective withdrawal but in

the end, the necessity to cooperate on matters of mutual

defense brought an end to the confrontation . Soon after

the British announcement , Lee and Tun Abdul Razak met

in Singapore where they agreed on the need for mutual

cooperation in economics and defense. Only a little

later , Singapore announced that most Malaysians working

in Singapore would have their work permits cancelled and

they would have to leave. The argument was that the

roughly 45,000 persons affected would make room for an

_ _  
• --— •••
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equal number of workers laid off at the bases. The

decision was based upon figures given Lee which

reinforced his belief that there were more Malaysians

working in Singapore than Singaporeans on the peninsula.

He was not prepared for Kuala Luznpur ’s response that

nearly 50,000 Singaporeans would have to leave Malaysia

to make room for repatriated Malaysians.44 After another

meeting with Razak , reason prevailed and the planned

expulsion was called off. Such on—again , off-again

conduct was unfortunately all too prevalent , but seemed

to smooth out after this period .

In June 1968, a Five—Power Defense Conference

was held in Kuala Lumpur to discuss the implications of

withdrawal for the defense of Malaysia and Singapore.

Participants were these two, plus Britain, Australia and

New Zealand. British prodding and Australian and New

Zelander emphasis that Commonwealth cooperation in

defense depended upon true cooperation between Singapore

and Malaysia led to commitments by both to maintain

installations within their territories for mutual

defense . Sin gapore had come to the conference quite

prepared to do so. The southern radar in the Malaysian

air defense system was at Tengah Airfield and Singapore

Search for Exclusivity, ” FEER, 28 March
1968, p. 593.

I
I 

_____ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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accepted the responsibility to train its own personnel

to operate the equipment. On the second day of the

conference, Malaysia undertook to operate the northern

radar at Butterworth near Penang , as well as to consider

additional contributions to mutual defense beyond what

they were already providing . While the accomplishments

of the conference were limited in scope, they neverthe-

less represented a significant change for the better in

cooperation between Singapore and Malaysia.45 Lee ’s

conclusion after the conference was that “relations are

closer than they t ave been since separation because of

the common defense necessities.” He continued :

The simple way we put it is that the British
have left a radar screen behind : half is in North
Malaysia and half in Singapore. Well , half a radar
screen is no use to anybody, so the two must keep
together. Apart from that, there is a feeling that
in this turbulent Southeast Asia . . . our basic
common interest for survival and security has
greater im pact.46

Both Malaysia and Singapore looked with anxiety

to events on the Indochinese Peninsula and to the

effects of rJnited States policies toward Southeast Asia.

President Richard Nixon ’s 1968 election and the

45Harvey Stockwin , “Defence Deals at Dinner.”
FEER, 27 June 1968, pp. 655—57.

46Transcript of an interview with George Thomson,
Director of the Singapore Political Science Center ,
“Singapore: The Israel of Asia? ,” Yale Reports Mo. 480 ,
9 June 1968. (Mimeographed.)
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beginnings of peace talks in Paris to end the Vietnam

war produced anxieties about America ’s future intentions.

Thailand , suffering from insurgency in the Northeast and

North, was anxious to have a continued American presence,

and Prince Sihanouk quite candidly described the Am en-

can presence in Southeast Asia as vital to his

independence. Lee Kuan Yew, although he did not want

the U.S. military actually in Singapore , said that the

American presence had given Southeast Asia a “breathing

space” in which nations of the area had become better

able to resist internal subversion .47

The Singapore Armed Forces

The prospect of British withdrawal increased

the importance of creating and developing the Singapore

Armed Forces, the successor to the Singapore Infantry

Regiment (SIR) created in 1957. The two battalions of

the SIR gained seine actual combat experience in Sabah

and Sarawak as part of the Malaysian armed forces. As

with most policies and programs of Lee ’s government , the

reasons for heavy expenditures upon military forces were

many. When the 1967 National Service Bill was intro-

duced , Lee indicated that its purpose was to create a

body of trained citizens appreciative of the need and

47Derek Davies , ed., 1969 Yearbook (Hong Kong :
Far Eastern Economic Review, 1969), pp. 42-47. 
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methods to defend their country . These soldiers would

be citizen soldiers rather than professionals except

for a hard core of approximately ten percent who would

do their two years of national service on full time

active duty. The remainder would be liable to twelve

years reserve service in the People ’s Defence Force

(PDF) , the Vigilante Corps and the Special Constabulary.

All were to constitute an elite force which would coin-

mand the respect of Singapore ’ s neighbors, on the Swiss
48model.

Aside from the purely military aspects of its

existence , the SAF was to also be an instrument to

accomplish other national aims. The military was the

logical extension of Lee ’ s drive to make of Singapore a

robust, rugged and self-reliant society . Military

training was seen to be healthily rigorous, intellectual

and physical conditioning , serving as a counterbalance

to the softness and self-indulgence which Lee saw as

the eventual result of greater affluence. It was also

a means to hasten the advent of a truly multi-racial

society in which all races would live and work harmoni-

ously. In 1967 , military service was also one answer

to the problem of unemployment. Furthermore, it was

believed that a credible national defense force would

48Mirror (Singapore) , 6 March 1968 , p. 9.
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both enhance the investment climate and give Singapore

a greater voice in regional and international defense

councils.

The National Service Act provided initially for

five Regular Infantry battalions and two para-military

Police Battalions.49 Under Defence Minister Goh Keng

Swee, and with the valuable assistance of an Israeli

military mission, the SAF was rapidly converted from

the planning stage to a combat-ready force . British

technical and training assistance, as well as facilities,

equipment arid materiel turned over during the process

of withdrawal were also instrumental in the process.

By the end of 1968, in addition to the infantry forces,

twenty men were training as pilots with the Royal Air

Force , a Navy Training School was established and six

patrol boats ordered , and preparations were well

advanced to create an armored unit.

Government policy was to create an “elite” and

“credible ” force of 15,000 active duty conscripts,

backed by 45 ,000 in a ready reserve. To accomplish

this objective , the prime targets for conscription were

the very element of Singapore society least willing to

participate; the most promising sons of the most afflu-

ent, influential or enterprising familites. Many of

49Ibid .

_ _  - - •- -
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these were the leading Chinese families who have tradi-

tionally equated the profession of the soldier with that

of the brigand .50 Thus ruled out in great part were

those most willing to be included , the poorly educated ,

the unemployed , and the ill-adjusted . These included

both the Malays (the most disadvantaged group of Singa-

poreans) who traditionally welcome the opportunity

provided by the military , and the non-English speaking

Chinese who had dropped out of the Chinese stream of

education.

The potential problems posed by such racial

distinctions and economic disparities were eventually

overcome , at least in their most overt and obvious

forms. The SAF generally successfully met the multi-

racial , multi-lingual and multi-religious ideal held up

for Singapore as a whole. Mutual acceptance of such

differeing racial practices as diet were fostered ,

English was used as the common language , and recruits

were encouraged to achieve greater fluency in it and

in the Language of another racial group . Terms of

service for officers were slightly shortened to counter-

act a susp iciously high fa ilure rate on qualifying

~°Wil1ard A. Hanna , “The New Singapore Armed
Forces ,” American Universities Field Staff Reports,
Southeast Asia Series , ;ol. 21 ~o. I (New York: AmericanThiversjties Field Staff , 1973) , p. 4.

• -.• —--- --
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exams, while those for noncommissioned officers was

lengthened . Young conscripts were encouraged to choose

career status through the prospects of stipends for

university study at home or abroad .51

Lee realized that no realistic military force

which Singapore could afford to create could conduct a

lengthy military operation against a sizeable foe.

Singapore could , however, demonstrate that “we have the

wherewithal to make it extremely unpleasant for anybody

contemplating taking liberties with us.” In this way ,

Singapore would show that it was not merely a passenger

in common defense arrangements made with its Commonwealth

partners.52

The concept of the “rugged society ” with dis-

cipline , drive and courage was app lied with particular

emphasis to two groups with which Lee had been involved

since the earliest days of the PAP-—labor and the

students. With both , Lee made clear in ~uite certain

terms that their cooperation was required to carry

Singapore through a difficult period . The relationsh~~

between Lee and both of these groups stemmed from the

stress that was placed u~on the theme -of “sur-zival

against adversity ” and the idea that there were “others ”

who wanted to destroy Singapore.

~
1 Ibid., p. 5. ~

2Josey, Lee Kuan Yew, p. 423.
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Government-—Student Conflict

The conflict with students stemmed in part from

regulations promulgated in 1966 dealing with employment.

The regulations required work pe~~ its for non-citizens

in the lower income brackets and special -;isa endorse-

ments for expatriates in the higher levels. They

amounted to pressure uoon non-citizens to decide whether

they should opt for Singapore citizenship . One of the

requirements was that non-citizens would have to pay

school fees for their children attending Singapore

government schools , a condi t ion which brought  in only  a

small revenue but harvested a great  deal of h o s t i l i t y

among students and their p a ren t s .

This hostility was made manifest during distur-

bances at the University of Singapore. Students

demonstrated to protest the requirement for suitability

certificates as a prerequisite for entrance ,~~
3 and what

they perceived as a lack of academic freedom. Also ,

some Malaysian students who had come to the niversity

of Singapore for education had apparently demonstrated

~
3The requirement that entering un~~;ersL ty

students possess a suitability certif~~ ate dated to theM alays ia  period . ?t  that t ime , the c en t r a l  ;overnment
started the system by wh~ ch would—be s tudents  h a v e ,  ~n
e f f e c t , a background invest i ; a t icn  to ensure  t ha t  they
had no Communist connections . After separation , the
Singapore ;overnmen: continued the requirement .
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against the Singapore government in conjunction with

Communist  f r o n t  o rganiza t ions  to express their  f rus t ra -

tion at being unable to f i n d  jobs .  Student leaders who

v:sited Lee in his o f f i c e  were received quite  s t e rn ly .

One delegation was received and heard Lee read to them

from their Special Branch files (presumably compiled

during the invest igat ion for  s u i t a b i l i t y  ce r t i f i c a t e s)  ;

another group was asked how many were Singapore c i t i z e n s

thereby having the r:ght to complain to him . Lee said :

We are not against Malaysian students coming
he r e , ge t t ing  a good educat:on , and even a good
:ob - . . . But we ca~~ ot t o l e r a t e , and w i l i  not
tolerate students who come here and Ict off their
venom , their frustrations . . . a~ a~ nst a govern-
ment that really :s not respons~ b e  ~~r tnern . .

I can understand the:r frust:at:ons - . . : cannot
condor.e nor will : ac~ uiesce aw sssness .

and ~n . . . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ wh::h ~s ;u :n~ t~~
them and Singapore no good .~~

4

Similar disturbances occurred at ~an~-ang .v-~rs~ ty and

Ngee Ann College , as well as ~n sone h:~ ese ~idfle

Schools.

At Nanvang , 5)  s t u d e n t s  :.~e -ad at t ne

Chancellor ’ s off:ce to ~rotest tne :~ 3m:ssal of :wc

students for their oart~ c~ oation an ~Ll~~ a demonstra-

t~ on four months earlier , ~n ul~- . The’; accused the

‘lice—Chancellor of p1ott~ ng w:th the poli:e to dismiss

the two , -and demanded that he ~ot seek -clice assistance

34M~rror (Singapore) , 23 November 1966 , ~~~~. 1.
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in the fu tu re .  The demand was rejected and the demon-

strators departed.  At Ngee Ann College, the cause of

discontent  was government plans to reorganize it as a

community college while  the students  f e l t  that it should

be raised to university status. According to ~efence

Minis ter Goh Keng Swee , members of Communist front

organizations had visited the Ngee Ann students occupy-

• ing one of the college buildings , causing them to switch

to a more blatant anti-government stand . Their claim

became that the government was destroying Ch inese cul-

ture and education (a claim belied by the facts)

Government response to all of the student disturbances

was based upon the conviction that there was a Communist

plan to coalesce all student discontent in one organiza-

tion to more easily manipulate the students.55 Lee

believed that students should apply themselves to their

studies in order to gain the sort of education that

would make them productive members of society .

Control of Labor

Similarly , the labor unions were placed on

notice that their cooperation was expected and even

demanded. :n a 1966 speech , Lee stressed that trade

unionism must be responsible and responsive to society ’ s

(

I
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needs. ~corking efficiency had to be restored and pro-

duction increased to pay for benefits already promised

or desired . He pointed out that his work on behalf of

the un ions in the ear ly  195 0’ s had not been for the

unions themselves , but to develop a force strong enough

to sweep away colonialism.56 Now , the workers must be

re—educated away from adversary patterns to more cooper-

ative modes. Their leaders had to achieve better

understanding of Singapore ’ s ecor.omic realities so that

they could help bring about higher productivity and

stimulate economic growth . Lee repeatedly emphasized

tha t in te rna l  order was a necessary condition to encour-

age foreign investment in Singapore .

Basic government policy was to minimize the

influence of the leftist Singapore Association of Trade

Unions ( SA TU )  and to promote that of the government-

sponsored National Trade Union Congress (NTUC) . The

seven leading member unions of the SATU had been

dereg~ stered in 1964 under terms of the Societies Ordi-

nar.ce because of their  connections w:th Communist

elements and because of illegal strikes. The NTUC was

the only legal union associaticn and by 1966 , it repre—

sented approximately 110 , 300 of a to ta l  of near ly

250 ,000 laborers. in 1963, ~ts membersh.i~ was 130 ,000

DO
~4irror (Singapore) , 2 6 December 1966 , p. 1.

1’
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in forty-four affiliated unions.D7 While these by no

means included all laborers or all unions , the largest

and most important were for the most part included .

The government encouraged union par t ic ipat ion

in politics to produce within them capable , practical

leadership which would thus pre-empt Communist exploita-

tions of labor. The PAP , as the government, exercised

strong dominance over the unions. After the split in

the party in 1961, the PAP began to organize its own

unions and when these began to be successful , unions

previously affiliated with the SATU were permitted to

transfer their allegiance . The party strongly influ-

enced the election of top union leaders and policy

decisions in the union movement . The government pro-

vided assistance to the unions through the Labour

Research Unit and pressured employers to help the NTUC .

Labor laws, Arbitration Courts and referees, the

Ministry of Labour and the aw courts ~ere all-important

in keeping labor peace and promoting responsible trade

unionism in singapore.~~
3 The willingness of the

57Tae Yul Nam , “Singapore ’ s One—Party System :
Its Relationship to Democracy and ?oL~ tical Stability ,”
Pacif ic  Af f air s  42 (W:nter  19 6 9 — 7 0 )  : 4 7 5 — 7 6 .

58~~ E. Chalmers and Pang Eng Fong , ‘In dustrial
Relations ,” in Modern Singapore, eds. Ooi Jin—Bee and
Chiang Hai Ding (Singapore: University of Singapore ,
1969) , pp. 119—21.
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government to use its powers was illustrated in late

1966.

The Public Daily-Rated Employees ’ Union

threatened a strike if its demand for more pay were not

met. Lee stated that at Singapore ’ s current  stage of

economic development, the government could not accede

to the demand . To do so would be to show that it could

not control labor, thereby indicating a poor investment

climate for new industry . ifl the apocaplyptic terms

often present in his speeches , he said that higher taxes

would result, the economy would be upset and Singapore

• would be closed down . He urged the unions to consider

their threat carefully and reiterated a prom ise that

wage scales would be reviewed in 1968. Unsubtly, he

pointed out that if non-citizens in the unions chose to

strike, there were 70,000 young Singapore citizens

registered for jobs and willing to work. ’9

Left wing loss of influence in the unions was

made apparent in 1967 when the Barisan called for a

general strike on May Day to protest against the Trades

Union Act, the Societies Ordinance and the National

Service Act. Only three unions responded with purely

token representation. Of 660 people who took part in

isolated demonstrations, half were women (the Barisan

59Mirror (Singapore) , 26 December 1966 , o . 5.
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was accused of hiding behind their skirts) . The most

serious incident involved 400 demonstrators who refused

to disperse and were fir ed  upon by police a f t e r  attack-

ing a police patrol. Two police and eleven demonstrators

were injured and forty-eight arrested , including the

Vice-Chairman of the Barisan .6° The extent to which

trade union peace had been achieved is shown by the

decrease in strikes from 116 in 1961 to 14 (1966) , 10

(1967) and only 4 in 1968 .61

Lee often became personally involved in the way

in which the labor unions were regulated , particularly

in cases where employment or production could be

increased through changes in working procedures or

stricter application of the labor laws. A typical

example involved the Singapore Harbour Board Union (SHBU)

whose members loaded and unloaded ships and operated the

port facilities. Noting that many union members were

working large amounts of overtime , Lee brought pressure

to have this changed . By reducing overtime and adding

a third shift during the working day , many new positions

were made available for unemployed workers. Such

situations were responsible for a clause limiting the

60 Derek Davies, ed., 1968 Yearbook (Hong Kong :
Far Eastern Economic Review , 1968) , p. 291.

61Ibjd p. 294; and Davies , 1969 Yearbook,
p.  281.
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amoun t of overtime a worker could work per month in a

comprehensive Employment Act which was passed in late

1968. The Act also provided for retirement bonuses ,

standardized the work week to six and one-half eight-

hour work days per week , liberalized annual leave

benefits , and provided for severance pay after three

years of service.62 Although there were some instances

of labor slow-downs to protest loss of overtime (as

happened in the SHBU) , Lee threatened those “anti-

national” elements with deprivation of citizenship and

deportation.

Investment Incentives

A stable political climate, national security

and reliable labor were only part of the elements of a

favorable investment climate designed to attract foreign

capital and industry . At the end of 1966 , Finance

Minister Lim Kim San announced new legislation granting

greater incentives to investors to become effective with

the New Year . To this point , incentives for investment

had included lengthy tax holidays under the Pioneer

Industries Act, benefits for plant expansion , acceler-

ated depreciation on productive equipment, tax

exemptions on royalties, fees and interest on foreign

62 Chalmers and Pang , “ Industrial Relations , ”
p. 125.
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loans, tariff protection for selected industries, duty

free importation of equipment and raw materials , prefer-

ential government buying of local products , and financial.

and technical assistance. On exports , there were

further tax concessions, profits and capital could be

freely repatriated , deposits in external accounts in

Singapore banks were taxed at reduced rates, and the

property tax on land was waived for an initial six

months .63

The improved investment incentives included even

more liberal terms for pioneer industries and special

privileges for investors. One example of the latter was

a law entitling foreign investors with a minimum of

S$250 ,000 in local production enterprises to citizenship

after five years. Among investment proposals received

after promulgation of these new laws , those from the

United States totalled SS200 million , and Hong Kong and

Canada indicated similar int” ..~ests. The rate of ~n~ u~ ry

about investment jumped from 180 proposals ~n 1366 to

402 for the first half of 1967.°~ Overall , the year

1967 was a turning point in the rate of economic growth

in Singapore.

6300i, “Singapore ,” p. 3.
64Davies, 1968 Yearbook, po. 298— 302.
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As was described earlier, among the earliest

major industries to be established were an iron and

steel mill , shipbreaking and shipbuilding. In the

period 1959—1966 , however , chemicals and petroleum pro-

ducts were the industry group experiencing most rapid

growth. By 1966 , this group accounted for 3% of all

growth in the manufacturing sector , and produced 20.3%

of all manufacturing output . Behind this group came

basic metals, tobacco , rubber products , fu rn i tu re  and

textiles——all with growth rates over 20% per annum .65

Economic Growth--Rates and Growth

From 1960— 67 , economic growth had been sluggish

for  a number of reasons.  Regional  po l i t ica l  i n s t ab i l i t y

(Konfror.tasi, internal policies , Vietnam) inhibited

investment , trade developed erratically, local Singapore

private investment was timid and unimaginative , and

heavy pth1~ c spend ing had been in areas which were

economically unproductive (such as publ ic  hous ing)  or

productive only in the long run (Jurong and other indus-

trial estates) . By 1967 , favorable changes included

better ad:ustment by Singapore and Malaysia to the fact

of Separation and the new regime in Indonesia which had

°3Goh Chok Tong , “ Industrial Growth , 1959-66 , ’
in Modern Singapore, eds. Ooi Jin-Bee and Ch~ang HaiDing (Singapore: University of Singapore , 1969) ,
132— 33.
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reopened that nation to investment and re-established

trade with Singapore . The difference was apparent in

comparison of changes in gross domestic product (GD?)

and capital formation (CF) for the period 1960-64 and

1965—69.

In the earlier period , total GD? increased at

an average rate of 7.2% per annum , the per capita change

was 2.9% and CF increased by 3 5 . 9 %  per annum . During

the later period , total GD? increased at 15.5% , per

capita rate was 9.3% , and capital formation dropped to

a rate of 18.6%. The differences in rate of capital

formation were due to declines in private investment in

the manufacturing sector in 1965—66 , a slow—down in

private housir.g development and contraction of construc-

tion of industrial infrastructural facilities. A fter

1967 , the rates of capi ta l  formation once more increased

dramatically to 42% in 1968 and 24.8% in 1969. 66

The economic policies of Lee ’ s government in the

first years after independence could be viewed as

attempts to capitalize upon any advantages possessed by

Singapore (which were not insignificant) , while seeking

out and developing all possible new sources of revenue

• and employment. The government was not able to funda-

mentally change the basic pattern of dependence upon

66Buchanan , Singapore, ~~~~~~~ 63-68.

______ • 
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entrepot trade and in fact, had to balance promotion of

that trade with encouragement of industrialization which

presented contradictory tariff considerations. By 1968,

industrial development was burgeoning . In Jurong alone ,

there were 137 factories in operation compared to eighty

a year before . A total of sixty—six companies were

issued pioneer certificates in 1967 bringing the total

to 223 pioneer industries. Mobil Oil was planning a

r e f i n e r y ,  such l ight industry as a bicycle factory ,

small arms ammunition and textiles were in operation ,

as well as expanded heavy industry .67 The government

was also planning to develop more f ul ly in the ar eas of

tourism and shipping. Generally, the first three years

after separation were a period of consolidation of

Singapore ’s economic structure and preparation for move-

rnent into a more secure and productive period .

The Japanese Connection

Singapore ’ s relationship w:th Japan il ust:ated

v~vidl? the process of inaus t r ial  development  in con-

junction with foreign investors. By late 1967 , Japan

had become , after Malaysia and Thdonesia, S:n gapore ’ s

princ ipal trading partner. The Japanese were des-

cribed by Lee as very hard-headed businessmen ready to

Davies ,  1969 Yearbook, :o. 2 8 7 - 8 9 .

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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fill any gap left by the British withdrawal. He also

stated that  Singapore was not ret icent  about looking to

Japan for capital , technological sk ills and man agemen t

expertise. All of these were provided in abundance but

with the Japanese proviso that the Singapore government

put up at least 40% to Japanese investors ’ 51% to ensure

that all will go well.

The major joint venture between the Economic

Development Board (EDE) and Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy

Industries (IHI) was the Jurong Shipyard which had grown

so in three years that it was building a drydock capable

of handling ships of over 200 ,000 tons . Other joint

ventures were in steel tube manufacture, sugar , tires ,

chemicals and plT~ood veneer . By mid-1967 , Japanese

capital was 24% of all foreign investment in new indus-

tries. Workers in these plants received on-the—job

tra in ing and special  techn ical courses in Japan , and

in 1963, an intergovernmental agreement provided for

creation of a production training center to give workers

experience under actual production conditons.~
8

Having struggled to create favorable investment

conditions so as to industrialize and provide employment

for Singapore workers , Lee ’! government also worked to

68”Military Side Step, ” FEER, 21 March 1968,
p. 510.
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bring about social development in Singapore. From the

very beginning of his administration , Lee had realized

the seriousness of the soc ial problems ex tan t in Singa-

pore. He knew that the part which could point to

significant improvements in such areas as housing ,

education and employment would have a great political

advantage and it was in the social context that his

“democratic socialist ” ideology was most fully employed.

By bringing about more equal distribution of the wealth

of Singapore , whether ~.n the form of better wages or

improved services, a more unified society would be

created. The goal was to create a multi—racial , multi-

cultural society with a common identity and goals.

It is easy to see most clearly the authoritarian

aspects of Lee ’ s government and to attribute to them the

results which were achieved . Although such methods were

certainly used against dangers which were suite real ,

the social just~ ce aspects of his regime were also

~u~ te genuine . Under h~ s adrninstrat~ or., the c~ t~ zens

• of Singapore became be ~er housed , better fed , better

educated and richer. Furthermore , the PAP was rec~:rned

~
n every election by greater marg:ns -of v~ctcrv by an

electorate quite sophisticated :ol~~tic.al1y .

I
I
I
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Public Housing Programs

Public housing had been the most obvious area

of accomplishment. The goals established under the

first F~ ve-~ ear Plan which ended in 1965 , had been

dramatically overfulfilled . The second plan had goals

of construction of a total of 60 ,000 units of one— ,

two— and three-bedroom flats including 1,000 urban

renewal units monthly.69 By the end of l96~~, over

12,000 flats had been constructed and 26% (657 ,442

persons) of the population was housed in Housing Board

accommodations .7° The publtc housing developments were

designed as planned communities with schools, markets ,

health clinics , shopping and ccmrnun~ ty centers , and

telephone sub—exchanges. A deliberate policy was to

mix all races in the developments so as to ornate

better understanding between them. Another policy was

to :ntegrate the housing with emaloyment e:ther b

bu~ ld~ ng in close prox~m~ ty to such ~ndustr~ a areas as

J~ ror.c or b’i building flatted factories for lioht or

clear. medium industry among the res~ den t~ a1 s t r u c t u r e s .

• This policy was ~art:cu arLy useful :n gezt~ ng more

women :nto the w or <  f cr :e .

6
~~avies, 967 Ie~ rb~ ok, p. 322.

703uchanan , Sj.ngaDore , p. 131.

r 
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Quantitatavely, the Singapore government could

:ustifiably take pride in the success of its housing

programs for  they were by f a r  the most  ex tens ive  of any

country in Asia and compared favorably with those of the

most advanced nations. ~ualitatively, the programs were

harder to assess. Urban renewal and other forms of

resettlement caused significant disruptions :n tradi-

::cna . patterns and necess:tated ma -or read- us:ments ~n

tne way of life of many ceoc e. ~evertneless , the gov-

ernment was able to acnie~-e a n~moer :f ~o ect:ves ,

including ucgrading hous:~~~, in ewa deterior-

ated areas , maintenance o~ - •~~~en n  ~~~
-
. the construction

industry and some movement of :~~p~~t i  . : n ~~n the

economy .

Expans :on of ut~ l~ t~ es •an~ serv:  :es cc support

the increasing needs of 3~ ngapore was an ~mmortanc part

of annua l budgets. :n the budget ~~6 tnere was

orovLscon for const:ucocon of two Large ectr~ :a cower

stations at urono . hev wou_o prov:ce :or expanded

domest:: and i ndu s t~~:a1 service and oerrr t it  w:der rural

electrif:cat:or.. Anotne r accompl:shment was complet:on

:n 367 of the f:rsc chase ~f the Johore River Scheme

wh :c n :ncreased the r~ l:ab1e source ~f c~a:er b’~’ thirty

m:lLior. ~allons ia:1y.~~

~ 1:rror (S:ncaccre) , 12 Jecember 1~ 66, o. 5.
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Education and the New Singapore

Education had always been an important tool in

achieving government objectives as was made evident in

Singapore ’s insistence upon control of education as a

precondition of entry into Malaysia. The most signifi-

cant reason then had been to promote internal political

stability by controlling agitation arising from the

middle schools and universities , but other reasons

gained ascendance later on . One was p romo tion of

acculturation toward the concept of Singaporeanness;

the other was economics.

Speaking to a meeting of Singapore  teachers , Lee

set out his concept of the purpose of education . First ,

the quality of teaching had to be improved to create a

corps of teachers who commanded the respect of their

classes and gave unstintingly of themselves. Then , the

students had to be inculcated with the spirit -of ;rouD

th:nk:ng wh:ch would :nsure the survival of the ccmmur.:o~

and not ; ~st the :ndiv:dual. E’;entua lv t he re  m u s t  be

produced men and women capable of runrii.ng Singa~ore ’ s

tigh:ly-kn:t society and with the determ~nat:or~ to dc

so. Education had to produce the necessary ~ual:t:es

of leadership -at the top and of cohes:veness at the

bottom of society. To bring about the necessary

cnan:mity of outlook , the government had assumed

- •~~~~~~~~~~~~ . • _ _
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complete jurisdiction over the curriculum in all of

the schools--English , Malay, Tamil and Chinese. As time

passed , the advantages to education in the English-

language stream became apparent and enrollment in the

other streams decreased (particularly the Malay).72

The economic factor in the nature of education

was the conviction that more and better education was a

means of improving the capabilities and productiveness

of Singapore ’ s citizens , thus promoting economic devel-

opment. In particular , Lee called for  more students to

study technical and scientific subjects and for exten-

sion to the necessary educational facilities. In this

way Singapore would gain the skilled technicians it

needed to carry on its development into a center of

technology and industry in Southeast Asia. ~~cng the

modern facilities prov ided was the first educational

television system in Southeast Asia. All secondary

schoo s, both governznen~ and government-aided , rece:ved

a set. The Min:ster of Education stressed that tele—

v:sion was an additional tool, not a replacement for

tne teacher, and he called upon everyone from product:on

crews to students to cooperate for the best use -of the

72Lee ~uan Yew , New Bearings in our Education
System (Singapore: Ministry of Culture , 366 , p~~

. # _ 9 •
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system .’3 In no aspect of l if e  would the Lee spir it of

determination and discip line permit slacking .

By 1967 , Lee ’s government had achieved its

earliest objective of free universal primary education

which guaranteed ten years of school to every child.74

Out of a population in which more than half were under

twenty—one years of age, 30% were in school. Ninety-

nine percent of all children of school age were receiviflg

education and each was entitled to six years free educa-

tion in the chosen language stream. Special provisions

were made for Malay students to enable them to better

compete ; all could have free tuition through the univer-

75s:ty level.

After 1967 , the government shifted its emphasis

to expansion of education at the secondary and tertiary

levels with the goal being to have a place for every

child in the secondary schools. The school budget rose

from 5$l29 million in 1966 to S$l44 million in 1367 ,

:ncluding S$15 million for expanded :echnical,’vocational

training . By this time , tertiary school enrollment was

as follows :

73Mirror ~Singapore) , 13 February 19~ 7, p. 1.

74Ibid.

• 
7
~ Dav ies , 1968 Yearbook, pp. 295— 9 6.
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University of Singapore 3 ,000
Nanyang University (private ) 2 ,000
Polytechnic College 2,642
Ngee Ann College (private) 85276Adult Education Board Course 70,000

Singapore had one of the most effective educational sys-

tems in Asia outside of Japan and one which was an

integral part of the government ’s dr ive to crea te a

cohesive society . Even the SAP was involved with the

schools through such extra—curricular activities as

military or police cadet corps. Every aspect of Singa-

pore society was related to the others , a situation of

which Lee and his fe l low minis ters were f u l ly aware and

that they strove to exploit to the fullest.

The 1968 General Election

With the New Year of 1968 , there was much specu-

lation as to when new general elections would be called.

The term of office of Lee ’ s second government was due

to expire in August. The uncertainty was ended with

the 7 February announcement hat President Yusof bin

Ishak , on the advice of Prime Minister Lee , would

dissolve Parliament as of 8 February . Nomination Day

would be 17 February and the elections were to take

place on 13 April . The reason for the decis:or. to

advance the elections was, according to S. Ra2aratnam ,

76 Ibid ., 
~~~~
. 296.
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“to seek a fresh mandate from the people to tackle new

problems arising from the accelerated British pull—out

by 1971.” To have elections in the midst of negoatia—

tions on such vital issues would give rise to “an air

of uncertainty . “~~~~~~

The PAP put up candidates in each of the fifty-

eight constituencies (increased from fifty—one in a

reorganization to make allowance for population growth

and to make all constituencies roughly equal in popula-

tion). Eighteen were new candidates who either stood

in the constituencies of Barisan MP’s or those of the

nine PAP back-benchers who did not run . The Barisan

boycotted the election; they also urged the people to

do so, a move which made them liable to prosecution

under the Elections Act. The Singapore Alliance and

the Singapore Malay National Organisation finally chose

not to enter any contests and the Singapore Islamic

Party also boycotted. In the end , only seven seats

were contested , amo ng them Lee Kuan Yew ’ s constituency

in Tanjong Pagar. Five were Independents and two were

put up by the Worker ’s Party. The PAP was thus returned

to control of the government by virtue of the fifty-one

seats in which they were unopposed .

77Alex Josey , The Crucial Years Ahead: Republic
of Singapore General ~1ec tion 1~ 68 ~Singapore: D. 1oore
Press, 1968), p. 11.
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During the campaign which was marked by arrests

of eighteen Barisan supporters for distributing pamphlets

urging the people not to vote, Lee and the other

Ministers gave lengthy talks over radio and TV detailing

their views on “The Crucial Years Ahead” (the title of

the series) . Lee took a historical perspective , detail-

ing the accomplishments made by the PAP government over

the years and calling upon the people to meet the

challenges presented by the British withdrawal.73 The

other ministers discussed the future in some detail in

terms of their particular portfolio. Taken all together,

the talks comprised a comprehensive official review of

Singapore ’s condition and its prospects.

when the polls closed on 13 April, the PAP had

been returned in all seven contests. Of the total

electorates involved (84,883) , 77,984 actually voted ,

with a total of 65 ,812 going to the PAP . Lee received

• 9,128 votes to only 548 for his opponent. All of the

races were won by the PAP with at least a ten to one

advantage .79 The extent of the PAP victory was shown

in a comparison made by the Straits Times -of the 1963

and 1968 elections. In the earlier one , a total of 213

• candidates entered , of which the PAP had fifty-one , the

Alliance forty—two and the Barisan forty-six . At that

73Ibid., pp. 39—43. ‘9 Ib~ d., pp. 69—71.
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time, the Barisan had received 193 ,000 votes and thir-

teen seats.8° Not only had the PAP won for a third

time, but it had done so almost by acclaim .

The PAP is Re turned

Lee Kuan Yew and his cabinet were sworn in by

the Acting President of the Republic of Singapore on 16

April. Of the eleven ministers , five had been in the

cabinet and the party since the beginning , attesting to

the dedication and cohesiveness of the men Lee had

gathered around himself in the early Fifties. Besides

• Lee , these were Toh Chin Chye , Goh Keng Swee , S.

Rajaratnam and Othman bin Wok. Under Lee ’ s leadersh ip,

they had brought Singapore from the status of one of

the last British colonies to that of an independent

nation in one of the most turbulent areas of the world.

80Ibid., p. 72.

______________________ _____________________________



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

The PAP has survived all the pressures from
both the extreme left and the extreme right
because it does not allow theory to dictate policy
in disregard of realities. It is the practical
approach of what is possible in our society that
has been the cornerstone o f successful  policy .

Lee Kuan Yew , 19641

Lee Kuan Yew is the last and perhaps most suc-

cessful of the As:an nationalist leaders to be produced

by a European colonial system. At the time of his birth

:n 1923 , most of the great nat:onalists had either been

act:ve for several years (Ho Chi Minh , Quezon , Gandhi)

or were to soon begin their work (Ba Maw , U Nu , Aung San

and Sukarno) . Lee was uniquely favored by the colonial

situat:on into which he was born . The Br:t:sh admin:s-

tration :n Singapore was one of the most l:beral of a

generally benign form of colonialism and from the very

first had placed a premium upon individualism and

:n:t~ at~ve , particularly in commercial affa:rs . Those

Ch:nese who desired to acquire English—style educations

Lee Kuan Yew , The ~‘~:nds of Chance (Singapore:
Mln:str7 of Culture, 1964 , ~~~~. 

2 2 .
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in order to further their entrepreneurial ventures were

encouraged to do so; a practice which created a class

of English-speaking Chinese who were at home in both

worlds.

Lee was the third generation of such a family

and received all of the educational advantages available

to an intelligent , aggressive young Singapore Chinese .

The significant variation ~n the way he followed the

pattern of being educated into nationalism by the insti-

tutions of the colonial power was the Japanese occupation

of 1942-45. During these years , he tasted the bitter-

ness of a truly harsh and cruel colonial administration;

an experience which awakened and tempered his determina-

tion that all forms of colonialism had to be done away

with . This was the background of experience which Lee

took with him to London for his university years; a time

during which he formulated h~ s fundamental nationalist

concepts and the basic model of h~ s program . It is

~oss~ ble tha t the ten year -difference ~n ages between

Lee and Lim Chin Siong may have been an important factor

in making Lee the more realistic and ~ragmat~ c an d Lim

the more ideological , for Lim i~ d not exper:ence the

Japanese occupation as an 3dult . n combination with

h~ s more limited educat~on in the Chinese—Language

( schools and his lower scclo—ecor.cmic or:g:ns, this

I
__ ~~ 
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difference in experience was perhaps significant in

making Lim much more politically rigid .

The Fundamental Concept

The key to Lee ’ s rise to power and to his suc-

cess in achieving political legitimacy and retaining

power is the concept of pragmatism which Lee habitually

and consisten tly practiced . From the very beginning ,

once he deci ded upon his goals , Lee did not allow him-

self to be restricted by ideological rigidities in the

manner in which he acted to achieve those goals. The

objectives themselves were well thought out and well

attuned to the pragmatism of his methods.

Foundations of Lee ’s ?ower

Even before his schooling in Lon don , Lee had a

re~ utation for hard work , intelligence and achievement.

To this reputation and to the nascent elemental

nationalism resulting from his experiences under the

Japanese , he added an ideological foundation and a well

structured plan for the future of Malaya (including

Singapore) . Contacts with British socialists resulted

in the form of democratic socialism which Lee came to

espouse.

Its Fabian aspect of belief  in a p er fe ct i o n i s t

society can be seen as the basis for the ~h~ losophica1

I
—
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side of Lee ’s ideology which accorded well with his own

personali ty . A perfectionist society imp lies dedication,

discipline and cooperation in order to achieve it , as

well as a commitment to social justice. The later term

used fo r  Lee ’ s concept of what Singapore should be , the

Rugged Society, is a logical outgrowth of his Fabianisrn .

The Marxian aspect calling for alignment of the educated

classes with the working classes provided the operational

element of his ideology. He eventually accomplished

this alignment and used it to gain the mass base he

needed to gain power.

( The plan for Malaya ’ s fu ture ~ontained three

elements which recur throughou t much of Lee ’ s poli tical

life. The first was anti-colonialism which proved to

be the vehicle by which he gained his first position of

power. Second was the decision that Malaya must be non-

Communist . Third and perhaps most revolutionary in

Malayan con text , was Lee ’ s belief that a new socIety

had to be constructed upon the concept of racial harmony,

or non-communalism.

Neither ideology nor a plan of action to achieve

certain goals are of any use without a group to imple—

mer.t them. Here , too , Lee began ~n Londor~ to gather

about him Like-minded , capable and realistic assoc:ates

who were to help ~n bringing h~ s concepts to fruItion.

I 
_____________ ______________ _________________
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They were the core of a group which not only had the

objective of an end to colonialism , but realized that

they could not wait until it came about before planning

for what was to follow . Very early on , then , the prac-

tIce c.f careful and detailed planning for the future

became an integral element of the Lee Kuan Yew system.

Creation of the Base of Power

when Lee returned to S~ ngacore after com~ leting

his studies , he was already known to the colonial a&min—

~strati’on which was aware of his careful distinction

between s~~ pathizing with Communist goals and using

Communist methods . Lee successfully exploited his posi-

tion as the least unacceptable to the 3ritish of several

nationalist leaders in order to further expand h i s  group.

Besides gathering about him even more men similar to

himself in background and education , he del~ be:atelv

began to cultivate contacts with tne labor unions to

buIld a power base.

Having successfully proven that it was possible

to develop such a base in his work with the non—

Communist and En g l I s h — sp e a~<ing  un ion s , Ice an d h~~s

;rouP then d~ d the same wt :n  the ChInese—speak Ing  u n i o n s

which had extensive links with the Communists. The

s:mple polit~ca . fact of life was tnat for any nat~ o~ia1-

:st group to succeed , ~t needed tne su~Port of the great

•.
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mass of Singapore ’s Chi nese, much of which was Communist

led . By the time that the People ’ s Action Party was

formed in 1954 , a marriage of political c~~ ven~ ence had

been contracted with the pro—Communist elements having

their strength in the Chinese unions and the Chinese

middle schools. Both partners in the union were aware

each was using the other and that a moment of truth

would eventually arrive some time after the common

nat~ onal~ st goals were achteved . The seeds for ~ntra-

par ty conflict were sown here. Lee ’s factions came to

be considered moderate , the other faction led by LIm

Chin Siong , became the  radical or extremists.

The F i rs t  Steps to Power

Lee and h~ s fellow moderates gained ~o1it :cal
r power through a comb~nat~on of careful planning, :oliti-

cal maneuvering and fortuitous action by outstde

agencIes. The first ~ssembly seats which were won

• 
~roved that the PAP had tne necessary cr~ anI:atIon and

base of support to -gain office and d:~ plaved a capab~ 1-

ity to analyze a situation so as best to utIlize it.

:n this Instance , the PAP was able to put f o r t h  its

ant~ -colon~ a1jst views but dId  f lO t  r :sk be in ’~ I n :ured

oy hav:ng to support a constttut~ on which was considered

I
_  _ _
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Having once gained a political position , Lee

was able to use it to both work for his own goals and

to move toward eventual dissociation from the Communists.

Through h~ s part~ ctcat~on in the constitutional confer-

ences , he helped bring about a constitution more closely

matching his concept of self-government for Singapore.

Furthermore , Lee ’ s apparent support for the anti-

subversive clause accepted in the 195’  discussions

u l t ima te ly gave him a means to c o n t r o l  the radical  ele-

ments in the PA? .

The more fortuitous events wh ich  helped Lee and

the modera:~ s in the PA? ma~ nta~ n the i r  ascendancy over

the radicals were the arrests and detentions of Lim Chin

S
~
ong and others of the Middle Road crouc for their

carts in the l9~~6 m~dcue scnco~ riots and tne later

arrest and detention of the pro—Communists on the PA?

CEC. The moderates were thus helped In a moment of

weakness to maintain control of ~he PA? and they were

also ~rov~ ded w~ :n a useful campai~ n :ssue for the L~ 5~

general election. This was a hard—won v::tory for the

extremist faction possessed mOst of the PAP ’ s base of

power . Lee ’ s v~ ct-ory over the radicals withIn the

party was far from a foregone concluston at th~ s point.

~~th~ n the PAP , carnv flscipline was extremely

:mportanz from the point of v:ew both of accompl :shmen t

I
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of ~ts goals and control of the rad:cal elements. The

main reason for the expulsion of Ong Eng Guan from the

PAP was h~ s refusal to submit to the discipline and pr-c—

gram of tne CEC . Also , in the na:tonai~ st ~eriod , party

discipline was important simply to effectively mobilize

r.eeded mass support.

The PAP in Power

Dur:ng the campai gn fo r  the 1958 ceneral elec-

tions , Lee ex~ lo:ted dissatisfaction with the L~m Yew

Hock government to the full :n order to build support

f o r  the PAP . He and the o ther  cartv leaders also had

by this  t ime developed an extensive olan fo r  g ov e r nin g

Singapore once they gained power. They declared the:r

goals of creating an independent , democratic , non—

Communist society by constitutional means and to

restructure the economy to provide more employment.

With their victory , Lee called upon the peop le of 3~ nga -

pore for hard work and d~ sctpl~ ne to create a s~ tuat:On

in wn~ ch all would eventual l y ben e f it .  he important

thing is that Lee ’ s government eventually d~ d del Iver

on ~ts promises of tncreased employment , more soc:il

services and an Improved standard of l~ v:ng.

Bel~ evtng that h~ s concept of Malaysia was one

best way by which to accom~ l~ sh t h i s ,  Lee used ever’•-

ooportunity to bring ~ t about. He manipulated the

I
I ~~~~~~
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genuine issue of internal securtty in such a way as to

convince Tunku Abdul Rahman that it would be better to

have Singapore a part of Malays :a than to have it an

independent hotbed of radicalism :ust off the Malaysian

coast. He also used the in terna l  secur i ty  forces  to

further control those Communist or pro—Communist ele-

( ments which were trying to supplant him.

Such negative methods were only a part of the

Lee program . The more important elements were those by

which he hoped to build sucoort through acttvtoies

which im~ roved life and society ~n S~ nga~ore . Having

I taken power , Lee and his colleagues Eut :nto effect the

social and economic programs which they had prepared.

I Pub l i c  housing on a mass ive  sca le ,  the  b e g i nn in g s  of

industrial development, un:versal pr:mary education and

expansion of trade were all important goals. For the

( most part , Lee ’ s adm~nistr atton was so successful in

producing resul ts  tha t  t o  ;atned the suppor t  of most

I Singaporeans; an accomp ts~~ ent which Lee clearly

realized was imperattve and vital to success.

Defeat of the ODposition

:n addit:on to the tnternal secur:ty factor and

I the real economic and soctal accomp l~ s~~ ents , Lee and

t~e PAP were atded In remaining power by two -other

I factors. The first was the decisIon for the 3~ngapore

I
I 
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I
government to take ove r many party func tions , particu—

l a r ly  those involved wi th  the many small th ings  parties

often provide, such as commun ity centers and means of

communication with those in government. Such functions

were institutionalized within the government bureaucracy

thus strengthening the identification of the government

itself as the source of services and benefits.

The other factor was what amounted to a long-

term process of political suicide by the Barisan

Socialis. Although it is undeniably true that Lee ’s use

of internal security strictures s:gn~ f::-ant v affected

the ability of the Barisar. to operate , the radtca

party contrtbuted to its own po totcal demtse by its

unrealistically rtg~ d t-deological stance. The Barisan

leaders insisted upon following a secuence of ever.ts

dictated by ideology and displayed little flexibility

and apprecia t ion of pol i t ica l, soct al  and econom~ c

realities. This condition was the exact reverse -of the

methodolog:cal pragmatism employed cy Lee and the PA? .

There is much truth to Rajaratnam ’s statement that the

PAP was placed in the situation of having no effcct~ ve

opposition through the consent of that oopositton Itself.

Malaysia

With the Tunku ’s declaration of willingness to

consider some form of union , Lee at last saw the 

—..—-—-—- .— ——-~~~•~~~ • • 
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possibility of attaining his goal of inde~ endence for

I Singapore through merger with Malaya. :t ~s consist-

ently apparent in his statements to this point that Lee

I believed that the best course was not one of tooa inde-

I pendence for Singapore , but one of union with mainland

Malaya . He did not believe that Singapore was economi-

I cally capable of survival all alone ; the best ~roscec~

was to become part of a greater Malaysia in which

Singapore ’ s natural economic hinterland would be part

I of an all—encompassing political structure. :n this

manner , Lee believed that a guaranteed market for

I Singapore ’s products could be created.

The Tunku ’ s decision for union was based upon

the more negative idea that to have Singapore within

I Malaysia would prevent its becoming a threat to the

internal security of the mainland states. The compari-

I son between the two attitudes parallels closely the

differences in the personalities and backgrounds of the

two men. The Malaysia merger resulted in a conflict of

ideas , ideologies and individuals which can be very much

characterized as a conflict between the personalities

of Lee and Rahman .

I The Tunku epitomized the conservative , evolu-

tionary and communal elements in Malayan society . A

scion of hereditary Malay royalty, head of a pol~ t~ cal

I
I 
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party formed to protect Malay communal rights , and

I member of a culture known for its easy-going approach

to life , it is unrealistic of Lee to expect that Rahman

might come to accept the concept of a non-communal

nation . Lee , for his part , was the product of a dynamic,

aggressive and revolutionary cul ture in wh ich economic

factors had been more important than communal considera-

tions. He seems not to have been able to cuite accept

that h~ s non—communal concepts represented a real threat

to the Tunku and to his more conservative (even r eaction-

ary) colleagues , no matter how objectively ‘right’ those

( concepts were. To create a nation tn which the Chinese

had as much political power as the Malays when they

already had the most economic strength , was totally

I unacceptable .

On balance , Lee appears to have been more

I willinc to adjust to the situation than were the Malays ,

but even Lee ’s pragmatism in method did not extend to

his goals. The objective of a non—communal , non-

I Communist and democratic socialist Malaysta was one of

long standing. Although the goal was one based upon

I relatively realistic evaluation of the situation and

thus can itself be olassifted as a pragmatic prospect ,

it  was not subject to the same fLex~b :litv as were the

( methods by which Lae sought to attain it.

I
I 
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In the end , the personal , poli t ical  and economic

I antagonisms which developed on both sides of the Straits

of Johore proved deadly to the concept of Malaysia

I including Singapore. Lee would not abandon his basic

conceot and the Tunku was not willing and probably not

capable of defying the Malay communal elements to the

extent necessary to create a truly non-communal Malaysia .

F i n a l l y ,  the Tunku bowed to the pressures  f r o m  Malay

I communalists and decided to expel Singapore f r o m

Malays ia .

Independent  Si ig ap o r e

Separation f rom Malays ia  forced Lee and his

I colleagues into a struggle for Singapore ’ s surv ival on

i ts  own . By . 1965 , the PAP government had es tabl ished

I its legitimacy to such an extent that  the people were

fo r  the most part , wi l l ing  to heed Lee ’ s call to disci-

cl~ ne themselves to a long s truggle for  survival. H t s

I m~ n~ sters were by t h is  ttme highly exper :enced tn work-

tng t oge the r , t~ ev had prepared and implemented thorough

plans  f o r  develocment  of the economy and the society ,

( and they were w t l l t n g  to make ad :ustments  to meet

ch a n gtn g  s t t u at i on s .  Even more important , they con—

I t inued to ackn cwledge and su~ port  Lee ’ s leadership  and

to corporate ly  car ry  out h is  ideas. The government

bureaucracy  had a solid r e p u t a t i o n  f o r  honest , competent

I
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and e f fec t i ve  admin i s t r a t ion  in which the peop le could

have conf idence .  By 1968 , all of Singapore from Lee to

the hawker in the street had begun to adjust to the idea

of a British withdrawal of forces  and was forging ahead

to meet the new situation .

- In conclusion , Lee Kuan Yew ’ s success in

achieving and holding power in Singapore and in making

of a t iny former  British colony a thriving independent

republ ic  is due to pragmatic consideration of goals and

methods , economic real ism and thorough,  c a r e f u l  p lanning

• for  the f u t u r e .  Lee was able to bui ld a dedicated group

I of extremely able associates who put  his ideas into

practice . A combination of very as tu te  pol i t ica l

I maneuvers and fortuitous assistance from forces beyond

his control enabled him to defeat the Communists and

their sympathizers  w i t h i n  the PAP , who had presented

I a very real and powerful threat. n the end , Lee

created a po l tt i ca l  s t ruc ture  whIch was so thoroughly

embedded and so product ive  that  no e f f e c t iv e  ccpos i tion

has been able to es tabl ish  i t se l f  in the years since .

I
I
I
I
I 
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Yew worked to develop mass base for People ’ s
Action Party .
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Yew ’s views on future role of education and
educators.
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Centre of Southeast Asian Studies , Monash Uni-
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ABSTP~ CT

?‘ Singapore Prame Manister Lee Kuan Yew has been

the most important political personality there since he

came to power in 1959. The purpose of~ this thesis is—

to describe and analyze how he gained power and began

to imclement his political , social and economic con—

ce~ ts. :n writing this thesis, I have striven to

maantain a Lee—centered approach and have relied

heavily ucon Lee ’ s speeches and writings or ~uotations

therefrom .

A thard-generation Englash-educated Straits

Chinese, Lee led has young People ’ s Action Party to

ats farst vactory an 1955 , suppor ted by both Communist

and non-Communist elements. Lee ’s1goal was an independ-

ent , non— Communist , democratic socialast Sangapore once

colonaahisrn had been elamanated . The key element an

Lee ’ s metnod was pragmatism rather than ragad adeologv .

By 1959 , Lee was Prime Minister and by 1961 , he

had rad the Party of th~ cro-Communasts. Careful ,

:.-iorcugh c l an n a n g , r e a l i s t i c  economa: po1a~~aes, honest

administrataon and outstandano co ata-:al s.<all enabled

Lee and has moderate colleagues ~o sur~ cunt t ne  shock

of evaction from Malaysaa ~~~~~ ~he 3~~::~ sn ~i:nirawa of
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malatary forces. Economic survial was assured by

developing industrialism , and political survival by

astute maneuvers , croven performance an office and

I disappearance of the opposition.

Ice remaans in offaca.
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